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Foreword
The fourth edition of this book basically attempts with success compilation of Professor
Mujumdar’s professional (and to a minor extent personal) activities, post-retirement
activities, and philosophy spanning over four decades. Clearly it is impossible to cover every
aspect of his research, educational and personal philosophies and accomplishments in such a
"thin" booklet. Interested readers can always "google" for more data and information.
This latest version is designed to time with Professor Mujumdar’s post retirement activities
and highly productive dozen years at NUS which saw his research output at a rate more than
triple that at McGill which was already much higher than the average there as well. Of
course, after a short period free for himself and his family, he is still working actively with
many academic institutions around the globe and help mentor younger faculty and
researchers reach higher levels of accomplishment. He will also continue to edit his journal,
review papers for it and dozens of other journals and conferences and also help organize
conferences and consult for industry. He will also offer workshops, seminars and guest
lectures in drying as well as transport phenomena. So, there will be significant level of
publishable outcome yet to come for many years.
The impact of his work can be readily measured using conventional metrics like citations,
impact factors, h factor etc. although Prof. Mujumdar dismisses them as incorrect indicators
since they measure academic and not engineering impact. Although a prolific writer himself,
he says publications are a valuable by-product not the goal of academic research.
We hope that this collection will be useful to students, faculty and industry people as well as
policy makers and granting agencies. A lot can be learnt from his record and his writings.
We hope that this compilation will serve as a beacon and as an inspiration to the younger
generation of engineers and educators all over the world. His personal knowledge and
experience which spans the whole world is truly unmatched by any academic anywhere.
As Editors of this fourth edition we want to thank interested readers for their positive
feedback. Nothing will please Professor Mujumdar more than seeing many of his mentees
excel and in fact outpace the professional achievements summarized in this compilation.
-

Shivanand S. Shirkole, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela, India

-

Sachin V. Jangam, National University of Singapore, Singapore
December, 2019

About Professor Arun S. Mujumdar
Statistically Speaking...
The following is a quick look at just the numbers of various professional activities
accomplished under Professor Mujumdar's guidance.
It includes work at NUS as well as that carried out within the network of his mentees and
collaborators in over a dozen institutions globally.
➢ Over 550 journal publications with 40,000+ citations and h-factor of 88 in
October 2019
➢ World’s top contributor to peer reviewed publications in the field of Drying
➢ Over 350 conference papers; over 75 plenary/keynote lectures at international
conferences
➢ Over 250 journal issues as Editor-in-Chief of Drying Technology journal
➢ Founder/ Chair of International Drying Symposium Series, Asia Pacific Drying
Conference Series etc.
➢ Over 60 international conferences as Organizer/Chair of Scientific Committees
➢ Over 75 PhDs mentored (McGill, NUS, Jiangnan University and other
institutions); 35 post-doctoral fellows
➢ 2 authored books; 70+edited books; 150+ book chapters; 8 e-books (freely
downloadable); 10+ M3TC Technical Reports at NUS for free downloads
➢ TPR Group network active across 18 countries
➢ Honorary Professor at six universities in China, Thailand, India
➢ Honored

with

Doctor

Honoris

Causa

by

Lodz

Technical University,

Poland (2008) and University of Lyon 1, France (2011)
➢ Over 15 major international awards
➢ Prof, Mujumdar Medal for Excellence in Drying and Outstanding Mentorship
(annual award since 2007)
➢ Prof. Mujumdar Visiting Professorship/Fellowship at Institute of Chemical
Technology,
Several national level awards from Government of China as well as three provinces
See details - www.arunmujumdar.com

Compiled by Shivanand S. Shirkole
December, 2019

Preface (Edition 3)
Once again Sachin has done a terrific job of assembling a lot of information stretching well
over four decades in a readily accessible form for busy professionals like potential readers of
this mini-book. This third edition has some new material and it is abridged to nearly half the
size of the second enhanced version.
The idea for such a compilation was not mine; it came from some of my students and
research associates from one or more decades ago. They felt they did not have the
opportunity and time to see how my research effort was coming along and how the
international group effort was developing globally. They were curious about the effect of
globalization since I initiated IDS in 1978 even before the word globalization itself became
fashionable.
I have been a multi-disciplinarian and a multi-tasker from my Day 1 in academia. Also, I
always considered professional service is a key integral component of what all academic
professionals must do even if their institutions do not mandate it. The singular focus on
research in research-intensive universities has discouraged service component to the extent
that many young faculties do not do any service at all even when they benefit personally
from such service by others e.g. reviewing papers and editing them is a massive thankless job
that service-minded professionals do for all. This is just one simple example but there are
many aspects to professional service that is critical even for a subdiscipline to exist at all.
Young faculty must develop leadership quality and ability to think and act critically and
strategically to succeed. Mentoring them is very important but rarely done.

Only

experienced academics with desire to mentor can help rectify the situation. A special essay
on mentoring is included in the edition as well. I have mentored numerous mentees both at
local institutions and those scattered around the world with significant success. Hence the
importance I give to this activity.
Having worked in two research institutions on two diametrically opposite sides of the globe
gives me a unique perspective of the global R&D activity. This is fortified by my long and
continuous exposure to industrial R&D in three continents and visits to over 40 countries and
a few hundred institutions. It is not surprising that I have observed in action people and
models of higher education and R&D as well as funding/management of research around the
world. I can name some success stories and many less-than-spectacular results. One can then
look for best practices even in research management at universities. All institutions want to

be world class by trying to excel at criteria set by non-academic ranking organizations rather
than by academic criteria they set for themselves. In evaluating research outcomes, we look
for impact factors and not real impact. No wonder industry is not attracted by the feature of
academic research. We also keep switching fields regardless of expertise and follow where
the pool of grant funds lies. The duration of research areas is also getting shorter which
means there is no time to really carry out longer term impactful research.
There is also the important issue of innovation which I have dealt with as well.
My goal is simply to provide some useful data and my personal perspectives on diverse
matters of interest in academia. I do hope not everyone will agree with all the ideas. As the
old adage goes: If everyone thinks the same, no one is really thinking! I would be most
pleased to hear from anyone who cares to write. You can easily find me on Google!
Finally, many thanks to Sachin for an outstanding job which shows his artistic skills as well.
I must reiterate here that all ideas and opinions expressed here are my personal ones and not
of any institution or organization nor any individual I know or do not know.

Arun S Mujumdar
November 2012

Preface (Edition 4)
It is almost fifty-five years since my graduation as a chemical engineer in 1965 from UDCTnow ICT- and start of my research career as a graduate student at McGill University
immediately thereafter. Most of my research career has been in academia in numerous
countries and institutions. As an engineering researcher, I recognized the need to have direct
exposure and experience in industrial R&D fortunately even as I was initiating my doctoral
research. So, as luck would have it, my first postdoctoral job was in an industrial research
center. This helped me steer my research in future years with a long-term view of potential
applications coupled with the need to innovate. I also appreciated the necessity of selflearning, passion for research, perseverance and inter- as well as multi-disciplinary research.
Within a few more years I envisioned the inevitable eventual globalization of higher
education and research despite difficulties in global communication needed for effective
networking.
This e-book of my professional Profile is a compilation of concise summaries of my thoughts
and experiences in teaching, research, mentoring, professional service as well as academic
policy issues and need for academics and academia to excel on a global scale. I hope the
ideas and thoughts presented here will be helpful to graduate students, faculty, administrators
as well as researchers and engineers in industrial practice. In this age of global
competitiveness in all fields, it is increasingly important for universities to be world class and
global thought leaders.
As always, I would be happy to receive feedback on ideas presented here albeit in a compact
form.
Finally, I want to thank my better half, Purnima, members of my research group and
colleagues in Canada, Singapore, China, India as well as a dozen or more other countries who
have helped me in my academic journey in a variety of direct and indirect ways. Indeed, I can
be aptly called an accidental academic as I never had a plan or desire to embark on the
academic path when I decided on graduate studies.
I will be remiss in my duty if I do not mention the love and encouragement of my parents and
the mentoring by my thesis advisor at McGill University, Professor W. J. Murray Douglas. I
will need a whole book to properly list and acknowledge with sincere gratitude the specific
contrition’s of literally hundreds of individuals who have had a direct or indirect impact on
what I have been able to do. Whatever errors or poor judgements I have made were entirely
my own. I feel I have learnt a great deal more about life and research from my students than

they have from me. For this I am ever grateful to them as I approach the end of my research
journey with joy and satisfaction. It is too late to worry about whether I could have done
more or done some things differently. So, I will not attempt to answer this inevitable
question; I will let the readers come up with their own answers.
Last but not least, many special thanks are due to Sachin Jangam of NUS for his enthusiastic
work on putting this e-book together along with numerous other freely downloadable eBooks.
Without him we couldn’t have accomplished this unique service project which has benefited
thousands around the globe.

Arun S Mujumdar
Mississauga, Canada
December 2019

Preface (Edition 4)
We are pleased to offer this fourth edition of the Professional Profile of Professor Arun S.
Mujumdar. Much has happened in both personal and professional life of Professor Mujumdar
since the third edition was completed and posted as e-book on line. Dr Sachin Jangam
compiled and edited all three earlier editions in relatively quick succession. This version is
appearing after over eight years; the last six years cover a period when Prof. Mujumdar
retired from NUS but was still very busy and productive especially in research. His
publication output indeed shows a sharp jump post-retirement.
As the Table of Content shows there are a number of new items added to this edition. We
dropped the extensive CV, however, as it can still be accessed in the third edition. This
decision was made in the interest of making this book manageable in length. More details are
available to interested readers at his website www.arunmujumdar.com. A new user-friendly
site is being designed for future use.
We hope that this e-book will provide useful archival information about the accomplishments
and philosophy of Prof. Mujumdar in areas such as higher education, engineering, innovation,
publications, globalization, mentoring, research as well as professional service. We believe
these documents will be useful to graduate students and young faculty members as well as
engineers and scientists in industry.

We would happily welcome feedback from readers.

-

Shivanand S. Shirkole
National Institute of Technology,
Rourkela, India

-

Sachin V. Jangam
National University of Singapore,
Singapore

December 2019
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Chapter No. 1

A look at Professor Arun S. Mujumdar from
Different Angles: A TRIBUTE
Sakamon Devahastin
Department of Food Engineering
King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, Bangkok 10140, Thailand

Guohua Chen
Department of Chemical Engineering
Hong Kong University of Science & Technology, Clear Water Bay, Hong Kong, China

Maria Laura Passos
Departamento de Engenharia Quimica
Escola de Engenharia da UFMG, Horizonte-MG-Brazil

Lixin Huang
Institute of Chemical Industry of Forest Products
Nanjing 210042, P.R. China

INTRODUCTION
Frequently we are asked various questions regarding Professor Mujumdar by friends,
colleagues, students or new participants in drying conferences because people are curious and
wish to know more about the personal side of the “drying guru” that is not obvious from his
published work. IWSID is the first meeting of its kind in India and has the honor of holding it
under the sponsorship of the esteemed University of Mumbai Institute of Chemical
Technology (MUICT), the alma mater of Prof. Mujumdar. We think we owe the participants
and also our new colleagues a personal introduction of Prof. Mujumdar as we have had the
privilege of interacting over a long period with him as students, colleagues, friends and
admirers.
At the inception of this idea, it seemed quite easy to write an essay on Prof. Mujumdar
because there are so many published materials on him out there as a quick check to Google
will confirm. When we started this work, we felt precisely the lack of ability to assess the
materials and yet to come up with a concise article. Prof. Mujumdar is a philosopher, a
1
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mentor, an organizer, a leader, a research engineer, a husband, a father, etc., etc., to name a
few hats he wears at all times. After debating and discussion amongst us, we come up with
the present form of this manuscript. We try here to look again at Prof. Mujumdar from
different angles and summarize our observations and feelings. Different sections are not
necessarily mutually exclusive on specific topics. In fact, most are intertwined inseparably as
will become obvious upon reading this article.

A Philosopher and A Practitioner

India is a great country that has produced many philosophers. For Prof. Mujumdar, we have
not really summarized his philosophical contributions. In this section, we would like to note
down his philosophical beliefs to share with others and witness how he practices his own
beliefs.
When asked about his philosophical belief, this is his answer “I do not really have any lofty
philosophy as such. My mission has always been to be helpful and productive in some way in
every aspect of life - in personal dealings as well as work. I believe ethics takes precedence
over every other aspect of life. For professional’s ethical behavior is even more critical as
consequences of unethical behavior can be dangerous and even catastrophic. In the face of
2
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severe and relentless competition around the world in every aspect of life, unfortunately,
ethics seems to take a back seat these days.” He believes this is knee-jerk reaction. Indeed,
truly ethical behavior in the long run always prevails. He tries to inculcate ethical behavior in
his students at every opportunity. His power point presentations on many topics that are
freely available on his Website (www.geocities.com/as_mujumdar) clearly indicate the high
value he gives to ethics. He feels that ethics should be taught right from the primary school;
starting to teach ethics at the university level is probably already too late to make a
difference!
Instead of competing, it is a better policy to collaborate. In research it is best to form
networks and freely exchange ideas and information. Knowledge grows by giving it away
(unlike most other things). From his web-page the viewer can tell immediately that he has a
large international network of collaborations covering USA, Japan, Canada, UK, Thailand,
Hong Kong, Greece, Malaysia, Poland, China, Norway, Finland, Poland, India, etc. He also
strongly feels that we need wisdom-based economies since purely knowledge-based economy
can actually worsen matters globally. To use the transport phenomena analogy, he believes
that gradients in economic standards around the globe must decrease in order to bring
stability, peace and prosperity to all. The selection of quotes on his Website gives a glimpse
on this. The following are just a few examples (often attached to his signature on e-mail
messages: Great beauty, great strength, and great riches are really and truly of no great use; a
right heart exceeds all (Benjamin Franklin); Knowledge is a process of piling up facts;
wisdom lies in their simplification (Martin Fischer); It is, in fact, nothing short of a miracle
that the modern methods of instruction have not entirely strangled the holy curiosity of
inquiry (Albert Einstein). Finally, Knowledge is proud it knows so much; wisdom is humble
it knows no more. These quotes are not taken randomly; they are foundations of his personal
philosophy.
Another important part of his personal philosophy is his personal trait of being respectful to
all, regardless of age, race, nationality, religion, sex, position, etc. He is always respectful of
his students, colleagues, relatives and friends. He believes in the old adage: First deserve then
desire. For those that have worked with him from around the world, we must remember the
addresses “3795 Navarre, Brossard” and more recently “113 Clementi Road, Kent Vale BLK
D-05-03” where we had parties now and then. The joys we had are forever in our sweet
memories. He also likes to cook and is proud of his cooking skills; he thinks a good chemical
engineer must, by definition, be a good cook.

3
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As a teacher his philosophy is to motivate students to learn and develop a fundamental
understanding rather than building up an impressive super-structure of fancy passing
applications with no foundation. Applications come and go but the fundamental science stays
firm. He also feels lecturing is not the best way to teach engineering subjects; students must
“do” things actively and not try to “absorb” things passively. They must be taught and
encouraged to “produce” not just “reproduce” what they learn from books and lectures. The
emphasis should be on “innovation” and not “renovation” which is a superficial activity with
a very short half-life, according to him.
He is fond of giving an analogy, again based on, what else, transport phenomena! In Prof.
Mujumdar’s opinion the rate at which students actually absorb (and retain!) what is “taught”
depends on the magnitudes of two resistances: resistance to teaching (on the side of the
lecturer) and the resistance to learning (on the side of the student). By effective teaching the
former resistance can be minimized. However, what is actually learnt also depends on the
other resistance; that can be reduced only by hard, proactive effort by the student. This is why
with the same teacher and teaching methods we have a wide assortment of distribution in the
academic performance of students in a given class. Perhaps a mathematical model could be
developed based on this basic idea for future use!
On engineering education his views are expressed in several of his editorials in Drying
Technology with a brief summary available in Mujumdar’s Practical Guide to Industrial
Drying. He believes in the importance of academic and industrial cooperation. He also
encourages such a model for engineering research. Engineering research in academia, for and
by academics is a poor model. He keeps close ties with industries by giving seminars or
providing consultancies. He believes that the primary product of a university is “researcher”
with good, useful research as an important by-product. Hence, he stresses more on the
training of the student as an ethical person and an engineer. Out of his busy schedule, he sets
up regular meetings with his students discussing about research progress as well as daily life.
For example, one female student once was very much stressful regarding her family life. He
and his wife were there as friends to cheer her up. One male student just arrived McGill
expressed very much of missing his home. Prof. Mujumdar offered his phone for the student
to call home. His students’ productivity is also quite impressive with 10 publications from
one Ph.D. student is not uncommon in his research group.
He believes that it is very important to broaden the knowledge base of engineering in
humanities and sciences. He notes that to create true wealth we need good engineers - not
jack-of-all-trade types that more and more academic institutions are competing to produce
4
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internationally. Unfortunately, students joining such programs often have no clue where they
will be led to. As the boundaries of knowledge are dynamic and expanding at exponential rate
all the time and frequently in an unpredictable manner, it is increasingly important to be able
to work in multi-disciplinary teams. One individual cannot know all disciplines to depths
necessary to accomplish complex tasks. With globalization, respect for and ability to work
with other nationalities, races and cultures are even more important today. Nations around the
world will find their pecking order in a state of constant flux. Yesterday’s emerging nations
will become tomorrow’s economic powerhouses. Nothing can be taken for granted any
longer. At one casual meeting of McGill alumni, his former students noted that Prof.
Mujumdar is the person that can talk to the person that sweeps the floor or the waiters that
serve the food, he could also talk comfortably with the Queen of England. For the former, we
were witnesses. Many times, as fresh students we knew literally nothing about research and
enjoyed his conversations. For the latter, we have yet to receive the invitation! However, a
friend of us who is an influential investment banker noted that Prof. Mujumdar’s comments
and observations on global investment as well as economic issues are very much impressive
and professional. This banker was very much enjoyed the time with Prof. Mujumdar. Clearly,
this is a result of Prof. Mujumdar’s regular reading of the London Economist, Fortune and
other economic magazines.

A Mentor

Among the several possible titles for Prof. Mujumdar to choose, probably he is most happy
and comfortable to be called a mentor. This is not only because he is a dedicated educator but
5
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also because he knows the importance of mentoring in engineering and research. He believes
that creative thinking is the key to all breakthrough research in sciences, engineering as well
as in the liberal arts and business. He even proposes that the training of researchers (master’s
or Ph.D.) should not even be bound with a specific research project. Depth must go hand-inhand with breadth of knowledge. Knowledge of hard subjects must be coupled with soft
knowledge of the humanities, arts, communication skills, etc. Knowledge of world
economics, world history and world geography are especially critical in this new age of
globalization.
When asked about why his students are so productive, his answer was quite philosophical: “I
treat each of my students as a family member. I give them my trust and support them with
advice and financial resources as needed. I make sure they feel that I am there to assist and
guide them, and I am happy and truly proud of their achievements.” Meanwhile, he seldom
uses pressure to force progress. This is rare for most other professors. In fact, he treats even
the IDS events held biennially in various continents as “global family re-unions” wherein the
families are expanding all the time. Anyone who has attended IDS conferences can feel the
family atmosphere even when everyone is discussing truly “dry” topics all the time!
One of his former Ph.D. students indeed recalls the good experience of working with him as
follows: “I understood very early in my Ph.D. work the concept of an earned Ph.D. Prof.
Mujumdar’s philosophy is that to be awarded a Ph.D. a student must not only have
demonstrated the mastery of the thesis subject but most importantly also, the capability to
perform independent research worthy of a Ph.D. Therefore, not only did he encourage
independence he demanded it of every one of his students. Though painful at the time, this
policy helped to build confidence and prepare us in no small measure for our future
professional career, be it in the industry or academics. It was a privilege to be under the
tutelage of such an exceptional and outstanding research advisor.”
The same student continued with the story, “A remarkable experience occurred just a few
months before my graduation. As part of the final validation exercise of the CFD code that I
had spent years developing, I had chosen the classical Graetz problem in the entrance region.
To my dismay, there was an unacceptably high discrepancy between the analytical solutions
and my numerical results. I was panic stricken, for obvious reasons, one of which was a
possible delay in my graduation. On alerting Prof. Mujumdar about this potentially
devastating discovery, to my utter surprise, his reaction was calming and very reassuring,
reminiscent of that of a war-general. Upon further investigation, we discovered that the
comparison exercise we had undertaken was a land mine, which most researchers in the field
6
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had cleverly and deliberately avoided. On his suggestion, the problem was assigned as a term
project to two graduate students in his ‘heat and mass transfer’ class, and was jointly
supervised. The problem was quickly resolved, and arising from that near-fatal experience at
least for me, were two journal publications, which are still referenced till today.”
For fresh research students, he would first talk to them regarding his vision on how to
become a successful researcher; his advice in the form of Power Point slides are now
available on his Website for anyone anywhere to use. He would point out his views on
different research areas along with necessary updated literature. Yet, he never forces his ideas
or thinking on the student. He would leave the final decision to the students to make
regarding the selection of a specific topic, way to approach the problem, etc. This may
explain in part why his research covers many subjects ranging from heat and mass transfer in
general, drying and dewatering of different materials, to dryer designs, process innovation,
etc. He is a professor who has patience and also trust in his students. If a student needs extra
help, he can see it and then provide the necessary backup. According to him, during the
conduct of research he would encourage and wait for the students to give him the answers
even though he already knew them. When the answers are there, he is equally happy and
cheers the students for their accomplishments. He encourages students to write good papers
to disseminate their findings first by following the format of excellent papers in the area and
then develop their own styles in scientific writing. He would spend a significant amount of
his time revising the drafts of the manuscripts before sending them out for peer review. Since
he needs to go on business trip quite often, there are more often than not that some papers and
thesis drafts to be revised are packed in his luggage. He uses his time in airplane rides,
airports, during the wait for visitors, or after meals to write down his comments and
suggestions in the margin or between lines. He believes knowledge is valuable if it is shared,
whenever he finds something interesting and useful, he would send them out to his students
or colleagues via e-mail, thanks to the Internet.
At the time of graduation, the students would find that Prof. Mujumdar is equally concerned
about the job hunt for his students as well as others who interact with him. He would make
photocopies of job ads and place them in the mailboxes of his students. He also voluntarily
writes to his contacts seeking opportunities for his students and even for those who are not
supervised by him. Once he is convinced about the ability of his students or associates, he
always goes beyond the call of duty to assist them in finding a suitable position in industry or
academia. For his Ph.D. graduates he would advise if an academic or industrial career would
suit them better. Readers may find his Power Point presentation on his Website about the
7
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traits of an academic. This is a useful starting point for someone thinking of an academic
career. He is always there for his students when advice is required. Frequently, we hear his
students or researchers say that Prof. Mujumdar was instrumental in finding his/her job. Such
help is not a simple favor; it would mean a totally different career or life for most of them,
especially for those from the developing countries. While we cheer Enrico Fermi as a great
mentor because six of his students won Nobel Prizes, we proudly find that nearly a dozen of
Prof. Mujumdar’s students is engaged in forefront research related to drying or heat and mass
transfer.
In spite of the competing demands for Prof. Mujumdar’s time, he has continued to take keen
interest in the professional and career growth of his numerous students, and associates all
over the world. He has always found the time to be supportive of their career aspirations and
goals. He sets a good example to live a happy and fruitful life. He would hold parties at his
home to show his students and colleagues his way of living and provide advice on various
issues regarding how to deal with different people, cultures or societies. He often cooked full
meals for his students and colleagues to display his culinary skills; at last report everyone
who consumed his meals is still doing fine!
Ever since the successful hosting of the First Drying Symposium at McGill University in
August 1978, there is no doubt among the drying related researchers that Prof. Mujumdar is
an efficient and effective organizer. We try to tell some inside stories so that people can
understand better how he can manage the seemingly impossible task so well. Being an
excellent organizer, he must first be a visionary. A quarter of century ago, the energy crisis
inspired many new research fields such as biological production of chemicals using natural
produces, solar energy utilization, etc. Conservation of energy cannot solve the energy
problem but remains a tangible technique to win precious time to find solutions for the crisis.
Prof. Mujumdar must have visualized this impact on one of the old unit operations – drying –
the most energy intensive process in many fields. This was at a time when even some senior
drying researchers of the time did not think there was need to pursue drying in a big way. He
promoted drying R&D with an almost missionary zeal, and almost single-handedly until he
convinced a critical mass of academics and industry people that it was a truly worthwhile and
challenging activity for both academic research and industrial R&D. Today, many research
students, academics and even industry persons attribute some of their professional success to
what Prof. Mujumdar did, but he is often not even aware of such impact of his work.
Convinced by this visionary thinking, he needed to mobilize support, both human and
financial, to realize it. To this end, he found a reliable and capable assistant, Purnima
8
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Mujumdar, his better-half in more ways than one, who volunteered cheerfully to assist Prof.
Mujumdar in the mammoth effort right from the days of the electric typewriter with no fax
and certainly no e-mail capabilities. It is hard to imagine today how the monumental work
was actually accomplished in those “pre-historic, pre-internet, ancient” days! Purnima has
been working tirelessly with Prof. Mujumdar on many administrative issues such as
compiling databases of international experts, taking care of international correspondence
(using typewriter and snail mail), preparing manuscripts of many of Prof. Mujumdar’s
lectures, and typing or even editing and typing manuscripts of serious authors from countries
like the former USSR and East European Countries based on handwritten drafts. She has
been doing this for IDS, for Drying Technology Journal, and also for many volumes of books
on drying. Clearly, she must share some of the credit for the prolific output of valuable books
that came from the desk of Prof. Mujumdar. Academic institutions rarely have resources to
support such effort and even more rarely the needed vision to foresee its impact globally.

An Organizer

Now the International Drying Symposium has become one of the most significant and
successful events of its kind. There are an ever-increasing number of participants and the
number of papers presented during the conferences. For the drying symposium to become a
truly international platform, Prof. Mujumdar traveled around the globe to promote drying and
IDS. Now, competing to be the host of IDS is one of the agenda items during each IDS. We
are happy to see that IDS has been successfully hosted by Canada (3 times), UK, Japan, USA,
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France, Czech Republic, Australia, Poland, Greece, The Netherlands, China and Brazil.
Besides, Prof. Mujumdar also helped and participated in many regional drying conferences
such as Nordic, Australasian, Chinese drying symposia and this very new Symposium in
India. In addition, Prof. Mujumdar is also actively involved in related international
conferences such as AIChE, ASME, etc. He is pleased to see activities in drying R&D rise
nearly exponentially over the past decade. At least 8 regular drying conferences are held
around the world now.
When we look at Prof. Mujumdar’s CV, we are impressed by his so many significant and
impactful activities and yet so many high-quality original publications. Moreover, he has
been the Editor-in-Chief of the only journal devoted to drying – Drying Technology. Some of
the secrets probably derive from his brain capacity in storing, classifying, processing and
retrieving information, and his ability in identifying the strong points of his collaborators so
that their potentials can be maximized. For those associated with him, we are accustomed to
receive e-mails from him on a daily basis (very often written and sent during the early hours
of the day). We are sure that ours are only a small part of his communication list. On
delegating duties, one frequent question is about the quality and credits. He stated that he
would trust the ability of his delegates and give full credit to them. Of course, sometimes the
outcome may be only 70-80% of his expectation but that is sufficient to make him happy
since the original bar is perhaps set too high.

A Leader
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For a philosopher, a mentor and an organizer to be embodied in one person, one has to be an
effective leader. Prof. Mujumdar is a true leader in the drying field. He is the guru sitting at
the very top of the high mountain, who can envision the clear trends of the flow of rivers near
and far through the fogs and clouds, and tells his followers the location of the “promised”
lands. It has become customary to have one of his plenary lectures at IDS on the development
and future trends in drying. As the editor of IDS proceedings for many years and editor of the
journal he is familiar with R&D trends. As consultant to numerous companies, both small
and Fortune 50, he is also aware of industrial needs although often he cannot work on truly
realistic problems for reasons of confidentiality. In addition to a summary of recent
developments, he would point out the short- and long-term impact of some new research
areas. Of course, out of all the materials he has given, it is only those who have the necessary
ability and aptitude can access and benefit from it.
Prof. Mujumdar attributes at least a part of his training in “leadership and organizational
skills” to his stint back in 1966-67 as President of Indian Students Association at McGill,
then a small but very active group of graduate students at McGill. He says he had the good
fortune of interacting personally with the then Principal of McGill University, Dr. Rocke
Robertson, the then Indian High Commissioner to Canada Gen. Chaudhuri, and many
prominent leaders of various communities in Montreal that gave him the confidence to
undertake major events and bring them to successful conclusion. In fact, he was personally
responsible for organizing a major reception to the then President of India, Dr. Zakir Hussein,
who visited Montreal to inaugurate the Indian pavilion at Expo’67. Little did he know that
this experience would come in handy later on when he undertook IDS even as a junior faculty
member with no experience and, more importantly, no financial or other resources! From his
many editorials in Drying Technology, he points out the importance of creative thinking and
innovation; the impact of “Extreme Engineering” on drying, drying and environment; the
meaning, use, misuse and abuse as well as impact of the ISI “impact factor” of journals;
significance, price and value of R&D; multi-disciplinary nature of drying, etc. He advocates
more research on superheated steam drying, heat pump dryers, intermittent drying, spouted
bed drying, vibrated fluidized beds, etc. He also emphasizes the importance of drying in the
development of new materials such as nano-particles, nano-tubes, nano-fibres, aerogels, etc.
His 300+ journal papers, 50 books including the widely acclaimed Handbook of Industrial
Drying, and chapters including one to be released in Albright’s Chemical Engineers’
Handbook (Taylor and Francis, PA) have placed him unarguably as the top leader in drying.
As a successful leader, he not only gives away his ideas freely but also donates many books
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and journals, all in all worth tens of thousands of dollars, to researchers, universities or
research institutes in countries around the world. At the time he moved from McGill to NUS
he donated, at one time, more than 200 books to the Physical Science and Engineering
Library (or the Schulich Science and Engineering Library as it is now known) at McGill; the
action he had indeed continued for more than 20 years while at McGill.
It should be noted at the outset that Prof. Mujumdar’s own Master’s or Ph.D. theses at McGill
had nothing to do with drying, although the late Dr. W.H. Gauvin, who was already worldrenowned in the sixties for his original work on spray drying was indeed at McGill at the time
Prof. Mujumdar joined its chemical engineering department in 1965. It is noteworthy, that the
late Professor T.K. Sherwood (of the Sherwood number fame), who made significant original
contributions to drying theory in the thirties while at MIT, was a chemical engineering
alumnus of McGill University. So, McGill's connection to drying now spans over 75 years!
Prof. Mujumdar worked in fluid mechanics and heat transfer for his two theses at McGill
with Prof. W.J.M. Douglas as his thesis supervisor. He was fascinated by the mathematical
complexities of turbulence and the measurement of its statistical properties and relating them
to heat transfer from blunt bodies such as cylinders. Later he went on to work as a
Mechanical Engineer with the Aerodynamics Division of Carrier Corporation in Syracuse,
N.Y., USA. That was where he, as part of his job, studied computational fluid dynamics on
his own, referring to research papers in aerospace, aeronautical and nuclear engineering
journals. There were no textbooks and the field were just evolving and expanding to other
than aerospace and nuclear engineering applications. When he returned to McGill and the
Pulp & Paper Research Institute of Canada (PAPRICAN) in early seventies, he initiated
research with combined experimentation with modeling using CFD techniques for the first
time at McGill and possibly in many Canadian universities at the time. Several others
followed his initiative in following years and discovered the power of CFD in many research
fields.
Prof. Mujumdar’s initial research soon after his Ph.D. was concerned with several topics
including but not exclusively on drying, impinging jet heat/mass transfer, drying of paper,
particulate collection in turbulent bed contactors, numerical studies of free convection, etc.
Earlier, during his graduate studies he had already published several papers dealing with
mixing in stirred tanks, wake flows of single and multiple cylinders in cross-flow, and had
measured Strouhal numbers for an astounding 40 different blunt bodies with potential as
“shedders” in vortex-shedding flowmeters. It is noteworthy that he had already successfully
used the concept of the vortex-shedding flowmeter, which became a commercial success in
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early seventies, several years prior to the first patent in his wind tunnel studies for his M.Eng.
research at McGill! Those were the days when universities had not become entrepreneurial!

A Researcher

Prof. Mujumdar became interested in impinging jets as they formed the basis of the novel
Paper dryer design for drying of newsprint, a problem of major economic value to Canada.
This dryer, developed by PAPRICAN, employed a multiplicity of high temperature, high
velocity jets impinging on the fast-moving wet sheet of paper giving drying rates that were an
order-of-magnitude higher than those found on conventional multi-cylinder paper dryers. The
pilot and mill dryers were designed without in-depth knowledge of impinging jet heat
transfer, particularly in the presence of suction at the surface and moving wall. In addition,
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complexities arose from the need to select a nozzle design, geometric pattern and account for
the effect of large temperature differences between the jet and the moving paper web (sheet).
What followed was a very major, decade-long research program directed with Prof. W.J.M.
Douglas involving dozens of M. Eng. and Ph.D. theses. It is a pity that a large fraction of this
extensive body of knowledge remained in theses, as there was little pressure and incentive (as
well as time) to publish the work in journals. Nevertheless, this is probably the only body of
extensive literature even today that provides information, both experimental and analytical,
on various aspects of impingement flows and heat transfer.
A new drying process for paper that he conceived and developed initially without any
funding is the superheated steam drying process for newsprint and tissue paper. He presented
the idea at an invited presentation of the Institution of Chemical Engineers conference in
Chennai, India in 1981, and also published it in a special commemorative issue of Titaguhr
Paper Mills on their 100th Anniversary in that same year. During the next 3 years he showed
the feasibility of this technique through a mathematical model followed by static lab tests of
drying kinetics as well as quality tests. He published this work in DRYING’84 and in Drying
Technology; he was awarded the first Hemisphere Award for Innovation in Drying at IDS’86
held at MIT in August 1986. A Finnish company tested and confirmed the feasibility in a
pilot rig where the system was dynamic. Indeed, the process is available commercially now
although a mill order is yet to be received. This example also shows the risk-averse nature of
industries where the capital costs involved with dryers are very high so that introducing truly
innovative technologies is very challenging.
After making very significant contributions to drying of paper, Prof. Mujumdar moved on to
other areas, e.g., drying of particulates such as grains and of sludges. He had a number of
postgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows to study vibrated beds, agitated fluid beds,
spouted beds, jet-zone beds, spout-fluid beds, etc. He was the first to propose 2-D spouted
beds as a means of avoiding scale-up problems. Later he proposed rotating jet spouted beds
as a way to save energy when drying resistance is mainly internal to the particle. His brief
review on spouted beds for drying in 1985 provided a multitude of new ideas for utilizing the
spouting concept and numerous researchers around the world followed the guidance provided
in that article, which appeared in DRYING’85 (Hemisphere, Washington DC). As for sludge
of colloidal particles, he initiated research on electro-osmotic dewatering and was
instrumental in developing an interrupted power EOD process to enhance the dewatering
effectiveness. His work on vibrated beds is considered seminal and used extensively by
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industry internationally. This is true impact of engineering research, not citations in journal
publications that remain unread and certainly untested by anyone anywhere for the most part!
With more than 300 publications in refereed journals, more than 250 conference
presentations and more than 50 edited books to his credit there is no doubt that Prof.
Mujumdar has excelled as a researcher and an inventor. He is indeed a thinking machine,
which creates new ideas and perspectives on research at almost all times. One of his former
graduate students, who had a privilege of spending many lunch hours with Prof. Mujumdar,
noted that he had got most ideas for his research during lunches. One of his most innovative
ideas on impingement heating/drying of droplets on a hot plate indeed came during his
cooking experiment on a weekend at home trying to make the Indian pancake called “dosa”
(which he claims has been another challenging and delicious area of research for him!). This
led to a Polish patent on spray dying of suspensions by impingement on hot metal surfaces!
More importantly, Prof. Mujumdar has placed high emphasis on disseminating of his (and of
members of his research group) research results, so they become widely available to the
research community and not only to any particular groups of people. He also never hesitates
to exchange ideas, knowledge and experiences with others, whether they are fellow
academics or those from industry. His open-minded approach has led to the rapid
development of the research in heat/mass transfer in general and drying in particular, on a
global scale. Talking to him is similar to reading results digested from many sources, either
conventional as textbooks and journals or contemporary as the Internet. He spends some of
his leisure time surfing the Internet to become familiar with areas of his current interest but
also newer areas. This illustrates his true nature of being a researcher (viz. the one who search
and search again) very well. A separate manuscript accounting his research contributions will
be available soon. It is noteworthy that he has ongoing research collaborations with scores of
research groups in various countries; all his collaborative projects have been success stories
leading to archival publications.
Prof. Mujumdar believes strongly in interaction between academia and industry; this
especially true in drying. At a recent IDS meeting he said, “I know of no university that
designs, builds or operates large scale dryers.” Clearly, the implication is that all drying R&D
by academia is intended for industrial consumption. For rapid technology transfer and for
proper definition of research problems in academia industry input is necessary since even
excellent solutions to imaginary problems will benefit no one. He formed a small consulting
company called Exergex Corporation back in 1989, which provided mainly R&D consulting
in drying and related areas to industry and research institutions until he left McGill to join
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NUS in 2000. His choice of research projects is influenced by his exposure to numerous real
problems faced by industry. Indeed, some of his solutions to major industry drying problems
have been extremely valuable and impactful. However, they cannot be disclosed due to
highly proprietary nature of the work. What is interesting also is that Exergex supported
research projects through its own funds and many of these resulted in journal publications.
Even the Guide to Industrial Drying one of us (SD) edited was published by Exergex in 2000;
a large number of copies were then distributed freely around the world along with free
translation and reprinting rights given to many non-profit institutions in the interest of
disseminating widely the knowledge about drying basics and technologies.
Although here we have emphasized only contributions to drying, it is noteworthy and indeed
surprising to many that he has published with equal vigor papers in many other areas as well
which do not impinge on drying, e.g., melting and freezing heat transfer, opposing jet flows,
fluid bed gasification, electro-osmosis, electro-kinetic remediation of contaminated soil, nonNewtonian fluid heat transfer in arbitrary section ducts, etc. In drying, his focus has been on
development of novel dryers using mathematical models as a tool for intensification of
innovation.
It remains a secret how Prof. Mujumdar can handle so many official tasks while maintaining
a happy family life (in fact, one of the most important research results he has never published
is his principles of time management skill). In addition to the voluntary help and
understanding from his wife Purnima Mujumdar, we believe Prof. Mujumdar must also be a
caring husband. First of all, Prof. Mujumdar treats Purnima as a friend and never takes her for
granted. On many occasions, he has noted that without Purnima’s assistance, he could not
have accomplished as much and made so many contributions to the drying field. If there is
glory in it, he makes sure that his wife is recognized also. He remembers the special dates
(not an easy task), and lets Purnima knows that he cares about her and appreciates her help.
His move from Montreal to Singapore is, we believe, partly to make Purnima happier because
she likes the climate there and its proximity to India. She also enjoys travel in the various
Asian countries.
Purnima is the hostess of the numerous social gatherings they like to hold at home. In
Montreal they had a large friend circle as well. Prof. Mujumdar would help her in making the
tables, preparing food, and cleaning the dishes. For matters he does not know, he would
openly admit it and joke about his ignorance. At this moment, Purnima would be his
“savior.” Frequently people might think that the drying guru should live like a king and be
treated like one. To us our king treats his wife like a queen and the queen rules the family.
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For everyone who has read Prof. Mujumdar’s many books and papers, the name Purnima is
perhaps as familiar as the name Arun! Many drying researchers and students of Prof.
Mujumdar are indeed good friends of Purnima as well. In this case it is not unnatural that the
rising sun (Arun) exists simultaneously, but happily, and with the full moon (Purnima). It is
interesting to point out that both Mrs. Mujumdar and Prof. Mujumdar like to do their bit in
terms of helping the needy, wherever in the world they maybe. Thus, they sponsored two
children through World Vision in Guatemala and Ethiopia for over twelve years. Also, they
sponsored scholarships for meritorious students in their schools in India. Very large
quantities of books and journals he edited were also given freely to deserving students and
institutions around the world.

A Husband

Prof. Mujumdar probably inherited his interest in engineering; his grandfather was a civil
engineer, his father an electrical engineer and a number of his uncles from both paternal and
maternal side were engineers as well. What is intriguing is that his daughter, Anita, too
followed her father’s footsteps although Prof. Mujumdar assures every one that he had
nothing to do with her decision to become a chemical engineer! However, when Anita was
asked about her father, here is her answer: “I have always been in awe of my father, so much
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so that I decided to follow in his footsteps and pursue my education in Chemical Engineering
at McGill University.”

A Father

It was not easy, to say the least, having a father stand up in front of the class. For example, in
Prof. Mujumdar’s famous undergraduate Fluid Mechanics class, although Anita was already
very familiar with the “lectures” at home, Prof. Mujumdar’s lectures in the classroom were
still captivating for her. Prof. Mujumdar’s ability to hold the attention of a classroom of
young university students was remarkable. It made Anita so proud that she would constantly
be whispering to her fellow classmates, “Pssst - That’s my father!” Of course, she had no
choice but to get an “A” on the course!
Prof. Mujumdar’s constant guidance, support and encouragement and his devotion to his
family has made Anita and his son Amit the successful persons they are today in their own
words. Prof. Mujumdar serves as the wonderful role model for them. “From our father, we
learned to be noble, humble and modest persons. Even with all his numerous
accomplishments, awards and international distinctions, my father has always remained very
modest, humble and simple. I admire this about my father the most. These are the qualities in
him that makes him easy-going, personable and so down-to-earth.” Anyone who has ever sat
in his classroom, attended his seminars or worked with him will understand what Anita and
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Amit mean here. His ability to see the bright side of the world and make them into something
more hilarious is his another skill as well.
The “Gang of Four” at the Mujumdar household would joke that Arun had two families – one
where he taught, the other where he lectured. Anita and Amit claimed that they were never
quite sure which family they belonged to! Anita is following Prof. Mujumdar’s career
footstep, Amit clearly found in a different direction – preferring to deal with finance than
engineering. Nevertheless, Amit feels that his dad left him with very large shoes to fill. Of
course, this goes to the very fundamentals of Prof. Mujumdar’s success: intelligence,
collegial and passion about his work. “As if these attributes and accolades were not enough,
he is also worldly, kind, compassionate, giving, artistic and humorous (or at least he thinks
so!). I must leap in order to reach his step,” says Amit, who now works in the Silicon Valley
in the field of high finance.
We are sure that Prof. Mujumdar is a proud father of his excellent two children. He is much
excited and proud about their achievements and shares his feelings with his friends. We all
know Prof. Mujumdar is extremely busy but he never lets his children feel left out. He always
remembers to drop a line to them by e-mail or call now and then to see how they are doing.
Rather, they are very happy and proud of what Prof. Mujumdar has achieved and often help
him in one way or another. To mention one example, Prof. and Mrs. Mujumdar held as many
as three “wedding parties” for Anita respectively in USA, India and Canada. Amit was
encouraged to explore the world by traveling to many countries even when he was relatively
young.

A Forever Young Friend
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While writing this article, we were asked what the simplest description about Prof. Mujumdar
would be. The majority agrees that he is our forever young friend, a friend that cares about
you, a friend that gives advice when asked, a friend who cheers you up, a friend who shares
your happiness, and a friend you can trust to tell your concerns in confidence. We are lucky
to be his friends. Any colleagues of his can also be his friends as he treats everybody with his
sincerity and equality. Compared with his most co-authors, Prof. Mujumdar is about a
generation senior. However, we never felt the age gap. This is probably true for the even
junior people working with him currently. He keeps himself updated not only on the
scientific front, but he also likes to learn about new developments in music, sports and
politics around the world. He used to be quite a fan of the Wrestling Show while in Montreal.
We suppose that was stress relief!
Arun, in Sanskrit, means the rising sun; it reflects Professor Mujumdar’s personality well. He
is just like a rising sun, energetic and forever young. For the past few years, we sometimes
heard him complain about his getting tired now and then. Yet, his record shows that there is
not a sign of slowing down, instead there is a marked increase in output from his research
groups after his move to Singapore.
At the National University of Singapore (NUS), he is supervising 7 Ph.D.’s 2 master’s and
over 10 final year project students. He is also jointly supervising more than 10 Ph.D.’s and
master’s students in several different countries, such as PR China, India, Thailand, Canada,
etc. He teaches postgraduate and undergraduate courses (of more than 300 students!) as well.
He also serves on many committees at NUS. Thus, his plate is more than full at any time; yet
he never claims to be busy. It is not surprising to get reviews of thesis chapters, revisions of
paper drafts, even referee reports on grant applications and reference letters for promotion
and tenure within 24 hours of receipt by Prof. Mujumdar. He says he likes to see his Outlook
Inbox clear by midnight everyday. Not an easy job in the present days of spam! As he once
said he has no desire to waste his time by complaining that he is busy!
Since he is a very famous professor, has published in many fields and has wide connections
all over the world, he needs to review more than 120 papers for Drying Technology and other
prestigious journals related to chemical, mechanical and food engineering annually. He takes
this as a normal professional obligation. On the other hand, in recent years, every year he has
presented up to 20 refereed journal papers, 15 conference papers and 5 plenary lectures – all
this while holding full teaching and administrative loads inherent in a senior academic job at
a major research-intensive university.
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Concluding Remarks
On the occasion of IWISD, we have this precious opportunity to introduce Prof. Mujumdar to
you as a person. We thank UICT, University of Mumbai, for this distinguished graduate it has
produced for the world community in drying as well as in heat and mass transfer research.
We are, as the international drying community are, proud of having Arun Mujumdar as our
leader.
We have tried our best to present Prof. Mujumdar and show him from different angles. There
is an old Chinese proverb called “blinds descriptions of an elephant.” It describes how each
blind man touches only a part of the elephant and yet proclaims finding the true nature of the
whole body. In fact, the collective feelings of the blind men can only represent a part of the
whole elephant. Thus, we consciously know that this manuscript serves as only a brief
introduction of Prof. Mujumdar. The detailed virtues and character remain to be found by
more “blinds” in future in order to have a true description of the “elephant guru” of drying.
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Chapter No. 2

Summary of A Dialog between Sachin Jangam
and Professor Mujumdar
The following is a summary of a dialog session I held with Prof. Mujumdar with the express
purpose of compiling as concisely as possible without losing the essential detail his responses
that may be helpful to the younger readers of this e-book. Some of the points made are
explained in greater detail elsewhere in this e-book.
I hope that this innovative format will trigger introspection among readers and possibly give
some new ideas and new avenues for critical thinking for planning their own professional
career.

Sachin V Jangam
October 29, 2012
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q1. Your thoughts on your mentorship and your own mentors?
I could write a book on this topic. I think this is very important for one’s career. It is harder
and takes much longer to achieve one’s goals by trialand-error. A true mentor can guide one
on the right path-professionally and personally- in shorter time so you can accomplish more
in your career which has a limited period. As I have stated elsewhere in this e-book, one can
have real and also several virtual mentors. In this internet age it is easy to have virtual
mentors whose career accomplishments you can know in advance and then try to develop
links with him/her in cyberspace if necessary. I did that myself even while I was a Master’s
student at McGill. I shall not mention names as they were numerous and covered different
periods in my four decades of professional life. I used snail mail to contact those who I
thought had made key contributions in areas of my interest and sought their advice and
critical comments. Surprisingly, I have had a high rate of success and this is why I have been
able to work comfortably in multi-disciplinary areas covering many diverse themes. It is
important to find mentors who are genuinely keen to see you excel and have no self-interest
in doing so.
Q2. What do you like and not like about academia?
I started my professional work in industrial R&D in aerodynamics- a far cry from my PhD
work and experience. I was “forced” to self-learn CFD, aerodynamics of multi-stage axial
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compressors, design and build wind tunnel and also start two phase heat transfer modeling
work all in a span of little over 18 months. This is a huge change from academic life. The
time scale of projects was short and switches made very swiftly with no input from those
who carried out the research. Just as I began to develop the necessary background- all on my
own- the project was changed depending on what the market needed. The attachment to a
particular project which is essential in academic life can be a deterrent in industrial R&D
since the attachment needs to be temporary and easy to break when one is assigned a
different project at short notice. Doing research in non-profit mode is very different from
R&D that needs to be done for-profit in a much shorter timeframe. I like the freedom to
choose (within limits since granting agencies now decide what you can do!) your research
areas that one finds in academia. This mode does not work for all, however. I like the fact
that your R&D effort is often put into practice in industry while in academia it is rarely so.
However, the good thing is that one can contribute to enhancing the pool of knowledge that
someone can build up on in future.
Q3. Why did you leave lifelong tenured job at a renowned university like McGill to
take on smaller term contractual NUS position at a time when NUS was not a ranked
university?
When I decided on the move over ninety percent of my contacts had this question. Only a
few said it was consistent with my nature to take risk and go into the unknown as a
challenge. The metrics of what I could do in the new position despite a massive disruption
in my teaching and research areas and widely different academic cultures, show that the
move was successful for the most part. I do not recommend such a drastic action for all-in
fact few can and should try this in view of the high-level risk involved. Aside from the fact I
had to switch my research directions to suit mechanical engineering, I also was forced to
limit myself to shorter term research project, which has serious ramifications for most. I did
start totally new areas but thankfully managed to do enough contributions to these that I get
invited for delivering keynotes and contributing to books or even writing/editing books in
the new areas I worked in for just 3-5 years. This is a very short period for anyone to get into
a new unrelated area and be recognized for the effort in a globally competitive research
arena.
On the other hand, the challenge gave me extra drive to excel in a short time. I had to
continue Drying R&D simply because I was committed to it and many around the world
depended on me continuing strongly with IDS and Drying Technology journal. The fact that
I could devote 12-14 hours a day to work and even vacations/weekends meant 5-6 hours of
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solid work, compensated for the fact that I had to continue earlier research line and add new
ones concurrently. In fact, as you know, 2011 was “bumper year” for my group with 30
journal papers, 2 books, 5 book chapters, 20+ conference papers and over 1000 citations to
boot although my research is not in bio-nano-info area where lots of funding is available and
there is a preponderance of researchers as well.
So, you can see it has been a good move made possible by the changes I made to my
lifestyle, possible at a personal cost which is hard to estimate, of course. In the decade since
I joined NUS the University and the Faculty of engineering made remarkable strides in
research and is currently recognized as a research-intensive university with global reach. It is
heartening to see this happen during one’s relatively short association.
Q4. Why did you not continue Exergex Corporation where you could do valuable
industrial consulting even with Fortune 50 companies? Part of risk-taking nature and
focus on change?
Exergex Corporation (1989-1999) was an outstanding experiment for me. As I stated
elsewhere earlier, I call myself “An Accidental Academic”- a catchy title for a book! I never
planned my career to become an academic. Four decades ago the prospects (and salaries)
were much better in industry and business. I had even considered an MBA at McGill rather
than a PhD. The option quickly disappeared due to family commitments in India. I feel that,
bar exceptions, academic career gives one the opportunity to excel and make impact beyond
what is doable in industry with its focus on profits and short-term gains. My industry friends
may differ from my view. Of course, few academics actually make a true and lasting impact
on the profession but most do assist their mentees and to that extent they have significant
impact. Academics can make valuable contribution to generation and dissemination of
knowledge. As a consulting firm, Exergex helped many firms- some very large onesimprove their operations and possibly make huge profits as a result. I was happy to see I
could use my fundamentals to solve interesting industry problems that never make into a
journal or a textbook. This makes one’s academic effort satisfying.
I must state that my own outlook towards engineering research in academia changed as I got
exposed to numerous industrial problems. I find that in our coursework we do not inject
ability to think critically and communicate well. This is a major theme worth discussion on
its own. We need more faculty members with strong industry exposure to change the system
adequately. The reason I decided not to do both industrial R&D consulting and academic
pursuits was that I found it hard to do both at a level that I was happy with. Thus, I had to
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make a clear choice. Post academic career I hope that I can revert to a smaller level of
consulting activity.
Q5. Who should take up industrial R&D vs academic job and why?
I have prepared a PowerPoint presentation on Traits of an Academic. They are clearly
unachievable for the most part as several who saw that PPT wrote me. They are the ideals I
look for. Passion to mentor students and researchers without a proportional return on one’s
effort and time doing this is a key requirement. One must strive for your mentees to exceed
your own level of accomplishment and be happy when that happens. Dedication to
generation of new knowledge and disseminating it widely without commensurate material
return is also a desirable trait in an academic. Industrial R&D must be profit-driven for
survival. This is a big difference. Not all academics are able to work with industry for this
reason. A few can do both by switching hats quickly and effectively. This is necessary for
engineering research which must have some relevance to real world to deserve funding from
taxpayers.
Q6. How is health of academic Research health globally?
It is generally good as most governments recognize R&D as being central to a nation’s
economy. However, generating many PhDs, research papers that attract lots of citations
cannot directly impact economy. Basic research turns into economic return only when
applied R&D brings it into practice which takes time happens rather rarely as well. In poor
economic times R&D suffers disproportionately since its effect is felt years after the funds
are spent. It is also hard to do proper accounting for the return on investment in R&D. many
even consider it as an expense. It is well known that China is marching ahead with strong
funding of research and select institutions of higher learning. Many Asian nations are
following suit. In the coming decade I feel that Asian universities will rise even higher in
number amongst world’s top universities. They have both the human talent and the financial
resources to achieve this goal.
Q7. What is your opinion is the effect of globalization on R&D? Is it positive or is it
denting R&D activities?
The proverbial flattening of the world has generated the possibility to transfer financial
resources where the talent pools are and vice versa. Both funds and talent are incredibly
mobile now. Geopolitical boundaries now are very porous and flexible allowing freer (not
free yet!) movement of finances and talent. This is a big boost for R&D which needs highly
qualified scientific and engineering manpower. Developing countries can now do high end
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research and not just low-end manufacturing, which was the old paradigm. Of course, this
has raised the bar on quality and effectiveness of R&D die to increased competition.
Q8. What about diverse ranking exercises around the world; which one should one
follow?
This is both good and bad. Good because it provides an approximate benchmarking exercise.
Bad because diverse criteria lead to major differences that make interpretation of the ranking
outcome confusing.
Institutions and even journal editors can see where they are in the pecking order and try to
move up the ladder. This is a tough call since everyone is trying to do the same. Typically
climbing the ladder needs financial resources aside from human resources. Another
undesirable part is that the rankings can be misinterpreted by those who do not understand
the criteria well enough. Different criteria and different weights given to the same criteria
lead to big changes in relative rankings. Some institutions can move a large number of
places up or down without having done anything the whole year. The time scale of changes
at a comprehensive university should be in the range of a decade at least. So a change in
ranking in one year must be taken with a big dose of salt! As long as academia do not
follow the needs of ranking agencies- typically profit-making organizations- to decide their
academic policies, the ranking exercises are good. The motivation of the ranking agencies in
conducting such exercises must be considered carefully as well.
Q9. What are you post-NUS plans and how would you continue the path of impactful
professional and personal development?
Had I continued at McGill I would not probably have considered the next move at all! So, it
is a good thing as it allows me to consider many different options. The next one will include
some time for myself as well. I need time to do some general reading that is not teaching or
research related including books on spiritual life. Also, I hope I can carry out more charitable
work that can have a different type of impact- maybe even bigger and more important to
society than what I have tried to do with mixed success so far. On the other hand, over four
decades of academic and industrial experience in many countries has given me some unique
perspectives that I feel should be shared not only with my mentees but maybe to a wider
audience. I also feel we need to innovate more and use right part of our brain more routinely
than we actually do. When I started to do watercolors as a way to de-stress some six years
ago, I began to appreciate the role of art in innovation. Do you know that Nobel Laureates in
science are five times as likely as the common scientist or engineer to excel also in some art-
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form like music, painting etc. which uses the right brain? Pity that universities tend to
separate arts from sciences/engineering and perhaps do a major disservice to the future
generation of students.
I hope to assist institutions and even individuals in many universities to enhance their
academic activities in teaching, research and/or service.
Q10. How do you manage so many things at one time? Does only experience bring this
or does it require some intellectual abilities?
With great difficulty, of course. One tends to become much more efficient at multi-tasking if
you need to do fifty different things in a day. I feel one needs excellent memory to be able to
process numerous tasks like reviewing manuscripts, writing papers, decision-making on
manuscripts for journals etc. If I had to look up my hard drive for over 50% of what I do, my
output will hardly be 50% of what it is. I am not sure if the Indian educational system I went
through which required memorization to a much greater extent, helped me achieve this. I
must say I am against rot eLearning myself. If there is an advantage as a by-product, perhaps
the method improves one’s memory skills (if one wants to).
The main driver for what I does is passion, dedication and feeling of responsibility to deliver
on whatever I commit myself to. Maybe I have not yet mastered the “art of saying NO
sufficiently politely”!
Q11. What are your other interests?
I am hoping I can improve my dexterity with the paint brush. I never did any sketching or
painting before I just jump-started it without any guidance. I hope I can take some lessons
and do better. I also wish to take up tennis once my wife, Purnima and I settle into one
location. We both like travel, photography and of course watercolors. I hope Purnima’s love
with things spiritual will rub on me at some stage in the near future. It will require a lot of
time to do the essential reading and listening. I also want to know more about world historyso far it has been geography only.
Q12. What are your thoughts about your mentees? Are you satisfied with their work
and contribution after they started their career?
For lack of a better word, I can call my students/ associates “mentees”. Being older has at
least one advantage here. I can dispense unsolicited advice but typically I avoid it. I provide
a wider view and perhaps a “prediction” of the outcome of certain actions based on my longmay not be wise- experience. I try to provide career guidance by jut providing my take on
pros and cons. Here is no free lunch. If something looks too good to be true, it almost
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always is. I encourage and help my students publish their work if it is of archival quality.
This is very time-consuming part of my job. At my stage having one or two or even ten extra
papers have no real professional value to me personally. However, for a student for whom
this could be the only paper he/she ever wrote, this is very important. So, as a mentor I must
help. I expect my mentees who went into academia to contribute to knowledge and also
carry out effective professional service. I am delighted that majority of my mentees have
done so, and most who are at early stages in their career will soon do likewise. By and large,
I am very pleased with the outcome. I know many will exceed what I have achieved in my
own career. I believe in leadership by “role modeling”. I do not ask others to do what I have
not done myself and shown that it can be done. I believe in “leading by first doing”.
Q13. Besides being a successful academician, you are a great human being and a great
family person. How do you manage this?
I am influenced by the value systems I picked up subconsciously from my grandparents and
parents as a child and later as an adult from my teachers, mentors and associates. My
students and associates have mentored me very significantly; I am fascinated by what I learn
from them while they think they are learning from me. Everyone has some outstanding
personal trait that is worth emulating. I believe very strongly in being charitable in true sense
of the word without expecting anything in return. I believe in this “Gita” philosophy. I do
not think I do anything to “manage” my personal philosophy which pervades seamlessly into
my professional actions as well. The starting of the free e-book project is a case in point. I
thought it would be a great idea to share one’s knowledge with a wide readership that has
access to the internet but not to the expensive books on technology which can help them in
their livelihood. I am pleased I have so many like-minded colleagues and students who
concurred. Thus, we now have a good collection of freely downloadable ebooks. One is even
being used a text at a major US university! Your own contribution to this effort at a very
young age is truly remarkable ad something you ought to be proud of.
Q 14. What would you like to do professionally after completing your NUS term? I
think it is too early to retire fully. In fact, your highest research productivity came
about in 2011-2012 at a stage and age when most academics truly retire from research
and ramp down their activity and output.
Indeed, surprisingly my research output measured by conventional metrics seems to have
peaked when it should be ramping down. The tapering down started two years ago when I
stopped taking on new students although there was also a rise in excellent students from very
elite institutions wanted to do their PhD under my mentorship. On the other hand numerous
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institutions have inquired about my plans and want them to include shorter or longer term
regular visits. I have not decided yet what I will do as I do want to allocate time for our
grandsons in the USA! I think I can better serve institutions serious about enhancing their
global reach and achieve higher quality in graduate studies and research. It is important for
such institutions to be able to attract strong faculty and then mentor them to excel. I find
most young faculty in most places simply do not know of suitable role models and advisors
they can rely on. Publication in journals is another area where researchers need guidance. I
have contacts in over 40 countries-many are decades long. The TPR Group is an excellent
network and new members can benefit from the linkages. I would like to help senior
administrators of academic institutions develop networks of excellence and effectively “get
more from less”. Everything is globalized these days so having good networks is important
and yet not easy to build. It is necessary to have visibility and credibility which I hope I can
bring to such institutions.
Aside from the above I hope to continue to guide PhD students at many institutions and
publish articles. I will continue to edit the journal for some more time at least and also help
with the Drying conference series in many parts of the world.
So, my plate remains full- if anything overflowing...!!
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Curriculum Vitae

Dr. Arun S. Mujumdar
Director,
Mineral, Metal & Materials Technology Centre (M3TC)
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
National University of Singapore
9 Engineering Drive 1, Singapore 117576
Tel: (65) 6516 4623; Fax: (65) 6778 6033
e-mail: mpeasm@nus.edu.sg

❖ POSITIONS
-

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore, Singapore

-

Director, Mineral, Metal & Materials Technology Centre (M3TC), National University
of Singapore, Singapore

-

Adjunct Professor, Department of Bioresources Engineering, McGill University,
Montreal, Canada (Canadian citizen)

-

Named Honorary Professor by 6 universities in China, Univ. Mumbai, India, and
Kasetsart Univ., Bangkok, Thailand

-

Platinum Jubilee Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering, Institute of Chemical
Technology (Deemed University, formerly UDCT, Univ. Mumbai)

❖ EDUCATION
Ph.D.

McGill University, Montreal, Canada

M. Eng.

McGill University, Montreal, Canada

B. Chem. Eng. (Distinction)

UDCT, University of Bombay, Mumbai, India

❖ PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
-

2006-Present, Director, Minerals, Metals and Materials Technology Centre (M3TC),
NUS.

-

2000-Present, Professor of Mechanical Engineering/Engineering Science Program

-

1989-2000, President and Principal Consultant, Exergex, Corporation, Brossard, Canada
(R&D Consulting for industry)
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-

1988-Present, Editor-in-Chief; Drying Technology – An International Journal I F in
2018: 2.307 16 issues/year

-

2005-Present, Professor, Engineering Science Program (2005-20080 and Mechanical
Engineering, National University of Singapore, Deputy Head, Research, ESP

-

2000-2005, Professor, Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore

-

1986-2000, Professor, Chemical Engineering, McGill University

-

1978-1986, Associate Professor, Chemical Engineering, McGill University

-

1975-1978, Assistant Professor, Chemical Engineering, McGill University

-

1971-1975, Research Associate, McGill University and Pulp & Paper Research Institute
of Canada

-

1969-1971, Research Engineer, Carrier Corp., R&D Div., Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A

-

1965-1969, Teaching and Research Assistant, McGill University

❖ PROFESSIONAL AWARDS AND HONOURS
-

2011 Professor Arun S Mujumdar has been nominated by the Board of the Scientific
Council of University of Lyon I, Lyon, France, to receive Doctor Honoris Causa
(Honorary Doctorate). The formal function was held in November 2012.

-

2010 Mars Lifetime Achievement Award during 17th International Drying Symposium
held at Magdeburg, Germany. Awarded as "World’s Top Contributor to Archival
Literature in Drying", May 2010 at IDS2010, Germany

-

2009 Platinum Award of Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, May 21, 2010.
Professor Mujumdar, an alumnus of the University Department of Chemical Technology
(UDCT)- now an autonomous University, ICT) - has selected Prof. Mujumdar for its
highest honor viz. Platinum Award, to commemorate its Platinum Jubilee. The awardees
list includes individuals who are globally recognized such as, Prof. M. M. Sharma, Mr.
Mukesh Ambani, Dr. R A Mashelkar, et al.

-

2008 Taylor & Francis Award for Excellence in Drying R&D and Contribution to
Generation and Dissemination of Drying related knowledge, Nov. 2008. Doctor Honoris
Causa awarded by Lodz Technical University, Poland. (Approved by Senates of
Technical University of Warsaw and Technical University of Poznan as required under
Polish government requirements).

-

2007 Arun S. Mujumdar Medal instituted for Excellence in Drying Research, Global
Professional Service and Outstanding Mentoring. First award presented at ADC07, Hong
Kong, to Professor C. Strumillo of Lodz Technical University, Poland. To be presented
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at each international Drying Symposium and Asia Pacific drying Conference over next
10 years.
-

2006 Special Merit Award for Distinguished Service to Global Drying R&D, 15th
International Drying Symposium (IDS2006), Budapest, Hungary, August 2006.

-

2005 Global Leadership in Drying R&D Award, Asia-Pacific Drying Conference,
Kolkata, December 2005.

-

2004 Lifetime Achievement Award, University Institute of Chemical Technology,
University of Mumbai and IWSID2004, December 2004.

-

2003 Named Honorary Professor, Southern China University of Technology, Wuxi,
China
Named Consulting Editor, The Contemporary Who’s Who. American Biographical
Institute, Raleigh, NC USA 27612

-

2002 Award for Outstanding Contribution to Drying Technology in China from
Organizing Committee of 13th International Drying Symposium, Beijing, August

-

2001 Elected Honorary fellow of the Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers,
G. P. Kane Distinguished Visiting Professor, UDCT, Mumbai, India
Elected Fellow of the American Biographical Institute, Rayleigh, N.C., USA. Also,
named to Research Board of Advisors of American Biographical Institute, Rayleigh, NC,
USA

-

2000 Named Honorary Deputy Director General by International Biographical Centre,
Cambridge, UK (2000-)
Named Diamond of UDCT, Univ. Mumbai, alma mater

-

1999 Named Honorary Professor by Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand (1999- )
Distinguished Alumnus Award, University of Mumbai, India
Australia-Asia Drying Conference Medal for Outstanding Drying Research, Bali

-

1998 Procter & Gamble Award for Career-Long Excellence in Contributions to Drying
R&D, Greece, August 1998
Jules Stachiewicz Award and Medal of Canadian Chemical Engineering Society and
Canadian Mechanical Engineering Society for Outstanding Contributions to Heat
Transfer Research, Canada, October 1998

-

1997 Awarded Senior Fellowship & Distinguished Visiting Scientist Position, Nagoya
University, Japan
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Awarded TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Co.) Chair in Mechanical Engineering, Keio
University, Japan
-

1996 Copernicus Medal, Polish Academy of Sciences, Krakow, Poland
Honorary Professor, Jiangsu University of Science and Technology, P.R. China

-

1994 Honorary Professor Zhejiang University of Technology, Hangzhou, P.R. Chin

-

1992 Honorary Professor, Zhejiang Silk Engineering Institute, Hangzhou, P.R. China
Honorary Professor, East China University of Chemical Technology, Shanghai, P.R.
China

-

1990 Josef Hanus Medal, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic

-

1988 Honorary Professor, Mechanical Engineering Department, Tianjin Institute of Light
Industry, P.R. China

-

1987 Innovation in Drying Award, IDS'86, Novel Process for Superheated Steam Drying
of Newsprint, M.I.T., Cambridge, U.S.A

-

1986 Awarded Senior Fellowship, Japan Society for Promotion of Science, Japan

❖ INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES (PARTIAL LISTING)
I have over two years of full-time work experience in industrial R&D in the USA as well as
post-doctoral R&D experience in an industrial research institute in Canada of over three
years. Aside from providing training and professional development courses to many
industrial organizations in several countries, I have provided technical consultation for
following companies (partial list): Procter & Gamble; 3M; Frito-Lay; Xerox; Dow Corning;
Battelle Labs; DOE; EPRI; Canadian Electrical Association; Ontario Hydro; Hydro-Quebec;
Owens Corning; Paprican; Elsevier; Marcel Dekker; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co, Japan
Tobacco Co., Hemisphere; Exergex; Westvaco; Macneil & Magor; Noranda Research
Center, Teltech; SINTEF-Norway; VTT, Finalnd; Vegicaps Corp., Gas Technology, Canada;
American Home Products; ProMetric Pharma,; Canadian Building Products; Pulp & Paper
Research Institute of Canada; US Borax Corp.; Dow Chemicals; Rohm and Haas; Sigurdson
& Associates; Yamato Sankyo Mfg. Co.-Japan, Nexfor Corp., Noranda Research Center,
Domtar Research Center, WMC Consulting Co, Perth, Imperial Tobacco Co., Aeroglide
Corp., Grand Metropolitan Co., Ontario Hydro R&D, Sigurdson Associates, Philip Morris,
Zurich; CH2Hill, Richland, WA,USA, Pulverdry, Singapore etc. Board Member/Consultant
for industry sponsored Dewatering Laboratory, Norwegian University of Science and
Technology and Drying Research Centre, Tianjin University of Light Industry, P.R. China.
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Doctoral thesis advisor: Nagoya University, Hong Kong Univ. Science & Technology,
University of Mumbai Institute of Chemical Technology, Southern Yangtze University,
Wuxi; China, Jiangnan University; UPL, Mumbai, etc.
Industrial sabbatical leave (1990), Technical Center, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, OH,
USA.
❖ VISITING PROFESSORSHIP (PARTIAL)
-

National Chemical Laboratory, Pune, India (1982)

-

University of Sao Paulo and UNICAMP, Brazil (1983, 84)

-

Nagoya University, Japan (1987, 1997)

-

TEPCO Chair Professor, Keio University, Japan (1997)

-

IPB, Bogor, Indonesia (1994)

-

National University of Singapore (1998)

-

Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia (2000-2001) University of Rosario,
Argentina (2006).

❖ INVITED LECTURES (KEYNOTE AND PLENARY LECTURES)
-

Principal lecturer, 4th International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and Drying,
Mumbai, India, February 2010

-

Keynote lecture, International Dairy Technology Conference, Melbourne, April 2009

-

Keynote lecture, 4th Nordic Drying Conference, Iceland, April 2009

-

Plenary lecture, ADC2009, Bangkok, Thailand, November 2009

-

Keynote lecture, SOMChe Regional Chemical Engineering Conference, Kuala Lumpur,
December 2-3, 2008

-

Plenary Lecture, 16th International Drying Symposium, IDS2008, Hyderabad, India,
November 8-13, 2008

-

Principal lecturer, 3rd International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and Drying,
Mumbai, India, February 2008

-

Keynote Lecture, 5th Int. Heat Transfer, Fluid mechanics and Thermodynamics
conference, Sun City, South Africa, June 2007

-

Plenary Lecture, 5th Asia Pacific Drying Conference, Hong Kong, August 13-15, 2007

-

Principal lecturer, 2nd International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and Drying,
Mumbai, India, February 2007
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-

Invited speaker, Fluent User’s Group Meeting, Singapore, July 2006 Plenary lecture,
15th International Drying Symposium, Budapest, Hungary, August 2006

-

Plenary lecture, Chemeca 2006, Joint Australia-New Zealand Chemical Engineering
Conference, Auckland, New Zealand, September 2006

-

Plenary speaker, XV Congress on Numerical Methods and their Applications, Santa Fe,
Argentina, November 7-10, 2006

-

Principal lecturer and director, 1st International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration
and Drying, Mumbai, India, February 2006

-

Chairman: World Forum for Crystallization, Filtration and Drying (Founded in 2006)

-

Plenary lecture, 4th Asia Pacific Conference on Drying, Kolkata, India, December 2005

-

Plenary lecture, Int. Post-harvest Processing Conf., Muscat, Oman, Jan. 2005

-

Plenary lecture, XI Polish International Drying Symposium, Poznan, Poland, September,
2005

-

Keynote lecture, 6th China Drying Conference, Nanjing, China September 2005

-

Plenary lecture, IWSID2004, Mumbai, India, December 2004

-

Plenary lecture, 14th International Drying Conference, Sao Paulo, Brazil, August 2004

-

Keynote lecture, Seminar on Grain drying in South East Asia, Durgapur, India, Dec.
2003

-

Keynote lecture, 2nd Nordic Drying Conference, Copenhagen, June 2003

-

Plenary Lecture, 2nd Asia Pacific Conference on Drying, Bangkok, September 2003

-

Keynote lecture, Eurodry’2003 Conf. Crete, European Fed. Chem. Eng., Greece,
September 2003

-

Keynote lecture, CoFEE/AIChE Conf. San Fransisco, USA, November 2003

-

Keynote lecture, 14th Malaysian and ASEAN Regional Chemical Engineering
Conference, Kuala Lumpur, October 2002

-

Keynote lecture, International Conference on Food Engineering, Seoul, Korea, Nov 2-3,
2001

-

Keynote Lecture, CHEMCON Indian Chem Eng. Conf, Chennai. Dec 1921,2001-on
occasion of induction as Honorary Fellow of Indian Instn Chem Engineers.

-

Keynote lecture, Innovative drying technologies, ASME-IHMTS Conf., Calcutta, India,
Jan 2002 (Special M V Krishnamoorthy Memorial Lecture)

-

Keynote lecture, Current Status and Trends in Drying R&D, 1st Nordic Drying
Conference, Trondheim, Norway, June 26-29, 2001
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-

Keynote lecture, Drying of slurries in gas-particle contactors using inert media, 2nd
Asia-Oceania Drying Conference, Penang, Malaysia, August 2002

-

Keynote Lecture, Energy Aspects in Drying-A Global Perspective. International
conference on Energy in Drying, Moscow, Russia, May 2002

❖ RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS- General
Please refer to the detailed list of publications. According to SCOPUS there are some 20448
citations to my papers and 49128 citations as per Google Scholar. Also, 300 citations appear
in Chinese journal as well.
However, this number does not include the very extensive number of book chapters
published over the years as books and conference proceedings has been the most effective
and popular way of disseminating drying R&D results for lack of suitable journals on the
subject. Also, unlike science, engineering/technology journals have their value in the
practical value of the results and not in citations by another academic. In summary, several
refereed papers have been published and/or Conference presentations made in each one of
the topics listed here. While the emphasis has been on fundamentals the results are, without
exception, of real practical significance. In most cases effort is made to combine analysis
with experiments, with considerable attention to mathematical/computational modeling.
Contact is maintained on a regular basis with researchers and practicing engineers in other
universities, industry and in government laboratories internationally. Over 550 technical
papers and 150+ book chapters are in print in the archival literature. Over 70 edited books
including some translated into several languages. I have presented over 75 keynote and
plenary lectures at international conferences. I have organized numerous international
conferences and technical sessions at workshops, symposia and conferences around the
world. Much of my research is multi-disciplinary. I have co-authored papers with
collaborators from chemical, mechanical, food, agricultural, and electrical engineering
departments as well as those from food science, pulp and paper technology, wood science
and biosystems engineering. More recently attention is also being focused on modeling
transport phenomena in energy systems (fuel cells, batteries, fluid beds etc.) as well as on
CFD applications in mineral, metal and materials processing areas.
Selection of journals for publication is influenced not only by the reported impact factor,
which measures its readership in the academic community. Instead, a more global strategy is
employed to ensure the material is disseminated to the right audience. For example, papers
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containing knowledge or analysis of a practically significant problem are published in
technology-oriented rather than academic-oriented journals to ensure possible utilization of
the results (rather than future citations). Thus, papers have appeared in a wide variety of
disciplinary and multidisciplinary journals as well as books published in several countries.
Many papers have appeared in other than English e.g. Chinese, Japanese, German, French,
Portuguese, Hungarian etc. as well.
For Scopus indexed list of recent publication please visit:
https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57195520301&zone=
For Google Scholar indexed list of publication please visit:
https://scholar.google.co.in/citations?user=NvBGTd4AAAAJ&hl=en
One of the key achievements has been the initiation and development of DRYING as a truly
multi- and trans-disciplinary R&D area on a true global scale via founding of the biennial
International Drying Symposium (IDS) series, organization of international workshops and
professional development courses and editing of numerous books and the journal Drying
Technology-An International Journal (Marcel Dekker). I have built a solid community of
drying researchers in over 55 countries leading to incubation of several regional conferences
devoted to drying. I have provided technical consultation to numerous Fortune 100
companies as well as small and medium size companies-for the latter often on pro bono
basis, particularly in the developing world. Researchers trained by me at McGill (PhDs,
PDFs and Visiting Researchers from around the world) have now become major contributors
in their own right to the field of heat and mass transfer, fluid mechanics and drying and have
collectively published over 1000 archival journal articles.
I have authored or co-authored well over 150+ book chapters including major contributions
to three encyclopedias (including the esteemed Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical
Technology, Wiley) and 6 handbooks. Author of two books- both translated into Chinese.
One book translated into Chinees, Indonesian, Hungarian, French, Korean, Persian etc. Also,
reprinted in English in several African countries.
For further details please visit www.geocities.com/as_mujumdar
Over 970 papers are listed in SCOPUS search which does not include books, book chapters,
conference proceedings and papers published in other than English (German, French,
Chinese, Japanese, Czech etc.).
For detailed information on Professor Mujumdar’s professional career and achievements
from 1965 please refer to the book entitled, “Topics in Heat & Mass Transfer, edited by G.
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Chen, S. Devahastin and B.N. Thorat, published by IWSID2004 and Color Publishers,
Mumbai, India, December 2004, pp. 1-58. Contact Dr. B. Thorat at kethorat@yahoo.com or
bnt@udct.org

for

ordering

a

copy.

Selected

chapters

available

on-line

at

http://serve.me.nus.edu.sg/arun
❖ SOME RESEARCH STATISTICS
(i) Number of papers published (in refereed journals only) – 970+
(ii) Number of papers published during last 10 years in refereed journals – 444+
(iii) Total no of citations (Until December 2019) – 20448 (Scopus), 49128 (Google Scholar)
(iv) Citations in 2009-2019 – 17057 (Scopus) and 38806 (Google Scholar)
(v) Average citations per article (2009-2019) – 38.42 (Scopus)
(vi) h-index – 65 (Scopus) and 90 (Google Scholar)
(vii) Documents and Citations Trends (Source: Scopus, December 2019)

(viii) Publications of Professor Arun S Mujumdar (categorized 2007 – present)
(ix) Articles published in last ten years – 444+ (Scopus)
(x) Highest citations for a single paper – 1534+ (Scopus) and 4342+ (Google Scholar)
(xi) List of twenty most significant Scopus indexed journal papers and corresponding
citation index:
1. Wang, X.-Q., Mujumdar, A.S. Heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids: a review
(2007) International Journal of Thermal Sciences, 46 (1), pp. 1-19. Cited 1534 times.
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2. Zhang, M., Tang, J., Mujumdar, A.S., Wang, S. Trends in microwave-related drying of
fruits and vegetables (2006) Trends in Food Science and Technology, 17 (10), pp. 524534. Cited 472 times.
3. Wang, X.-Q., Mujumdar, A.S., A review on nanofluids - Part I: Theoretical and
numerical investigations, (2008) Brazilian Journal of Chemical Engineering, 25(4), pp.
613-630. Cited 354 times.
4. Wang, X.-Q., Mujumdar, A.S., A review on nanofluids - Part II: Experiments and
applications, (2008) Brazilian Journal of Chemical Engineering, 25(4), pp. 631-648.
Cited 300 times.
5. Kandasamy, R., Wang, X.-Q., Mujumdar, A.S., Transient cooling of electronics using
phase change material (PCM)-based heat sinks, (2008), Applied Thermal Engineering,
28(8-9), pp. 1047-1057. Cited 235 times.
6. Karthikeyan, M., Zhonghua, W., Mujumdar, A.S., Low-rank coal drying technologies Current status and new developments, (2009), Drying Technology, 27(3), pp. 403-415.
Cited 226 times.
7. Kandasamy, R., Wang, X.-Q., Mujumdar, A.S., Application of phase change materials
in thermal management of electronics, (2007) Applied Thermal Engineering, 27(1718), pp. 2822-2832. Cited 184 times.
8. Chen, G., Yue, P.L., Mujumdar, A.S., Sludge dewatering and drying, (2002) Drying
Technology, 20(4-5), pp. 883-916. Cited 180 times.
9. Mujumdar, A.S., Law, C.L., Drying Technology: Trends and Applications in
Postharvest Processing, (2010) Food and Bioprocess Technology, 3(6), pp. 843-852.
Cited 166 times.
10. Goel, M., Hongqiang, H., Mujumdar, A.S., Ray, M.B., Sonochemical decomposition of
volatile and non-volatile organic compounds - A comparative study, (2004) Water
Research, 38(19), pp. 4247-4261. Cited 159 times.
11. Basu, S., Shivhare, U.S., Mujumdar, A.S., Models for sorption isotherms for foods: A
review, (2006) Drying Technology, 24(8), pp. 917-930. Cited 156 times.
12. Chua, K.J., Mujumdar, A.S., Hawlader, M.N.A., Chou, S.K., Ho, J.C., Batch drying of
banana pieces - Effect of stepwise change in drying air temperature on drying kinetics
and product colour, (2001) Food Research International, 34(8), pp. 721-731. Cited 135
times.
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13. Hu, Q.-g., Zhang, M., Mujumdar, A.S., Xiao, G.-n., Jin-cai, S., Drying of edamames by
hot air and vacuum microwave combination, (2006) Journal of Food Engineering,
77(4), pp. 977-982. Cited 134 times.
14. Rostami, A.A., Mujumdar, A.S., Saniei, N., Flow and heat transfer for gas flowing in
microchannels:

A

review,

(2002)

Heat

and

Mass

Transfer/Waerme-

und

Stoffuebertragung, 38(4-5), pp. 359-367. Cited 133 times.
15. Devahastin, S., Suvarnakuta, P., Soponronnarit, S., Mujumdar, A.S., A comparative
study of low-pressure superheated steam and vacuum drying of a heat-sensitive
material, (2004) Drying Technology, 22(8), pp. 1845-1867. Cited 128 times.
16. Chua, K.J., Mujumdar, A.S., Chou, S.K., Hawlader, M.N.A., Ho, J.C., Convective
drying of banana, guava and potato pieces: Effect of cyclical variations of air
temperature on drying kinetics and color change, (2000) Drying Technology, 18(4-5),
pp. 907-936. Cited 123 times.
17. Chua, K.J., Mujumdar, A.S., Chou, S.K., Intermittent drying of bioproducts - An
overview, (2003) Bioresource Technology, 90(3), pp. 285-295. Cited 113 times.
18. Mujumdar, A.S., Research and development in drying: Recent trends and future
prospects, (2004), Drying Technology, 22(1-2), pp. 1-26. Cited 112 times.
19. Jangam, S.V., Karthikeyan, M., Mujumdar, A.S., A critical assessment of industrial
coal drying technologies: Role of energy, emissions, risk and sustainability, (2011)
Drying Technology, 29(4), pp. 395-407. Cited 110 times.
20. Yanyang, X., Min, Z., Mujumdar, A.S., Le-qun, Z., Jin-cai, S.Kudra, T., Mujumdar,
A.S., Studies on hot air and microwave vacuum drying of wild cabbage, (2004) Drying
Technology, 22(9), pp. 2201-2209. Cited 109 times.
(xii) Number of single author publications over the last 10 years
1. Mujumdar, A.S. overview of innovation in industrial drying: current status and R&D
needs, Transport in Porous Media 2007, 66(1-2), 3-18.
2. Mujumdar, A.S. Research and development in drying: Recent trends and future
prospects, Drying Technology 2004, 22(1-2), 1-26.
3. Mujumdar, A.S. Drying Research-Current State and Future Trends, Developments in
Chemical Engineering and Mineral Processing 2002, 10(3/4), 225-246.
4. Mujumdar, A.S. Material properties and techniques for their measurement and
estimation, Drying Technology 2000, 18(6), VII - VIII.
(xiii) Number of publications in conference proceedings: 350+
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(ixv) Number of classified technical reports: 20 Number of books authored :2; Number of
book chapters in last 10 years ~50. Some books translated into Chinese, French,
Indonesian, Hungarian, Farsi etc and reprinted in Nigeria, India etc.
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Chapter No. 4

Report on Honorary Doctorate for Editor-inChief Professor Arun S. Mujumdar
Receives Doctor Honoris Causa Award from Lodz Technical, University, Poland
on June 11, 2008
Professor Arun S. Mujumdar was awarded the prestigious Doctor Honoris Causa degree by
Lodz Technical University, Lodz, in Poland for his distinguished accomplishments in the
world’s chemical and process engineering, especially for the contributions to the promotion
and development of drying technology. Professor Arun S. Mujumdar received this honorary
doctorate on June 11, 2008, in Poland.
As the ‘‘Drying Guru,’’ Professor Mujumdar’s achievements are impressive and include
numerous contributions in the area of research, cooperation with industry, international
relations, education, editor, etc.; as Professor Jamal Yagoobi of the Illinois Institute of
Technology in Chicago said, ‘‘Honestly, I cannot think of any other individual whose
contribution to the field of drying could come close to Professor Mujumdar’s.’’ Professor
Mujumdar is not only a man of high scientific authority and world renown, but he is one
with personality of great culture and moral values. It can be said that the award follows
naturally real distinction.
The candidature of the honorary doctor degree was reviewed and approved by three
universities in Poland, which is a very special procedure that Polish universities follow. A
special grand convocation ceremony was held to award two such honorary doctor degrees
(another one awarded to Professor Eric Vandamme from Ghent, Belgium). The platform
party included the rector, the chancellor, all four vice rectors, and deans of various faculties
of Lodz Technical University in their official robes. Although this was held right in the
examination period, a large number of staff members, graduate students, and faculty
members attended the ceremony held in a large auditorium used for convocation. Professor
Mujumdar was conferred the Doctor Honoris Causa diploma in the form of a scroll in Latin
and in Polish by the Dean of the Faculty of Process and Environmental Engineering,
Professor J. Krysinski; this event was also covered in the local press. The mayor of Lodz as
well as a number of press people attended the event. Professor Mujumdar was named a
citizen of the city of Lodz and a member of the faculty of Lodz Technical University as well.
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Several congratulatory letters were sent by Łodzki Kurator Os´wiaty, Wojewoda Łodzki and
the rectors of many Polish universities, including Uniwersytet TechnologicznoPrzyrodniczy, Połitechnika S´laska, Uniwersytet Zielonogorski, Politechniki Rzeszowskiej,
Uniwersytet Warmin´sko-Mazurski, Politechniki Szczecin´skiej, Poznan University of
Technology, Wrocław University of Technology, Military University of Technology. During
his brief visit to Poland, Professor Mujumdar also gave research seminars at Warsaw
Technical University and Lodz Technical University.
In the ceremony, Professor Strumillo first presented a detailed citation for the Doctor
Honoris Causa Award, which indicated the primary reasons for conferring this award on
Professor Mujumdar. In his citation address, Professor Strumillo gave a high evaluation of
Professor Mujumdar’s scientific accomplishments and personality and pointed out Professor
Mujumdar’s main contributions to many areas, especially to drying technology. He also
illustrated the nice and productive relationship between Professor Mujumdar and Polish
chemical engineering. The full text of his address is as follows:
Professor Mujumdar is a distinguished scientist in the world’s chemical and process
engineering field, especially in the theory and practice of drying processes. He was born in
India in 1945. He graduated with distinction from the University of Mumbai with a degree of
bachelor of chemical engineering and continued his education at McGill University in
Montreal. After he received the degree of master of engineering, he spent 2 years as a
research engineer in industry (Carrier Corp., Syracuse, NY), where he continued to complete
his Ph.D. thesis, which he defended in 1971. As an academic faculty member, he was
promoted consecutively to the following positions in McGill’s Chemical Engineering
Department: research associate (1971–1975), assistant professor (1975–1978), associate
professor (1978–1986) and professor (1986–2000). In 2000 he became professor of
mechanical engineering at the National University of Singapore (NUS).
Prof. A.S. Mujumdar is a leading personality in the world’s drying technology. He is often
referred to as the ‘‘Drying Guru.’’ His achievements are impressive and include numerous
contributions in the area of research, cooperation with industry, international relations,
positions held in both universities, organization of international conferences, promotion of
young researchers, and many others. His editorial achievements are especially worth noting.
He is author or coauthor of over 400 publications in scientific journals, over 100 chapters in
books, and over 300 conference publications. He has also delivered over 60 plenary or
keynote lectures at international conferences in four continents. Professor Mujumdar has
acted as consultant to some 70 companies in the USA, Japan, Germany, Australia, China,
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and other countries. He is an editor and coeditor of 60 books on drying and transport
processes. He has supervised over 40 doctoral theses and has been a mentor of young interns
from many countries. His great contribution was to familiarize English-speaking scientists
involved in drying technology with research results obtained in Russia, Germany, Japan, and
other countries.

Prof. Arun S. Mujumdar in the convocation gown and Doctoris Honoris Causa Award
from Lodz Technical University
The monographs and the journal Drying Technology edited by Professor Mujumdar since
1988 are well known in Poland, especially at the Technical University of Łodz´, where
members of staff and students use them as a valuable source of information containing
knowledge on boundary layer theory, transport thermodynamics, and physics of disperse
materials. His extensive editorial activity contributes to the synthesis of current global
knowledge on drying technology, providing a consistent image which reflects the role of
mass transfer in capillary porous systems and dynamics of nonequilibrium evaporation
processes in dried bodies.
His research, experimental, and modeling works cover almost all physical forms of wet
materials dried in at least 20 different systems. Many of these works are innovative in nature,
which were later studied and developed by other researchers.
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Professor Mujumdar has received many international awards and honors for his outstanding
achievements and contributions to chemical engineering, especially drying technology and
heat and mass transfer.
However, Professor Mujumdar’s key achievement is his contribution to the promotion and
development of drying technology as a multi- and interdisciplinary field of study on a global
scale. He initiated the biennial International Drying Symposium (IDS) series, which has
been the main forum for the exchange of ideas, experience, and innovations in drying
technology continuously since 1978. As the permanent chairman of scientific committees of
the IDS Symposia, Professor Mujumdar contributed to the continually increasing importance
of these meetings. An equally important achievement was the launching of Drying
Technology-An International Journal in 1982. Professor Mujumdar, as Editor-in-Chief of
this journal since 1988, has contributed to its world recognition and renowned position on
the Philadelphia list. His activity enabled consolidation of the specialists in drying
technology from over 50 countries. Numerous regional conferences on drying were held in
various parts of the world. Professor Mujumdar is usually a co-organizer and promoter of
such meetings, ensuring their continuity and proper level. His editorial work on the
Handbook of Industrial Drying is also worth mentioning. The third edition of this book,
often referred to as ‘‘The Bible of Drying,’’ was published in 2007 (1300 pages, 53 chapters,
69 authors from 22 countries including 6 chapters written by Polish authors).
Specific research areas cover paper drying, water steam drying, electroosmotic dewatering,
computational fluid dynamics, unsteady melting and freezing phenomena, drying in
fluidized, vibro-fluidized, and spouted beds, transport processes in turbulent jet flows, heat
pumps, drying of thermo-labile materials, and industrial applications of the drying process.
Owing to Professor Mujumdar’s research, many aspects of the drying process could be
explained and innovative design solutions and special techniques were introduced.
Professor Mujumdar’s rich scientific output, both in terms of source literature and
monographs, made it possible to include the drying process into other theoretical unit
operations, arrange and extend the data which refer to the classification, selection, and
design of drying equipment. It also helped in recognizing many key issues neglected so far
and elevating them to the level of more advanced unit operations in chemical and process
engineering.
Professor Mujumdar spent many months as a visiting professor in the leading scientific
centers in USA, Japan India, Brazil, China, Argentina and Malaysia and he conducted
seminars in numerous universities in Europe, Asia, North and South Americas, and the
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Pacific Rim. Due to the unique role of Professor A.S. Mujumdar and his contributions,
drying technology gained an important position, which differed significantly from the one it
had over 30 years ago.
In general, Professor A.S. Mujumdar’s activities in respect of his editorial work, mentoring
of young staff, research and innovative contributions, his extensive consultations with
industry, plenary lectures, scientific relations with major drying research centers in the
world, and many other pioneer actions promoting the drying process have put him in the
drying community as a leader and visionary incessantly for almost three decades. His
involvement and talent resulted in the development of a drying unit operation as a modern
interdisciplinary discipline having its own R&D prospects. The drying technology, which
exists for many years, never before has been of such importance and significance in the
concordant assessment of academia and industry people as well as sponsors of research
projects. We owe this to Professor Mujumdar.
I believe that my opinion on the role Professor Mujumdar played in the development of
drying will be best supported by a quotation from the address by Professor Jamal Yagoobi of
Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of
Professor Mujumdar: ‘‘Honestly, I cannot think of any other individual whose contribution
to the field of drying could come close to Professor Mujumdar’s’’.
All the achievements of Professor Mujumdar have been hard-fought and resulted from his
commitment. I trust that one more person is worth mentioning here, which is in the shadow
of his activity: Mrs. Purnima Mujumdar, who has been of great assistance in his life and
work. It is our pleasure to welcome you, Purnima - we are happy having you with us today.
We know and appreciate your hard work in the name of disseminating knowledge.
The relationships of Professor Mujumdar and Polish chemical engineering have been
multilateral and intense. The beginning of these relations dates back to the seventies of the
20th century. Professor Mujumdar visited Poland many times. He participated in the IDS in
Krakow organized by the Lodz Drying Group, where he was awarded the prestigious
Copernicus Medal of the Polish Academy of Sciences for Contributions to Chemical
Engineering. In 2005 he took part in the 9th Polish Drying Symposium in Poznan, where he
delivered a plenary lecture. Three young members of staff from Lodz were on long-term
scientific internships at McGill University in Montreal under the supervision of Professor
Mujumdar. Our cooperation has resulted in many joint publications.
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Owing to the modern means of communication we are in continuous link with Professor
Mujumdar and are kept informed about the latest scientific and industrial achievements.
Ladies and gentlemen, this is how I would like to introduce to you the candidate for the title
of Honorary Doctor of the Technical University of Łodz´: Professor Arun Sadashiv
Mujumdar:
•

a man of high scientific authority and world renown; the author of numerous
publications, chapters in books, monographs, conference presentations, and lectures;

•

the editor and coauthor of numerous monographs which are the source of modern
knowledge on drying and related fields;

•

the initiator of the World Drying Symposia and the flagship journal on drying;

•

the distinguished promoter of drying on a global scale;

•

the professor who has contributed to the fruitful cooperation of the Faculty of Process
and Environmental Engineering of the Technical University of Łodz´ with McGill
University in Montreal and National University of Singapore;

•

the personality of great culture and moral values;

•

a friend of our Technical University and Poland.

Professor Mujumdar gave an acceptance speech upon receiving the Doctor Honoris Causa
scroll in the ceremony. We believe our readers can benefit from reading it. It is therefore
reproduced here.
Honorable Rector, Technical University of Lodz, Members of the Senate, Distinguished
Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is with great humility and gratitude that I accept this honor you have kindly bestowed
upon me today. It is by far the most significant honor I have been conferred upon and I shall
forever treasure it. I want to express my sincere appreciation to everyone and all the
academic bodies as well as institutions involved in the process of conferring this highly
prestigious award of Doctor Honoris Causa upon me at this memorable ceremony.
I take this as recognition of the collective efforts of my numerous mentors at the University
of Mumbai, India, and at McGill University, Canada, as well as the hard work put in by my
research students, associates, and collaborators at the National University of Singapore as
well as many around the world. I have learnt much from both my senior mentors and my
junior students and associates. It has indeed been an absolutely delightful journey of well
over three decades of teaching, advising as well as learning from and working with many of
my bright, enthusiastic, diligent, and conscientious research students and associates.
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Also, I wish to record the support and encouragement I received from my family members,
in particular from my wife Purnima. Likewise, my postgraduate students, research
associates, and research collaborators have generously provided assistance whenever it was
needed. I wish to say a big ‘‘Thank You’’ to them all and accept this honor on their
collective behalf.
May I take this opportunity to say few words about a few general topics of my interest as
well as my research and professional activities over the years. Briefly, I would like to point
out unanticipated implications of some buzzwords we hear all the time, namely,
globalization, R&D, and innovation. They all have major impact on today’s academia. Of
course, this is a topic worthy of a massive book. Thankfully, I have only a few minutes to
cover them.
Although the word globalization itself was not coined until about mid-eighties, academic
institutions have been functioning in a global environment for at least five decades. When I
first landed at McGill University in Montreal from India as a graduate student some four
decades ago, I was surprised to find myself in a global village; staff and students represented
some 30 countries; and that was just in the chemical engineering department. The university,
of course, boasted of students from over 120 countries. Education and research at
universities have always benefited from the exchange and intermingling of people and talent
from diverse nationalities, varied cultures with various ways of thinking, etc. Over the recent
decades the flow of talent has expanded to a much larger group of first world countries. In
the old days human talent was more mobile than economic resources and flowed in the
direction of high finance. Today, finance is more mobile and it flows where the talent pool
can be found. Indeed, I distinctly recall meeting with a renowned professor of Osaka
University in Osaka, who predicted precisely what we see today way back in 1980, after his
return from China which had just opened up to the world around that time. He had
recognized the role a large pool of human talent can play in global development.
Let me share a few thoughts about one of my favorite subjects: that is R&D. R&D is often
treated as an expense. In fact, it should be viewed as an investment in the future of the
economy. The rate of return on R&D is hard to compute except possibly in an industrial
setting. Various economic studies have tried to quantify this return. A rate in the order of
25–30% has been claimed by various studies for industrial R&D in the west. For basic
research, almost always funded by governments, the rate of return is very difficult to
compute without making some serious unverifiable assumptions. Still, some economists
have boldly estimated rates of return that are truly massive, 50% to over 100%.
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I am pleased to point out that Singapore, where I have been based since 2000, despite its
small population and economy relative to most first world nations, is embarking on an
enviable R&D trajectory leading to expenditures as high as 3% of GDP by 2010. More
interestingly, it is expected that about two thirds of this outlay will come from industry and
businesses. If the 3% goal cannot be attained in a short period it is likely to be due to a faster
growth in Singapore’s GDP—a happy problem indeed!
Innovation is central to R&D. While in academia we like radical or revolutionary
innovations, industry typically is conservative and prefers incremental innovations. In
academia we focus on ‘‘R’’ in R&D while industry prefers to emphasize ‘‘D.’’ Since the
timescales of research in academia are much longer than those of industry, there is some
incompatibility between the two. The challenge is to bridge the gap and those who succeed
can make major impact on the economic returns of R&D. I believe that academic research in
engineering cannot continue to follow the old ‘‘closed loop’’ approach, namely, research in
academia by academics and for academics.
Even academic research should not be only of ‘‘academic’’ interest; it should have a realworld purpose; it must address a problem that is of medium-term or long-term interest to
industry. Of course, there is always a finite degree of risk in any real research. Without risk
there is no research needed. Once a problem is solved successfully, there needs to be a
mechanism to transfer it to industry for the social good. I think this can occur more readily if
industry has a commitment and involvement from get go. Close industry–academia
interaction is, in my opinion, the key to success of most engineering research. It is more
easily said than done, however. Happily, I am currently involved in directing a Technology
Centre supported by the Singapore Economic Development Board and the National
University of Singapore that is engaged in carrying out strategic R&D of industry interest in
the region.
Finally, may I say some words about my own research area, which indeed led me to interact
very closely and vigorously for nearly three decades with the Lodz Drying Group led by
Professor Strumillo and with Professor Stefan Kowalski of Poznan University of
Technology. I have always been very impressed with the high quality of engineering
education and research carried out by the various Polish universities and I consider myself
highly privileged that I have been blessed with such opportunities.
When I started my academic career at McGill University in the early 70 s with Professor
Murray Douglas as my mentor, we identified the need to develop a more efficient drying
section for the massively energy intensive paper drying section. The paper drying section
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consumes over 40% of energy used in the papermaking process. With the price of oil in
single digits until the first energy crisis of the 70 s, there was little incentive to worry about
dryers of any kind. However, the sharp increase in the price of oil in the 70s triggered
industrial interest in thermal drying. Indeed, aside from initiating research in new paper
drying technologies, we thought it was time to get experts together from around the world
from all industrial sectors where drying appears as a key unit operation. It turns out it covers
almost all industrial sectors from agriculture, foods, pulp and paper, ceramics, wood, to
pharmaceuticals. The idea of the biennial International Drying Symposium (IDS) series was
born out of this vision. With the oil price now in triple digits, I believe it is high time to
revisit all drying operations and try to make them more efficient.
This brings me to my long-standing and extremely fruitful and enlightening collaboration
with Professor Strumillo and his associates. He was the key figure who encouraged me to
proceed with the IDS Symposium series concept, when I first proposed the idea way back in
1977. He provided me with important contacts in his network. He even provided me with the
opportunity to invite and work with several of his bright Ph.D. students, Dr. Tadeusz Kudra,
Dr. Zdzislaw Pakowski, and Dr. Stefan Grabowski, to McGill to work closely with me
during the 80 s. Their presence at McGill opened for me a window to the excellent research
in drying being carried out in Poland and also in the former USSR and Eastern Europe.
Technical literature from this region far exceeded what was available in English at that time.
I must record with gratitude that a number of contributions I was able to make to industrial
drying R&D benefited from outstanding support of academics and close friends from
Poland. The list is too long to enumerate here.
Poland is blessed with a large number of very highly reputable world class universities—
some hundreds of years old and others like Lodz Technical University, rather young. Indeed,
one thing I have in common with Lodz Technical University is that we were both born in the
same year! Your university can be aptly proud of the global impact your esteemed faculty
have made in many areas of engineering research in general and in drying R&D in
particular. It is therefore an exceptional honor for me to be recognized by your academic
community.
As for my own research contributions in drying, they have spanned diverse industrial
sectors, from paper, grains, ceramics, food products, to wood utilizing diverse drying
equipment. In drying R&D it is important to consider transport phenomena as well as
material science. It is necessarily interdisciplinary. In active collaboration with Professor
Douglas at McGill, we developed a new superheated steam drying process for newsprint that
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can also be modified for other paper grades. Although mill-scale dryer can be designed with
this concept, we are still awaiting adoption by industry since the dryer section will be
radically different from what industry uses today. The advantages of lower net energy
consumption and better product quality still cannot overpower the concern of risk in a
radical innovation. Maybe it has to wait another decade of escalating fossil fuel costs and
legislative restrictions on carbon emissions around the globe. For want of time I shall not
discuss other research themes I have been pursuing.
In closing, may I reiterate my gratitude for this exceptional honor your esteemed institution
has bestowed upon me today. I shall continue to strive hard to remain worthy of this award!
We would like to take this opportunity to express our great appreciation to Professor Arun S.
Mujumdar for his great contributions! We all feel honored and proud of the Doctor Honoris
Causa Award of Professor Arun S. Mujumdar. Congratulations, Professor Mujumdar!

Peng Xu (E-mail: xupenghust@yahoo.com.cn)
Z.H. Wu, S.M.A. Rahman, A.P. Sasmito,
J.C. Kurnia, P.H. Joo and K.E. Birgersson
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Chapter No. 5

About Personal Philosophy of Professor
Mujumdar
Prof. Mujumdar comes from a family lineage of engineers: his father was an electrical
engineer and his grandfather a civil engineer in the British civil service during the colonial
times in India. Interestingly his daughter -at her own free will- chose to earn the chemical
engineering degree at McGill University and actually worked as process design engineer and
later as project manager with Canada’s largest consulting company, SNC-Lavalin in Toronto
for several years. Prof. Mujumdar chose to study chemical engineering mainly since no one
in the extended Mujumdar family had pursued this career path. Upon completion of his B.
Chem. Eng. from UDCT (University of Mumbai then but now a Deemed Universityrenamed Institute of Chemical Technology) he chose to go to McGill University in Canada –
rather than to the USA where all his classmates headed for graduate study- because he had a
cousin living in Montreal those days. So, selection of the field of study and then research
was in some way accidental and not pre-meditated! Indeed, his later foray in academia was
also accidental. He considered doing an MBA rather than PhD at McGill after completing
his M. Eng. research but had to reconsider it for financial and family reasons. Upon
completion of his PhD research he chose to go for industrial R&D experience rather than for
postdoctoral research with a world class professor in sunny California in aerospace
engineering- then a hotbed for advanced research after the successful moon landing!
In many ways his return to McGill was unexpected and continuation there for a relatively
long time despite offers from industry and academia south of the order were also accidental
and unplanned. It was only in mid-2000 that he finally made a calculated move to go-as he
puts it “from -30 C to +30C” and make a major change in his research and teaching
directions by joining a mechanical rather than chemical engineering department. He also
decided not to take on an administrative position elsewhere in North America. This was one
of the most significant, challenging and risky decision he made, which involved giving up a
“tenure for life” position in one of the best universities of the world and go into uncharted
waters. His familiarity and penchant for interdisciplinary research was a big plus in this
clearly difficult move. Amazingly his output actually increased continuously since the move
reaching perhaps the highest values of the metrics used commonly to measure productivity
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of academics. In a decade at NUS he produced more research papers, books, conference
papers etc. than in twenty-five years at McGill. Of course, this was the result of the
additional time devoted to research due to the fact that apartment living close to the campus
lowered his personal “carbon footprint by two orders-of-magnitude” and give him-according
to his calculations- additional hundreds of hours per year for research.
International networking and proactive collaboration have been the hallmark of his research.
He has lectured in some 40 countries and at hundreds on institutions as well as international
conferences. Aside from founding the IDS series and a number of sister conferences devoted
to drying, he has led scores of short courses and workshops in many countries on pro bono
basis simply to encourage drying R&D. The results are clearly seen in the success of the
entire multi-disciplinary field that exists today is due to his vision and mission. In fact,
industry around the world had benefitted in immeasurable terms due to the fact that thanks to
elevation of drying technologies as areas requiring R&D for enhanced energy efficiency,
now dryers are being designed and operated well and simply built to random design
specifications without regard to their carbon footprints. New drying technologies have
emerged that save the world from hundreds of million tons of carbon emissions per annum.
The impact is so huge that it will likely never be computed correctly.
As a person, Prof. Mujumdar tries to help the needy and encourage talent to the best of his
ability. Even as a fresh graduate student at McGill, he instituted prizes at his own secondary
school in Belgaum, India, for students who excelled in their final examination before
entering college. He assisted materially his family in India for several decades and continues
to do that as needed. He has donated funds, books, journals and, above all, his time, effort
and ideas to his alma mater in Mumbai to initiate and develop to world class R&D in the
field of drying. A Visiting Chair has been instituted in his name at him alma mater. He has
given numerous seminars, workshops and co-hosted large conferences in India to help the
R&D effort there. Interestingly, he had sponsored two children- one each from Ethiopia and
Guatemala- for eighteen years each to help them with their education and living. He
personally bought gifts of books, art materials and clothing to mail them every year on their
birthdays and X-mas’ holidays. Indeed, there are few countries that were hot by natural
calamities like earthquakes and tsunami that did not receive direct donation from him. He
also donates generously to educational causes and also for institutions doing social and
religious work of societal benefit.
This brief summary gives ideas about Professor Mujumdar’s personal philosophy that also
has impact on his professional career and activities. He conforms to the Gita Principle in that
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much of what he does accrues no material benefit to him. Even as he approaches the official
retirement age his enthusiasm for teaching, research and providing service to universities,
professional bodies as well as industry on a global scale continues at an ever-increasing clip.
Surprisingly- even to him- is the fact that his peak research output occurred just two years
ago in 2008, and the output is continuing at that level unabated. He responds to every email
from students from far away countries and provides his guidance freely. He has advised
scores of PhD students of other professors as well as many who are carrying out their
research in many different countries around the globe. He reviews over 350 papers for scores
of journal s and conferences every year – a thankless but professionally very critical task.
Each and every paper that goes into his journal-Drying Technology- is checked by him prior
to acceptance with about 50% of such refereed/revised articles often need a third revision as
well. Finally, it is worth pointing out a new pet project of his that is designed to help
students, faculty and even industry in developing world to access peer reviewed high-quality
e-books free of charge and legally as well. About ten e-books are already available for free
downloading. Many more will be available in the years to come as this concept has been
received favorably by numerous respected academics from around the world. The impact of
this effort can be expected to be truly monumental in the long term as it changes the
fundamental paradigm of academic publishing.
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Chapter No. 6

Professor Mujumdar on Teaching
Professor Mujumdar calls himself an “accidental professor’ as he never started out to be one
and in fact at several stages in his career there were clear indications and avenues for him to
move into industrial R&D career or to become an independent consultant. For reasons
unknown he continued the academic path. Indeed, after his PhD he took up an industrial
R&D job rather than a postdoctoral fellowship on the west coast of US in a major aerospace
engineering under a truly world class professor. Already his first job was as a mechanical
engineer and in aerodynamics and computational fluid dynamics when the field was in its
very infancy. His interdisciplinary focus in fact started right after his PhD as he self-learned
CFD fundamentals by self-motivated study of aeronautical and nuclear engineering journal
literature. This was a huge first switch from traditional chemical engineering. The result was
that he was always comfortable working in a multi-disciplinary fashion decade before this
became fashionable in engineering R&D in the west and then everywhere around the globe.
Interestingly, his return to McGill from industrial R&D was also not in a fully academic
environment as he worked on development for a new drying process for paper in conjunction
with an industry-funded research institute. He was interested to apply his industrial
viewpoint and newly learned skills in CFD to real world problems while developing research
projects worthy of doctoral degree awards from McGill University. This was an unusual way
to conduct engineering doctoral work those days. There was only useful research (applied,
mission-oriented or strategic research) and not-so-useful research (often euphemistically
called basic, fundamental, curiosity-driven, pie-in-sky etc. research). The latter was the
preferred option in academia those days. Academic research for and by academia was the
slogan those days. Unfortunately, soon the word “academic” implied the work is effectively
“useless” except for archival journals that flourished in the good old days of abundant
research funding. Strategic research programs came in vogue when everyone realized much
of academic research in engineering did not amount to anything useful for national
economies. Cost-effectiveness of academic research was never examined seriously. No
wonder there was –and this continues unabated- a clear disconnect between academic
research and industrial R&D. No wonder industry did not –and still does not as a rule
interact effectively with academia. According to Prof. Mujumdar this is a result of widely
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different objectives, time scales and performance indictors used for assessment. Academics
work on a not-for-profit basis while industry must work for profit. The latter can and does
mean stop and go research projects. Switches to different R&D projects or redirection of
goals are necessary to meet changing market demands. In academia one cannot terminate
PhD projects midstream even if the winds of commercial change and blow in a different
direction without prior notice. Prof. Mujumdar recounts his experience of changing
goalposts and changing research projects in industry even after excellent starts and near
finishes too. To be effective in such environment requires personalities of different type.
Hence researchers in academia may not necessarily be successful in industry and vice versa.
Professor Mujumdar believes in basis research which has some application in mind in the
medium or long term. Science already does – and should continue to pursue- curiositydriven research. If this is not applied in practice by engineers, that effort is wasted as well.
However, since research outcomes are evaluated, if at all, over a long-time horizon, then
Thomas Friedman's famous adage: I will be gone; you will be gone or IWBG-YWBGapplies very well. Most Nobel prizes I science have been given after the awardees' results
were actually made useful to society by engineers. Engineers drive economies of the world
and even provide opportunities for the services sectors. The latter cannot create wealth but
certainly can catalyze it if handled well.
Good engineers are produced by excellent engineering education. Old models worked well
in old days. New economy requires new models. It is beyond the scope of this write-up to
discuss the new pedagogical ideas of Prof. Mujumdar except to say that good education
should aim at using and developing both sides of the brain. Focus should be more on
learning and not teaching. Remember that same teaching effort leads to students who fail but
also to those who excel. He does not believe in spoon-feeding. He says: a spoon is very
essential implement in the hands of a mother to feed her baby but a dangerous one in the
hands of a teacher. It kills the basic instinct of creativity and ability to self-learn and think
critically. For the same reason, he thinks that high quality textbooks do exist for core
subjects; these must not be replaced with short Lecture Notes to save time since that
shortchanges the learning value as well. Student pressure must be resisted to make things
simpler. To quote Albert Einstein: Make is simple but not simpler. Examination-oriented
learning is necessarily deficient and as student numbers rise and cost of education skyrockets, easier and cheaper ways will be sought by institutions and students alike which has
the potential to corrode the quality and learning value of education unless corrective
measures are taken soon. Unfortunately, he believes that the correlation between learning
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engineering and entertainment is not very strong and perhaps on the negative side as well. In
an effort to make engineering classes interesting or even amusing to students we may be
responsible for a decline in the quality of education.
The new trend that worries Professor Mujumdar immensely is the diverse and repeated
attempts to rank not-for-profit universities based on criteria developed by non-academic
institutions and companies. Such rankings ignore teaching effectiveness and focus on
arbitrary metrics to quantify research output. Students assume that a high research ranking
translates into teaching as well; this can be serious flow. Furthermore, there is a trend
towards making education as a for-profit business rather than making high quality delivery
of education as the principal and only business. Students are not clients or customers of
academic institutions that need to be satisfied in the same way as a department store would
need to please its customers. Teachers should facilitate learning; teach how to fish and not
offer some fish until they are in their classrooms. Hard work is never an attractive
proposition but students should realize there is no short-cut to true learning. Teachers must
be excellent role models. Teaching with one eye on teaching evaluation by students and its
impact on the promotion and tenure process is a serious impediment to effective teaching.
Teaching is not a job; it is a way of life. The old Gurukul system practiced in ancient India,
where the shishya (student) learned from his Guru (teacher) on a one-on-one basis until the
former learnt everything that the Guru has to offer and thus graduate, is probably the ideal
system of learning which, unfortunately, cannot work in today’s world for obvious reasons.
It is well known that many professors are really not very keen to “profess” and wish to move
into other academic titular positions at the earliest opportunity carrying the title but not the
main task that gives the title in the first place!
I believe the above incorporates his teaching philosophy adequately but not fully. It can be a
subject of a full-fledged book in view of Prof. Mujumdar's nearly four decades of academic
experience in teaching, research as well as service to academia and profession on a truly
global basis.
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Chapter No. 7

About Professor Mujumdar - The Budding Artist!
It was only little over three years ago that Prof. Mujumdar started to use painting landscapes
as a way of relaxation- or his simplistic way of meditation- when he is engrossed only on the
creative process and not mundane work and other worldly problems that cause stress. The
process rather than the product (artwork) has been important to him. Much to his surprise the
product was not-so-bad which reinforced his interest in this artform. He started with wax
crayons that kindergarten children use and slowly graduated to using color pencils, black
ink, and then watercolors and recently acrylic paint. In fact, he brought in his inherent
nature of innovation and creativity guided but not dictated by earlier work, he started to mix
the media i.e. black ink with crayons or water colors and even experimented with Chinese
ink drawing. If one may rate the success of his hobby to reduce stress with is research and
other measures of professional output, one can readily notice a rise in the latter just as he
started to “meditate” with the paint brush.
Another interesting point to note: time pressure has forced him to develop his own style
which allows him to do “passable” paintings in anywhere from 15 to 20 or maximum 30
minutes. Much of the rate controlling step is his own decades-long - specialization viz.
drying! Even that he tries to speed up using a hair dryer when he is really pressed for time
and must finish his coffee and lunch quickly while doing a quick watercolor. In fact, some of
his watercolors do have traces of coffee that merge nicely in conventional watercolors!
A sample of his watercolors is included here just as samples. Interested readers can visit his
websites for a fuller collection.
Prof. Mujumdar is a firm believer in “whole brain thinking”. He says that engineering and
scientific research tend to be solely left-brain activities. The imaginative, creative soft skills
that are controlled by the right brain are largely undeveloped and not used by most. By
stimulating the right side with artistic activities one can develop better creative ability and
hence better engineering and scientific abilities as well. He notes that many of the wellknown scientists of the world also had well developed artistic abilities and inclination- in
music, writing, painting etc. In fact, he proposes a “New Avatar for PhD programs” that
include study of some artform as a requirement to stimulate creativity! This clearly is an idea
coming from the right side of the brain!
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Knowledge is like entropy; it keeps increasing. It is a pity the same
cannot be said about wisdom.
-

Prof. Arun Mujumdar
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Wisdom is like wealth; it is distributed in a very disparate fashion
among the population.
- Prof. Arun Mujumdar
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In nature, nothing is perfect and everything is perfect. Trees can be
contorted, bent in weird ways, and they’re still beautiful.
-

Alice Walker
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Never think there is anything impossible for the soul. It is the
greatest heresy to think so. If there is sin, this is the only sin? to
say that you are weak, or others are weak.
- Swami Vivekananda
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Learning and Innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of
success is to think that what you did yesterday will be
sufficient for tomorrow
- William Pollard
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The art of a people is the true mirror to their minds.
- Jawaharlal Nehru
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The attempt to combine wisdom and power has only rarely been
successful and then only for a short while.
-Albert Einstein
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Where can we go to find God if we cannot see Him in our own hearts
and in every living being.
-Swami Vivekananda
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Nothing in education is so astonishing as the amount of ignorance it
accumulates in the form of inert facts.
-Jawaharlal Nehru
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Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change
the world.
-Nelson Mandela
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We are not interested in the unusual, but in the usual seen unusually.
-Beaumont Newhall
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If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants
-Issac Newton
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Learning and Innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of
success is to think that what you did yesterday will be sufficient
for tomorrow.
-William Pollard
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I'm convinced that about half of what separates successful
entrepreneurs from the non-successful ones is pure perseverance.
-Steve Jobs
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Natural ability without education has more often attained to glory and
virtue than education without natural ability.
-Marcus Tullius Cicero
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Success is a lousy teacher. It seduces smart people into thinking they
can't lose.
-Bill Gates
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Creativity is thinking up new things. Innovation is doing new things.
-Steve Jobs
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Life is not fair; get used to it.
-Bill Gates
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Simplicity is the greatest adornment of art.
-Albrecht Durer
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It's fine to celebrate success but it is more important to heed the
lessons of failure.
-Bill Gates
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Creativity is a type of process where the teacher and pupil are located
in the same individual.
-Arthur Koestler
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Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting
different results.
-Albert Einstein
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Imagination is more important than knowledge.
-Albert Einstein
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No problem can be solved from the same level of consciousness that
created it.
-Albert Einstein
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If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.
-Albert Einstein
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Chapter No. 8

A Brief Summary of Current Activities of The
TPR Group
The Transport Processes Research (TPR) Group was formed informally under the
supervision and guidance of Professor Arun S. Mujumdar after he joined the Mechanical
Engineering Department at NUS in August 2000. As a result of the switch from chemical to
mechanical engineering discipline he re-oriented much of his research areas to suit the needs
and interest of mechanical engineering graduates while maintaining strong presence in the
areas he pioneered particularly in R&D of various dryers and mathematical modeling of
transport phenomena in industrially relevant processes. The shorter time scale available in
the new position also meant that the research themes had to have a shorter time scale for
successful completion. The focus on modeling and limiting experimental studies to those
needed for validation of modeling results was a result of this unique and possibly unexpected
result of the move half way across the globe. He initiated and co-advised a large number of
experimental projects in several countries so that the output in areas which he spearheaded
on a global scale continued unabated; if anything, the overall output was enhanced. A quick
look at his publications output shows that Professor Mujumdar published the highest number
of papers and other metrics of quantification of such output during 2008-2010. This is
unusual for an academic anywhere in the world.

Figure 1. R & D projects of TPR group
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This short article is aimed at giving only a cursory look at the current R&D activities of the
TPR group. Figure 1 simply represents the fact that R&D projects are underway at NUS but
also in universities in China, India, Iran, Thailand, Malaysia, Japan etc. There is synergistic
effect of such active collaborations which, in some cases have been on for one to two
decades. Many papers, books, e-books, conference papers etc. have resulted from the
network of TPR collaborators.
Figure 2 shows both the research and service contributions of TPR group. Aside from
significant research activity, TPR group excels in service contributions by publishing books
through commercial publishers as well as providing free e-books for global readership. Also,
a number of workshops and seminars are organized regularly. Professor Mujumdar is
actively involved in the organization and scientific committees of over half a dozen major
international conferences. He is Editor-in-Chief of Drying Technology - An International
Journal since 1988 and a member of the editorial boards of seven journals. TPR provides
exceptionally prolific service to archival journals by reviewing up to 300 papers annually for
scores of journals and conferences.

Figure 2. Contributions by TPR group
As shown in Figure 3, TPR is actively contributing to several areas of industrial interest.
Fundamentally, they all belong to applications of transport phenomena principles. Drying
technology, heat transfer and recently energy systems have been the thrust areas.
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Intensification of innovation via mathematical modeling has been the central theme of
several projects in recent years.

Figure 3. Contributions by TPR in several research areas
Figure 4 shows schematically some of the research areas that focus on modeling and
simulation. With use of limited resources, he has succeeded in injecting several new ideas
that have industrial potential. In recent years, he has focused on modeling a number of metal
processing operations in the light of his active involvement in Minerals, Metals & Materials
Technology Centre at NUS.
Professor Mujumdar has been keenly interested in globalization, innovation and future of
engineering education as well as industrial R&D. He gives invited lectures on these themes
as well. His vast academic and industrial R&D experience is a valuable asset to TPR group
members.
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Figure 4. TPR research areas with focus on modeling and simulation

For more details the readers are referred to http://serve.me.nus.edu.sg/arun.
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Chapter No. 9

Professor Mujumdar's View on Development of
Vibrant Research Culture in Transport Processes
Research (TPR Group)
S.V. Jangam
M3TC. National University of Singapore, 9 Engineering Drive 1,
Singapore 117576
The high profile and global recognition of Professor Mujumdar's TPR Group has attracted
much attention. Although started a couple of years after his joining the Mechanical
Engineering Department at NUS subsequent to a quarter of century service to McGill's
Chemical Engineering Department, TPR group has been extremely productive by all metrics
commonly applied to evaluate research in academia. The switch to a new discipline half way
around the world of course meant massive teething issues common usually to fresh assistant
professors and not seasoned world-renowned professors with established record and research
programs. Even teaching provides challenges when one must teach much larger classes new
subjects where student interests differ widely due to differences in engineering discipline.
Nevertheless, the TPR Group excelled under Prof. Mujumdar's leadership, vision, mission,
hard work and careful and dedicated mentorship. He believes strongly in the well-known
Triple Helix model of academe viz. Research, Teaching and Service. He believes that good
research culture requires excellence in all three strands; any weak strand leads to eventual
failure of the institution to accomplish excellence. This e-book already has details on his
teaching, research and personal philosophies which will not be repeated here. It is obvious
that he gives high weight to mentorship, hard work as well as professional and personal
ethics.
It is noteworthy that Prof. Mujumdar accomplished in just eight years at NUS (effectively)
what required him over twenty-five years at McGill. This is not a reflection on the research
environment (students, talent, funding etc.) or culture at McGill versus NUS. The difference
in his opinion is due to much larger portion of his time he now is able to devote to research
for various reasons. However, a bigger issue is the change in research philosophy, widespread
use of the internet and different metrics used today to evaluate and fund academic research.
For example, number and quality of publications, impact factors, citations, h-index etc. are
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very important now. In old days in Canada (and elsewhere as well) these metrics were either
unavailable or not considered so important. Thus, PhDs who preferred to go to industry were
much less inclined to devote the spend extra time and effort needed for writing research
papers. It is not surprising that Prof. Mujumdar's peak research output by today's metrics was
highest in 2008 and it is continuing at that pace at a time in his academic career when most
academics slow down. It is important that his philosophy leading to high professionalism,
ethics and productivity of his TPR group at NUS coupled seamlessly with a large number of
active and passionate researchers in over twenty countries is worth knowing. In the
following, he summarizes some key points.
He believes that encouraging original and critical thinking, avoiding spoon-feeding, allowing
researchers to falter now as well as networking, interacting with fellow students, faculty
locally and globally, willingness to share knowledge and knowhow, ability to communicate
orally and in written formats to disseminate results in a timely fashion etc. are all very
important points. Above all researchers must be passionate about their research area and be
dedicated to push the boundaries in their chosen field. He also believes that publication of
research outcomes must not be too early (premature) or too late since value of most research
papers declines exponentially. The concept of open innovation is not just for industry; it
should be used in academe as well. Sharing freely ideas, knowledge and critical thinking are
key to successful research. It is most important to be ethical in all dealings. He advises his
group never to forget to acknowledge assistance from any one. Also, he believes that one
should not include as co-authors who made no significant contribution to the work reported.
By the same token it is crucial to include fellow researchers as co-authors who assisted
actively. Never claim someone else's ideas as your own. Encourage excellence in research by
proper recognition of accomplishments; seniors can drop an e-mail -even better a handwritten
note- appreciating and congratulating success since institutions do not get their reputation
from buildings and physical infrastructure but from the talent that resides in it- the mental
infra-structure, as he rightly puts it. Sharing ideas freely is the key to establishing a
productive research culture.
Prof Mujumdar also has a unique way of interacting and bringing together his research team
for better productivity. Organizing group meetings is a common practice with almost all
research groups in academia. However, Prof. Mujumdar often organizes informal lunch meets
(most of the time at his house to taste his own recipes). These informal meetings help bond
the research group members as they can feel a ‘family’ atmosphere at such gatherings. New
research ideas and innovative solutions to pressing problems emerge through peer
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interactions. This has reflected in several group efforts with more efficient research output as
his recent publication statistics suggest. The kind of encouragement all his mentees receive
from him during and after their academic stay within TPR has benefited each one during
every stage of their later career. They all continue to be productive researchers or academics
elsewhere.
Prof. Mujumdar goes an extra mile and even uses his recent painting skills to actually make a
special card or designing special personalized award certificates to recognize excellence in
TPR Group as well as conferences and the journal he manages. He encourages his group
members to stay in touch with him and with each other; he even proudly takes the time to
write and publish on his webpage their accomplishments. He invites critical reviews from
TPR members of manuscripts sent for review by scores of journals. There is much learning in
this process. He also encourages them to stay on top of latest work in their own areas but also
associated different fields. It is important to note that no research area is static - some even
disappear. The mega interest in nanotechnology for example has withered to nano scale these
days in most parts of the world. So, he encourages all TPR members to have interests and
some expertise in a few related areas to obtain some breadth while their main theme provides
the essential depth. Astonishingly, drying has persisted -even grown- as R&D area as energy
has become a critical issue all of a sudden.
It is clear from the success of TPR that all of the above can lead to excellence and a vibrant
research culture. It also transcends geographical boundaries in this age of the internet. He is
very fast in providing feedback on theses, papers etc.- sometimes within hours or days for
long documents. This shows his keen interest in the work which his group members can
immediately sense. He spends whatever time is needed to respond very fast. Working 12-14
hours a day is a common schedule for him even on weekends and during vacations. This
promotes pro-active research by his students and other mentees in TPR group. If the mentor
has no passion and dedication it is unlikely his/her mentees will have it.
Although it is very difficult to explain his research approach and express what TPR members
actually experience, it is hoped that readers can benefit from some of the ideas and actions
which have led to great productivity of Prof. Mujumdar's TPR Group. In this age of
globalization networking with peers on a global scale is essential to ensure success by
developing a vibrant research culture.
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Chapter No. 10

Contributions of Professor A. S. Mujumdar to
Indian Engineering Education and R & D
S. V. Jangam
M3TC. National University of Singapore, 9 Engineering Drive 1,
Singapore 117576

B. N. Thorat
Department of Chemical Engineering, Institute of Chemical Technology,
N. Parikh Road, Matunga(E), Mumbai – 400019
Prof. Mujumdar initiated his contribution to Indian R&D even as a junior faculty member at
McGill University, Montreal, Canada. He contacted the National Book Trust in New Delhi in
1976 about publishing a book series in India to help promote postgraduate teaching and
research in the field of transport phenomena viz. fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer
including reactions, combustion etc. He was concerned that lack of foreign exchange at the
time made it very hard or even impossible for Indian scientists and engineers to access latest
knowledge for R&D and advanced education. The Book Trust connected him with Wiley
Eastern in New Delhi to start publication of the hard cover book series entitled Advances in
Transport Processes (ATP). The first volume was published in 1980. He then enlisted Dr. R
A Mashelkar-then at University of Salford in UK- as co-editor to speed up the publication
process and when Dr. Mashelkar returned to India to National Chemical Lab, Pune and later
to CSRI, New Delhi, he helped get well known Indian authors as well. Together they
published 11 volumes in the series and made advanced literature accessible to academics,
industry and R&D personnel in India at a cost about one tenth of the US price at a time when
India did not have adequate dollar reserves. The quality of ATP series was such that western
publishers eventually took over publication of the series as it seemed to exceed the
requirements of the Indian market at the time. Later he did publish at least three books
devoted to Developments in Drying with Indian publishers as the area of drying is a strategic
research for emerging economies.
Prof Mujumdar has been consistently contributing to many academic as well as research
institutes and industries in India. He has delivered many talks in Institute of Chemical
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Technology (formerly known as UDCT), National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) and
numerous industries which includes, L&T, EIL, Kilburn, Sheshasai Paper Mills, United
Phosphorous Limited and so on. He also gave free workshops on drying technology at
various locations starting in 1984.
He has co-guided many research students in Indian institutes. He has been external examiner
for numerous Ph D theses for various IITs, and many universities in India. He has been
contributing to many academic libraries in India by donating expensive advanced books and
journals over last two decades. This includes Prof. M. M. Sharma library at Institute of
Chemical Technology which has received a significant number of books and journal volumes
over a period of two decades. These books are heavily used not only by faculty members and
students but also by industry personnel.
He has promoted Industrial Drying R&D in India. Since 1984, he has conducted many
workshops on Industrial Drying for industry participants. He has also been involved in
organization of many symposia in India. He is the Founding Chairman of the World Forum
for Crystallization, Filtration and Drying (WFCFD) founded at ICT (then UDCT) in 2006.
This forum has been actively involved in networking Academia-Industry-Equipment
Manufacturers and has successfully organized a number of international workshops. These
workshops had more than 80% industrial participant. The 16th International Drying
Symposium (IDS2008) was held in Hyderabad, first time in India in the history of the IDS
series founded by Professor Arun S. Mujumdar. This was one of the major events organized
by WFCFD and had more than 60% foreign delegates from over 30 countries while
remaining participant from Indian industries. All these conferences have benefited
researchers from Indian industries as well as Universities. Prof. Mujumdar's worldwide
network of researchers in drying and heat and mass transfer has now been connected to active
researchers in India. This the window of opportunity to access global network of experts for
advice and collaboration has been open almost overnight. This has already benefitted
academia and industry in India.
His continuous and dedicated efforts have benefited many Indian institutes to have global
reach and networking possibilities in their R&D activities. The detailed information about his
contributions to engineering education and R&D in India is given in following table. This
does not include the publications he wrote specifically for Indian journals and also
supervision of several PhD students from India whom he mentored at McGill University.
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Table: Contributions of Professor Arun S. Mujumdar to Indian Engineering Education
and R&D
1976

visits to UDCT- seminars

1978

Founded the series: Advances in Transport Processes series - after 2nd volume coedited with Dr. R. A. Mashelkar 11 volumes, to promote R&D in India and make
technical info available at low cost when foreign exchange was unavailable

1982

Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers (IIChE) Keynote Lecture in Pune

1982

Visiting Professor at NCL, Pune
Seminars at several CSIR labs, IITs, ATIRA, Industries (includes L&T, EIL,
Kilburn, SS Products, P& P mills, United Phosphorous Limited etc)
Workshops for industry (1984, 1987, 1993 in Mumbai, Delhi) UDCT (2 times)
individual GP Kane Lecturer, UDCT, Mumbai Several workshops sponsored by
industry.

2001

Workshop on Industrial Drying at UDCT, Matunga

2001

Joint Indian Heat Mass Transfer Conf and ASME Conf, Kolkata, Keynote Speaker

2002

Keynote at Chemcon, Chennai

2004

International Workshop and Symposium on Industrial Drying, IWSID2004

2005

Organized Asia Pacific Drying Conference at Kolkata with CMERI (CSIR) ADC05

2006

Chairman and Founder Member of International Forum for Crystallization, Filtration
and Drying WFCFD

2006

Principle Speaker, 1st International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and
Drying

2007

Principle Speaker, 2nd International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and
Drying

2008

Principle Speaker, 3rd International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and
Drying

2008

16th International Symposium on Drying (IDS2008), 350 attendees from 30+
countries. IDs series founded/chaired by Prof. Mujumdar since 1978.

2009

Keynote speaker in two conferences at Banaras Hindu University (BHU)

2010

Principle Speaker, 4th International Workshop on Crystallization, Filtration and
Drying
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In summary, Prof. Mujumdar’s contributions have been duly recognized by his alma mater
which named him Platinum Jubilee Professor in 2008. He helped one of us (BNT) develop
Advanced drying Laboratory at UDCT(ICT). Also, global contacts and networks were
developed between ICT and numerous universities and industries as a result of Prof.
Mujumdar’s direct involvement. In 2009 he was honored by presenting his with the Platinum
Award of ICT which now has Deemed University status.
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Chapter No. 11

Contributions of Professor Mujumdar to the
Development of Drying R & D in China
Zhenxiang Gong
Simprotek Corporation
7375 Rollingdell Drive, Suite 41, Cupertino, CA 95014, USA

INTRODUCTION
Professor Mujumdar has paid a total of ten visits to China since his first visit to Tianjin
University of Science and Technology (previously known as Tianjin Institute of Light
Industry), Tianjin, China in 1984. He has traveled widely in China from the north to the
south, from the east to the west and gave lectures, workshops and seminars at many
universities and industries in China. He has constantly been keeping close contact with
several universities on different research areas of drying and heat transfer following his
second visit to China in 1986. Several major events in the drying R&D have taken place over
the last 20 years in China including the publication of the first Handbook of Modern
Industrial Drying, the 13th International Drying Symposium held in August 2002 in Beijing,
the publication of a special issue of Drying Technology—An International Journal (No.9,
Vol. 17, 1999) dedicated to China’s National Drying Conference, etc. All these major events
would not have been possible without his dedicated effort to actively support the
development of drying R&D in China.
This article will go briefly and chronologically through the major activities Professor
Mujumdar has devoted himself to for encouraging and assisting in drying R&D in China
starting from his first visit in 1984. It also summarizes a successful model for academic
cooperation and networking that could be applied by others in other fields as well.
THE STARTING POINT
During his first visit, Professor Mujumdar met with President Yanquan Long of Tianjin
University of Science and Technology, a top pulp and paper expert in China. They had met
earlier very briefly at an international conference. He was invited by President Long to give
lectures at his university due to the institute’s research interests in paper drying. This
invitation has gone much beyond the initial purpose and led to some unexpected but highly
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significant impact on drying R&D activities in China, which probably involve more people
than anywhere else in the world. Only Brazil has recently come up to a similar level of
activity in the past decade based on their contributions to IDS conferences. Interestingly,
Professor Mujumdar has also been pro-active in supporting drying effort in many
universities in Brazil over the past two decades.
Professor Mujumdar paid his first visit to China in 1984 responding to President Long’s
invitation. He spent four days giving lectures on paper drying as well as other aspects of
drying in various industries and on various types of dryers. He also presented the latest R&D
of drying and many other drying topics including vibrated fluidized bed drying. Many
industrial engineers and university professors from around China attended his lectures. His
lectures led to the initiation of vibrated fluid bed drying research of Professor Yongkang
Pan’s group in Mechanical Engineering Department of the university and later resulted in
three master these projects and many publications in national and international journals and
conferences on the effects on quality, effects of intermittent heating, etc. of vibrated
fluidized bed drying. The drying research is still one of the major research areas in the
Mechanical Engineering Department of the university. Also influenced by his lectures, a
number of dryer manufacturers specializing in such equipment emerged in China after 1984.
Such dryers are of special interest to China owing to the size and shape of many food
products that need to be dried in China. Professor Mujumdar’s own research in this field
allowed him to give detailed information for design purposes which hastened the
commercialization of such technologies in China. His lecture notes in English were
translated into Chinese and made available to all participants.
In early 1980’s Professor Mujumdar was also the first to receive a Chinese Visiting Scholar,
Mr. W. Cui at McGill in Faculty of Engineering. Mr. Cui worked on Professor Mujumdar’s
novel idea of using superheated steam for drying paper. This work was not only published in
English but also in Chinese. Mr. Cui later returned to China after 3 years in his group and
even obtained a patent on that drying concept.
IMPACT OF THE SECOND TRIP
Two years later Professor Mujumdar was once again invited to visit Tianjin University of
Science and Technology in 1986. On this trip he brought with him a big baggage of the
drying books and journal issues he edited including Handbook of Industrial Drying, Drying
of Solids, drying’82, Drying’84, Advances of Drying series and many more and donated
these books to the university. Due to his donation of his books this time and some later times
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Tianjin University of Science and Technology has probably the most complete collection of
all his drying books-only McGill has the other one also donated by him.
During this visit he met with President Guoxiong Yao. He again gave a series of lectures on
drying. The lecture series lasted 7 days (including Saturday and Sunday) with 3 hours each
morning. The lectures were interpreted into Chinese mainly by Professor Yi-Fei Zhang--not
a simple task! About 100 people (engineers, professors, lecturers, postgraduate students)
from academia and industry around China attended the lecture series (including Ph.D. and
master candidates from Dalian Institute of Technology, engineers and scientists from Tianjin
Paper Making Research Institute, engineers from Tianjin Paper Making Factory and Tainjin
Fourth Paper Making Factory, etc.). At that time, I was in my first year of my master’s
program. I attended all the lectures. Topics of the lecture series covered almost all aspects of
drying technology from the fundamental drying theories to the latest research developments,
from spray drying to fluid bed to rotary drying, from fluidized bed dryers to Yankee dryers,
from superheated steam drying, to through drying and of high porous sheets.
Many other postgraduate students from Mechanical Engineering and Chemical Engineering
departments also attended most of his lectures. I still remember one of the postgraduate
students, Yujun Liu (later got his Ph.D. from University of South Carolina and now working
in Dow Chemical Company, USA) said to me “Professor Mujumdar is so handsome and
looks just like a movie star”.
Many of his lecture notes and articles were translated into Chinese and used extensively in
subsequent years. Some of his lecture notes in Chinese were even available in Taiwan many
years later.
In addition to the lecture series, Professor Yi-Fei Zhang and Professor Yongkang Pan went
through quite some intensive discussions about the collaboration on both experimental and
numerical work that could be done with minimal resources at the university. Three major
research projects were initiated at that time. They were (1) Modeling refractory material
drying, (2) Cyclic melting/freezing phase change heat transfer and (3) Vibrated fluidized bed
drying. Professor Zhang and I started in early 1988 the refractory drying project which led to
one master’s thesis and a couple of joint papers published in English and another one in
Chinese before I left for McGill University to pursue my Ph.D. in early 1993 under Professor
Mujumdar’s direction. After I went to McGill Professor Mujumdar and I jointly published
another seven papers in several different journals and two conference presentations on these
projects from 1993 to 1997. This project attracted considerable interest from Professor
Robert Moore from Ceramic Engineering Department, University of Missouri at Rolla as
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well as from the American Ceramic Society during 1992 to 1997. Professor Zhang and I also
started the cyclic melting/freezing simulation project in mid-1988. This project led to one
master’s thesis and one joint paper in an international conference before I went to McGill. It
was extended during my Ph.D. program and became part of my Ph.D. thesis. We jointly
published another six papers in several international journals, one conference paper and one
conference presentation for this project from 1993 to 1997.
After his 7-day lecture series and research discussions he also visited and gave lectures at
Beijing Institute of Chemical Technology in Beijing, Northwestern Institute of Light
Industry in Xianyang, Shanxi, East China Institute of Chemical Technology and Huayuan
Drying Inc. in Shanghai, as well as Zhejiang Silk Engineering Institute and the famous
Longjing Tee Factory and Farm in Hongzhou.
During this long trip he met with many professors and engineers and proposed many new
ideas to them. Take one, for example, he suggested a novel two-stage drying process, using
superheated steam, of silk cocoons to Prof Chen in Zhejiang Silk Engineering Institute. The
idea was later proved to work very well. The silk was brighter and stronger with less loss.
Conventional method leads to major loss and damage to silk quality. This work was
published in Drying Technology-An International Journal in 1989. We hope this idea was
pursued further as it certainly had great potential for China as well as many silk producing
countries. He also proposed evaluation of the idea of using low pressure superheated steam
to dry other agro-products like vegetables, fruits, sea foods, tea, tobacco leaves etc. using
different types of dryers such as conveyor, flash or fluid bed types. Indeed, many of these
ideas have since been tested by many researchers around the world, and applications are
being found widely. In fact, the concept was proposed almost two decades ago in his lectures
in China.
Before 1986 drying research in China was spotty and scattered. Due to the influence of his
lectures, a group of university professors and industrial engineers in China started thinking
about initiating their first National Drying Conference. One year after his second visit, China
had its first National Drying Conference in 1987. This biennial series of conferences have
been going on successfully even now. The next meeting is scheduled in October 2005 at
Nanjing. Professor Mujumdar was invited to give keynote lectures at many of them but the
distance to Canada and the time required did not permit him to attend them. However, his
message did reach the audience through translated papers that were presented by Chinese
colleagues on his behalf.
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Since his second visit he has been keeping close contact with several research groups in
China, such as in Tianjin University of Science and Technology and in Zhejiang Silk
Engineering Institute. He was first invited as an adjunct professor of Mechanical
Engineering Department of Tianjin University of Science and Technology in 1987. At a later
time, he was bestowed an honorary professorship of the university in 1988, which was the
highest honor the University could present on an oversea professor.
A LONG DELAYED THIRD TRIP
His third visit to China came after a long time. Since his second visit was so fruitful to
several organizations and universities, Tianjin University of Science and Technology and
Tieling Precision Engineering Co., strongly hoped to further extend the collaboration with
him and further benefit from his lectures, expertise and ideas. He was invited several times
to revisit Tianjin University of Science and Technology in 1988, 1990 and 1992 after
IDS’92. Due to his busy schedule he could not make these trips. However, he continued to
keep close contact with several different research groups in China, which led to numerous
fruitful results.
During this period, he accepted and supported Professor Pan as a Visiting Scholar in his
research group in McGill University in 1988-89, working on drying of impinging sprays by
impingement of heated surfaces. This work was later continued at Tianjin University of
Science and Technology and obtained the support of China’s National Science Foundation
after Professor Pan went back to China. This project also produced a couple of master theses
and several papers on studies of the effects of vacuum, etc.
Interestingly, Professor Mujumdar’s group at McGill had always been very international
with researchers and students from all corners of the globe. Professor Pan got the unique
opportunity to interact with many international researchers, which led to further cooperation
projects for his university. For example, Dr. T. Kudra shared the office with Professor Pan
and they mutually developed additional cooperative projects with Lodz Technical University
in Poland as well. Also, many Chinese students whom Professor Mujumdar could not
accommodate in his group at McGill were re-directed to his international contacts, especially
in Japan’s Nagoya University.
In 1991 he also accepted another Chinese visiting scholar, Professor M. Zhang, who later
became the vice president of East China Institute of Chemical Technology (now known as
East China University of Chemical Technology, working on finite element analysis of the
stress field generated by drying of grains subjected to microwave and convection, drying of
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coated papers, etc. Their work on finite element analysis of intermittent volumetric heating is
still widely cited after nearly 12 years of publication. It clearly showed that intermittent
heating can reduce drying-induced stress-cracking. This is verified by others in later years.
In 1995 he finally managed to find the time for his third trip to China, hosted by Tieling
Precision Engineering Co., to chair a special drying symposium where he gave a plenary
report on the latest research development and trend on drying in the world. Most of the
Chinese drying experts from universities as well as industry attended this symposium. Very
good response was received on his report, as Professor Cao of Beijing Agricultural
Engineering University recalls. It may be noted that Professor Mujumdar now has a Ph.D.
student at NUS who comes from Professor Cao’s laboratory now headed by his student.
During his short stay he helped to initiate the formulation and editing of the first Handbook
of Modern Industrial Drying Technology with Professor Pan (Tianjin University of Science
and Technology) and Professor Wang (Dalian University of Technology).
He also met and discussed in Beijing with Professor Chengji Xiao, the chairman of Chinese
Chemical Engineering Association, and Professor Cao, about planning an International
Drying Symposium (IDS) in China. That is where the seeds of IDS'02 were first sewn.
On this trip he also gave lectures to East China Institute of Chemical Technology, where he
accepted the honorary professorship, and to also Wuxi Spray Drying Co. in Wuxi. Indeed,
the main office of the Wuxi Spay Drying Co. has a number of photos from his visits to their
facility, which Professor Mujumdar always remembers with great fondness. This trip
concluded with a sightseeing trip to beautiful Guilin, famous for its wonderful mountains
and cruise in Li River. He always mentions the kind hospitality and great food he and his
wife always enjoyed on their China visits. No wonder, it is now a favorite destination for
him and Mrs. Purnima Mujumdar!

IDS’ 2002
The 13th International Drying Symposium (IDS’02) was held in Beijing in August 2002
with some 250 participants from about 50 countries. It was the first time the IDS was held in
China and it was a big success.
As is recalled by Professor Cao, the chairman of IDS'2002, Professor Mujumdar gave the
committee much valuable guidance in organizing this IDS, including selecting keynote
papers, organizing papers into sessions and posters, suggesting awards, distributing
announcements worldwide and many others. Without his devotion IDS'2002 could not have
been held in China with the high level of success actually achieved.
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At this IDS he was bestowed an Award for Outstanding Contribution to Drying Technology
in China from the Organizing Committee of the 13th International Drying Symposium. It is
noteworthy that Professor Mujumdar’s Practical Guide to Industrial Drying was translated
into Chinese and this edition was inaugurated at the time of IDS’2002 in Beijing.
A number of his papers have been translated and published in Chinese journals. It is very
common to find citations to his Chinese language papers in numerous papers. His keynote
overviews dealing with new and emerging areas such as vibrated beds, spouted beds,
superheated steam drying, impinging steam drying, pulse combustion drying etc. have
attracted many researchers at several Chinese universities to work in these areas. Professor
Mujumdar recounts his collaborations in China as true success stories and likes to credit this
success to his hosts in China for their unique level of enthusiasm, hard work and willingness
to learn new things at all time.
Professor Mujumdar’s effort has led to true globalization of Chinese effort in drying R&D
just as it has perhaps in 50 different countries and hundreds of institutions around the world.
His book, Practical Guide to Industrial Drying, itself is a distillate of the latest information
and knowledge about various drying processes, equipment as well as new developments and
emerging technologies. It is always hard to assess the real impact of his effort but it is easy
to see that it must be considerable as drying occurs in all industries and consumes anywhere
from 10-20 percent of national industrial energy consumption aside from affecting product
quality and value. As the standard of living rises in China it will certainly consume more
fossil fuel resources so every attempt to reduce energy consumption goes a long way on the
environmental front as well. With cost of oil at nearly US$55 a barrel at the time of writing
this article, there is no doubt that drying will continue to be an area in need of research in
most countries around the world. Burning fossil fuels has adverse effect on climate change.
Hence it is necessary to reduce energy consumption in drying operations by effective R&D
to develop appropriate technologies.
CONSISTENT AND CONTINUOUS DEDICATED EFFORT
More recently, Professor Mujumdar was invited by the President of Southern Yangtze
University in Wuxi to present lectures in their Food Engineering Department and, therefore,
visited China twice in 2002 and in 2003. He co-directed with Professor Min Zhang two
Ph.D. theses in vacuum frying and hybrid hot air and freeze drying. He also visited and gave
a seminar at Nanjing Normal University in 2003.
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Currently he has a joint project with China Agricultural University in Beijing in pulse
combustion drying with the simulations done at NUS and some experiments being done in
Beijing. Recently he teamed up with a Professor at Dalian University of Technology to write
a review on drying of nano-particles. It is noteworthy that 6 of his current 9 Ph.D. students at
NUS come from top universities in China. He talks very highly about their academic
credentials, abilities, willingness to work hard and eagerness to learn. Many have already
published numerous archival papers with him despite the short stay at NUS.
He is also closely involved in the second edition of Handbook of Modern Drying
Technology which will be published in 2005 although this book is in Chinese. He recently
sent two new chapters for this book.
HONORS AND IMPACT
As a result of the significant contributions Professor Mujumdar has made to institutions in
China, he has been accorded Honorary Professorships from the following universities in
China:
1. Tianjin University of Science and Technology, 1988 2. East China University of
Chemical Technology in 1992.
3. Zhejing Silk Engineering Institute, Hangzhou in 1992.
4. Zhejiang University of Technology in 1994
5. Jiangsu University of Science and Technology in 1996.
6. Southern Yangtze University, Wuxi, 2003-now renamed Jiangnan University
Obviously, it is not an easy task to estimate quantitatively the impact and contributions
Professor Mujumdar has made to drying R&D not only in China but also around the world.
The following two stories might be able to shed some insight about the difficulties involved
in making a true assessment.
The President of Tieling Precision Engineering Co, Mr. Zhenhua Chen said during his visit
to Montreal in 1993, “The success of his company came from a motivation by Professor
Mujumdar’s lecture in 1984 in Tianjin on the topic of vibrated fluidized beds. His lecture on
vibrated fluidized bed led to over 2000 vibrated bed dryers being built and sold by his
company alone. This is one of the reasons that his company was named the most successful
company by Tieling City for several years in the late 1980 and early in 1990”. This is indeed
a very major impact of an academic research project of Professor Mujumdar. Indeed,
Professor Mujumdar also talks highly about the effectiveness of his collaborations with
Chinese institutions, which were always very friendly, hospitable and receptive to new ideas
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and willing to work hard for their success. He felt that the time and effort he devoted to
networking with researchers in China were most productive.
Another story is from the 95th Annual Meeting & Convention of the Canadian Ceramic
Society held in Montreal in 1997. After I finished my presentation on “Modeling Drying of
Ceramic Refractories: Principles, Applications and Potential Role in Practice”, Dr. Polin
from a refractory material company in UK came to and told me that he is very grateful to
Professor Mujumdar for his suggestions of using superheated steam to dry prefabricated
refractory parts. He told me that Professor Mujumdar’s idea both greatly improves the
quality of the dried parts but also significantly decreases the energy consumption compared
with conventional drying method. This has made their products successful. When I came
back and mentioned this story to Professor Mujumdar he could not even remember where
and when giving this idea to whom simply because of the sheer number of people,
academics and industry personal he deals with on a regular basis.
Since 2003 he has co-advised a dozen or so PhD students at Jiangnan University- the top
university on food science and engineering in China. He works closely with Prof Min Zhang
and his group as well as Chinese food companies. Some 6 PhDs have already been
completed with 3 more in progress. All themes are of industrial interest leading to several
Chinese patents and over 30 joint papers in journals. In 2008 the R&D division of PepsiCo,
Dallas provided a 3-year grant to fund three PhD students in the area of drying fruit-based
snack foods. This collaboration involving Singapore, China and USA has been immensely
successful.
CLOSING REMARKS
This is a short story spanning two decades. Obviously, many details are lost but the overall
picture that emerges is clear: Professor Mujumdar has made every effort to make a positive,
sustained and lasting contribution in the field of drying in China and elsewhere. At a time
when buzz word research is easy to fund and attract students to, he worked hard and
managed to develop a critical mass of serious researchers around the globe that works
effectively on drying R&D. He thinks that there is no real need to expand this mass of
researchers but only to sustain it with higher quality newcomers who need challenging
problems that are worthwhile. He thinks that overpopulation of researchers, like kangaroos
in some parts of Australia, in any specific area can lead to self-destruction due to lack of
adequate resources and lack of “gene” variety. Every field has its own “sustainable” level of
funding and researcher population. He believes that drying has reached a sustainable level
with no urgent requirement to expand but certainly a need to maintain its critical mass and
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quality. For developing countries drying is of strategic importance. We hope that the large
base of drying researchers in China will continue the lead and make innovative contributions
to drying globally. Professor Mujumdar also is a proponent of active industry university
collaboration. This has occurred in China in the drying field and hence speeded its
development. It is noted also that when he was unable to accept PhD students from China
who were really good, he made every effort to place them elsewhere in good hands e.g. Lodz
Technical University, Poland and Nagoya University, Japan.
We are happy to note that Prof. Mujumdar feels that his collaborative activities with China
have been the most fruitful and productive of all the global activities he currently has.
Indeed, the recent batch of PhDs he has produced at the National University of Singapore
have been doing extremely well in their professional careers. Dr Yuling Shi is with Carrier
R&D in Shanghia; coincidently Prof. Mujumdar's first job with Carrier R&D in Syracuse,
NY, USA! Dr Wang Xiangqi is a researcher with GE R&D in Shanghai as well. Dr Li Xin
Huang is Professor and Deputy Director of the Chinese Academy of Forestry in Nanjing
while Dr. Wu Zhonghua is Professor at Tianjin University of Science & Technology where
Prof. Mujumdar first initiated his China connection in 1984. Dr Xu Peng is assistant
professor of physics in Hangzhou. All of them are very active in research and professional
activities. Prof. Mujumdar is always proud of the accomplishments of his students and
mentees and is always available for counseling whenever asked for.
CLOSING REMARKS
The author greatly acknowledges the kind help of Dr. Yi-Fei Zhang for his valuable time on
the phone and emails to recall Professor Mujumdar’s first two visits to China. Professor
Congwen Cao is also gratefully acknowledged for his email that provided me with details
about Professor Mujumdar’s recent activities in China.
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Chapter No. 12

Role of Mentors in Academia
Arun S Mujumdar
As the academic work environment is becoming increasingly complex and competitive all
over the globe, newcomers to academic life face significantly more stressful conditions than
those prevalent several decades ago. Today's research-intensive universities face stringent
competition from similar institutions around the world for talented faculty as well as
research students and undergraduate students. In fact, universities today are closer to major
global multinational corporations in their operating structure than to the older models of
academia. Although the non-profit operation is still intact, shortage of funds from both,
public and private sectors, coupled with inflated cost of manpower as well as services
required for efficient operation and maintenance of the physical plant, is making it
increasingly harder for university administrators to balance the books. The switch in the title
from Vice Chancellor to President in many parts of the world clearly signals the
corporatization of academe. Some universities already refer to students as customers or
clients which of course is undesirable choice of words.
The need for good and effective mentorship cannot be overstressed. Mentoring is needed at
all levels but here I shall confine my attention only to graduate students, young researchers
and faculty members in their initial several years. Further, I will limit my suggestions to the
engineering discipline as mentorship in my judgment should be discipline-specific. In fact, it
should also depend on the location e.g. country, local expectations, availability and level of
resources etc. There can be significant variation as well depending on whether tenure is
automatically conferred on appointment, which is the effective practice in some parts of the
world, or whether some form of Promotion & Tenure policy is practiced as in North America
and also some Asian countries e.g. Singapore, Hong Kong etc. Usually academics are
expected to make definitive contributions in research, teaching and service to the university
as well as the profession. The need for effective mentorship is particularly acute where the
P&T requirements are stringent. Often some institutions follow a "changing goalpost policy"
in which the bar for tenure and promotion is being raised continuously. This is not
unexpected or unreasonable as younger faculty members are provided with increased
resources and facilities to conduct research without excessively long induction periods. The
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ease of networking, access to information and advanced analytical and computational tools
also allows new researchers to jump-start their research unlike in the old days. This comes
with a price tag! They expected more and at a faster clip too. This can cause undue stress on
the unprepared young faculty members even if they have performed well under the guidance
of a senior academic elsewhere. Selecting and developing one's own niche area for research
is a daunting task. It can make or break one's academic career since little time is available for
mid-course correction. The temptation to simply extend one's own doctoral research theme
can be problematic and is undesirable as it signals inability to develop one's own original
research stream. The choice of research themes is also limited by the availability of research
funds which are usually directed at specific areas of local interest. Note that these areas are
also subject to change with time and may not be a sustainable area. Furthermore, it is
noteworthy that even junior academics are subjected to global overview and not just local
evaluation unlike non-academic or administrative positions. Whether the demands of the
academic job are commensurate with the financial returns is an important but a different
issue that can be debated on its own merit.
A mentor should be an excellent role model that the mentee may emulate to ensure success.
Mentors who are only advisors and dispense advice that they have not been able to
implement themselves in their career can not only be ineffective but also be "reverse
mentors". Their advice may be detrimental to the performance of their mentee. There should
be absolutely no potential for conflict of interest between the mentee and the mentor
especially if their research themes have overlap. Personally, I have observed a very strong
Matthew Effect that applies to mentoring as well. (Interested reader may Google for details
and papers describing the Matthew effect in various disciplines although I have not come
across any systematic study of Matthew effect in mentoring.) Junior mentees can benefit
very significantly from simply being a mentee of an accomplished and effective mentor.
They can jump-start their career with better access to research funds, resources; networks
already put in place by the mentor and even benefit from such academically significant
positions as memberships of major conference series, book series, journals etc. They may
even find themselves as co-authors of invited articles, keynote or plenary lectures and
receive invitations to write chapters for important works such as handbooks and
encyclopedias etc. all of which help elevate the curriculum vitae beyond that someone
without such support will need a decade or longer. In fact, most will never even come across
such opportunities because of the very large number of junior academic researchers around
the world, the competition for such positions is not just localized to the university where the
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mentee is employed. The mentee can also "learn the ropes" and plug into an already
functioning and effective network which can speed up his/her professional accomplishments.
This avoids the trial-and-error and arduous effect the mentor himself typically has had to go
through for a decade or two to reach the same stage. It is a well-known fact that several
Nobel Laureates seem to come from the same laboratory as the senior laureate mentors the
next generation. Success therefore depends to a great extent on the quality and effectiveness
of mentorship.
Often there is a shortage of true mentors in many departments and faculties. There may even
be possibility of a conflict of interest that can result in "reverse mentorship by design". It is
best not to have a local mentor in such situations. It is possible to have "virtual mentors" to
replace or supplement "real mentors". I have had many virtual mentors myself, who were
widely dispersed around the world. In good old days much of my queries were sent and
responses received by snail mail. Contrary to popular belief (a real misunderstanding) in fact
the busiest, the most respected and the most productive professors always responded very
fast and in a very valuable way to help me steer my research plans, especially since they
covered multidisciplinary areas beyond the scope of many individual professor. I had virtual
mentors who guided me and encouraged me with organization of conferences, initiating
books series and even to help start a journal and edit the Handbook of Industrial Drying with
absolutely zero experience and truly no idea about what I was getting into with no support
and that too as the junior most member of faculty. Indeed, I did discard some "reverse
mentoring" I was offered, or else I would not have undertaken most of the professional
activities that made truly global impact.
To sum, those seeking mentors feel free to have both real and virtual mentors. It is much
easier now than in the good old days to have nonresident mentors. Remember the less
productive and less busy will probably not want to undertake this "thankless" but invaluable
responsibility. So, go for the best-even a Nobel Laureate! Only select someone who you
would like to emulate and eventually surpass with the mentor's help. Prepare yourself for
negative feedback. It is your call whether you wish to accept the advice. If you decline most
advice it is best to seek another mentor or change your own attitude. It signals a problem. In
general, seek someone with global experience, significant accomplishment in research,
teaching and professional service (not just one of these at the expense of other duties of an
academic). There should be no danger of conflict of interest if the mentor has already
reached peak performance. Clearly you can benefit from reflected Matthew Effect provided
you are good enough for the mentor to provide you with that extra glow. A true mentor -the
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Sanskrit word Guru is close but has wider hidden meanings- wants his mentees to excel and
in fact exceed the bar he/she has crossed. If you find someone who would be unhappy with
such an outcome, do steer clear of her/him as mentor.
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Chapter No. 13

Some Thoughts on Academic Research and
Industrial R & D
Arun S Mujumdar
Talking about sustainable development is in vogue these days. Clearly, it makes a lot of
sense and the world will be a better place if all development was truly sustainable. I believe
that this concept is also applicable to research and development, both in academia and
industry, effort as well. It is well known that the inherent differences in motivation for R&D,
relative weight given to research vs development in industry vs academia and the major
differences in time scales of R&D projects are some of the key issues that may industryacademia collaboration especially difficult if not impossible. The essential element of risk in
true research is attractive to academics but worrisome to industry. Academics prefer radical
innovations as they make attractive themes for publications and "claim to fame" in academia.
Industries prefer simplicity and evolutionary enhancements to technology to mitigate the risk
in most sectors. The longer the half-life of technology in a particular sector lower is the
appetite for risk-taking and hence R&D in general. No wonder then that almost all private
R&D almost all over the world is at least partially funded by the public in an obvious or
opaque manner. This reduces the risk and encourages innovation via R&D which is widely
claimed to benefit national economies.
Excellent R&D depends on excellence of those who carry it out and those who manage it.
One needs both human talent and financial resources to accomplish research and then bring
it the marketplace which is globalized and increasingly competitive. It is not enough to have
massive funds to support R&D; likewise, it does not help to have a pool of intellectual talent
with no resources to harness it. One important and positive effect of the "flattening" of the
world is that both finances and talent have become mobile in real as well as virtual sense.
The multinationals are setting up high end R&D facilities wherever in the world talent is
available. In the old model, talent had to move where the funds reside viz mostly from most
parts of the globe to the richer western nations.

Thus, over two-thirds of US Nobel

Laureates in sciences over the past five decades were born outside the USA where the
necessary abundant resources have been available for a long time. Such massive migration is
slowed down by the reduction in "gradient" in financial resources for R&D. Number of
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studies show that Asian nations are now leading in innovation, R&D as well as publications
in many areas of science and technology. They are leaping forward at a healthy clip in
generating higher quality institutions and R&D centers which will in the next decade or two
make a discernible impact on the global economic scene. In fact, this is already evident in
many areas.
To make research and development truly sustainable it is necessary to develop a new
paradigm and ensure that proper accounting is made of all costs to the company or
government and also to the environment and global resources. What appears profitable to a
company could be a disaster for the society around it or even to the globe if it continuously
consumes finite resources or contributes to climate change. Clearly legislations will be
brought to bear to reign in on such wanton wastage of resources at a cost that so far has been
ignored conveniently. Carbon taxes and carbon credits are some of the recent developments
designed to stem in a small way the arbitrary use-or misuse- of earth's resources. Proper Life
Cycle assessment (LCA) needs to be made of all technologies before implementing them or
selecting between alternate technologies; some may favor companies in terms of profits but
the loss to the globe must also be considered in making such decisions. For example, when
selecting drying technologies LCA analysis should be a criterion that is never actually used
in practice but should be.
We have worried, with good reason, about the continually decreasing size of the R&D
funding pie almost all over the world. Granting bodies have tried to cut the pie many
different ways. Usually, areas that are currently popular for whatever reasons receive larger
shares of the pie thus reducing the funding for some other areas – or worse, even eliminating
funding for many of the so-called traditional areas of research. The implication is that
already enough R&D has been conducted in areas that have existed for longer periods. New
is automatically assumed to be innovative, creative and thus valuable for the future
development of the economy. Larger portions of R&D funding have gone into energy
technologies, environmental issues, bio-technology, IT, etc., over the past two decades, and
more recently into nanoscience and nanotechnology. Clearly, all these areas are important
and deserve funding. The issue is how much and at what cost to the other areas.
This is why I think we need to examine my idea of sustainable research level. Just for
illustration, if all institutions around the world focus their effort on developing
nanotechnology, are there enough opportunities for so many to make original contributions?
Also, does the world actually need so many nanotechnologies?
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Also, is the market large enough for all the players to obtain adequate returns on their
investments? Some institutions will lead and outpace most others as a result of their access
to higher levels of human and financial resources. At the same time, areas that industry
currently needs and technologies that form the lifeline of current businesses will be
penalized as no new funding is made available for the new R&D areas. Overcrowding of
research areas is as risky as under-populating them with under-funding. Over-funding does
not assure development of innovative ideas; it may even impede it as funding becomes easier
to obtain.
Reducing real costs of R&D is really the only way to "get more for less for many" as my
dear friend Dr R A Mashelkar says. International cooperation through effective networking
is one way to get more from finite R&D talent. Industry can try to link with local academia
to benefit from expertise residing there while helping train future researchers they need to
survive. Academics need to be trained in how they need to interact with industry. Publication
in high impact factor journals is a deterrent for academics for industry-relevant R&D rarely
meets the criteria of such journals. For engineering research, is the goal of research just to
publish in a journal and wait for citations in a closed loop model which does not lead to any
useful (hence impactful) application? Unfortunately, the elite institutions of the world to
rank high in all sorts of arbitrary ranking exercises try to promote exactly that- high impact
factor and low impact. The goal of academic research should be to educate and train
excellent researchers for who research publications is a valuable by-product. My experience
is that good by-product always follows naturally out of a good process.
In assessing R&D one must examine in a meaningful way the productivity of those who
carry it out. Resources expended per unit of R&D produced are one useful measure. If
massive resources (human and financial) are consumed the productivity will approach zero
regardless of the outcomes. As noted elsewhere it is not a good idea generally to award very
large funding and expect a real jump-start to any area. Ideas cannot be generated out of
funds. Researchers forced to jump from one area to another depending on where the funding
is available typically does not lead to lasting outcomes and few researchers become
recognized for such work started from scratch or at "Ground Zero" level. There is also a
minimum timeframe needed to accomplish good R&D especially if initiated from no history
in the area. Networking and collaboration is helpful in this regards. Managing such R&D is
also very important. Only experts and experienced personnel who have carried out R&D
themselves can make truly useful decisions on R&D areas and funding levels. This is a
separate theme that deserves special attention since huge outlays are made around the globe
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on R&D in the hope of improving national economies. It is not helpful to keep making the
same decisions and expect different results year on year.
In summary, I wish to postulate that for each research field at any given time there is a
sustainable level of funding support beyond which the returns on investment will decline.
The opportunity cost of not doing R&D in other areas will rise as well. Drying is considered
a mature area – in many ways it is. However, there are still many complex problems that
deserve attention and offer challenges to researchers. The return on the modest levels of
R&D funding needed to carry out drying research can be substantial since this operation is
so energy-intensive and has a direct impact on product quality and the environment. What is
needed is a focused effort with collaboration between industry and academia. Aside from
producing highly qualified researchers, such cooperation will also produce improved
technologies that will benefit industry and the consumer at large. It is obviously unlikely that
industries will be operating without the unit operation of drying, which means investment in
drying R&D will have a useful pay-off at all times.
Finally, I must state clearly that I do not think all PhDs make good academic researchers or
good R&D engineers/scientists. Different traits are needed to succeed in each of these very
different occupations. This is a major theme for discussion. Of course, there are notable
exceptions that prove the rule. Being able to do both equally well is simply an exceptional
case that becomes a huge asset to any institution that of fortunate enough to have such
people on board. Of course, proper management skills are needed to nurture such people and
effort which in turn requires experienced and knowledgeable managers to start with. Only
granting huge funding resources does not encourage truly innovative and impactful R&D
since it depends more on talent than on dollars. Ideas cannot be generated by providing large
funding although that does help!
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Chapter No. 14

Garje Marathi: Biographies of Marathi NRIs
Excellence Through Education

Dr. Arun S. Mujumdar
B. Chem., M. Eng., Ph.D.

A leading personality in the world's drying technology and is often
referred to as the "Drying Guru".

Dedicated Educator,
Accomplished Researcher and
Research Advisor, Exceptional
Mentor.
A Distinguished Scientist in the
World's Chemical
and Process Engineering,
Especially in the Theory and
Practice of Drying Processes.
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A man of high scientific authority of world renown
•

A leading personality in the world's drying technology and is often referred to as the
"Drying Guru". The initiator of the International Drying Symposia (IDS) and the
flagship journal on drying technology.

•

The author of numerous publications, book, chapters in books, monographs,
conference presentations, seminars and keynote lectures; The editor and co-author of
numerous books which are the source of modern knowledge on drying and related
inter- and multi-disciplinary fields.

•

Recipient of two of China's highest award for International Cooperation in Science
and Technology, January 2014 and September 2014, Beijing.

•

Amazing husband, father, friend and philosopher. The personality of great culture and
moral values.

Professor Mujumdar is recipient of numerous international awards and honors for his
outstanding achievements and contributions to chemical engineering, especially to drying
technology and heat and mass transfer.
He has gained world renown due to three important aspects of his research. Firstly, he has
studied and researched in depth the mechanisms of heat and mass transfer and fluid dynamics
in various materials and how they influence product quality. So, his drying methods are
effective and innovative. Secondly, he is an engineer researcher who at an early stage realized
that academic research could be more impactful if it is converted into real world applications.
In collaboration with many industries around the world, he has made several innovations in
drying processes that are suitable for industrial operations. Third aspect is his phenomenal
ability to coordinate the research in the drying technology on an international level. His great
contribution was to familiarize English speaking scientists involved in drying technology
with research results carried out in Russia, Germany, Japan, Poland, China and other
countries. He established the biennial IDS - International Drying Symposia and the flagship
journal on drying; - the distinguished promoter of drying on a global scale.
His specific research areas cover paper drying, superheated steam drying, electroosmotic
dewatering, computational fluid dynamics, unsteady melting and freezing phenomena, drying
in fluidized, vibro-fluidized and spouted beds, transport processes in turbulent jet flows, heat
pumps, drying of thermo labile materials and industrial applications of the drying process.
Owing to Professor Mujumdar's researches many aspects of the drying process could be
explained and innovative design solutions and special techniques were introduced.
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Professor Mujumdar mentors the virtual Transport Process Research (TPR) Group that
focuses on experimental and modeling studies of heat, mass and momentum transport
problems of industrial interest. The current research interests of the TPR Group include:
drying; electronics cooling; modelling of PEM fuel cell (Proton-exchange membrane fuel
cell) & lithium Ion battery; heat and mass transfer under jets; mathematical modeling of
minerals, metals and materials processing operation (M3TC). Additionally, he has a number
of international collaborative projects under way with institutions around the world; he
provides guidance and mentorship to researchers and faculty members.
Dr. Mujumdar was born in Karwar, Karnataka. His father Sadashiv Vishwanath Mujumdar,
was an Electrical Engineer, with the Overseas Communication Service, Government of India.
His mother (maiden name: Ramabai V. Divekar) too hailed from
Karwar, Karnataka. Arun attended Rajput Bandhu Primary School and Thalakwadi High
School, Tilakwadi, Belgaum. Arun attended the Ismail Yusuf College, Jogeshwari, Mumbai
(F.Y. Sci and Int. Sci), and later UDCT (University Department of Chemical Technology)
from 1961-65 completing his B. Chem. Eng. With Distinction. When asked why he chose to
be a chemical engineer? Dr. Arun Mujumdar answers, "In fact it was one of the most
arbitrary selections I ever made. My paternal grandfather was a civil engineer in the British
civil service, my father was an electrical engineer and several in our extended family were
mechanical /civil engineers. I just wanted to pursue a different line- hence chemical
engineering. Of course, I would not recommend this mode of selection of one's career path."
Thereafter he went to Canada for higher education at Chemical Engineering Department,
McGill University, Montreal, Canada (1965-1971) where he earned his M. ENG. and PhD.
degrees.
Arun decided to join McGill Chemical Engineering, Montreal for Masters and PhD following
Professor M. M. Sharma's strong recommendation plus his mother's insistence as he had a
cousin in Montreal. That turned out to be an excellent choice because of McGill's global
reputation which he was unaware of at the time! Following his M.Eng. and completion of
research for the Ph.D. he spent 2 years (1969-71) as a Research Engineer in industry (Carrier
Corp. Syracuse, USA) where he also worked on his PhD dissertation which he defended in
1971 as soon as he returned to McGill University.
Dr. Mujumdar says he was fortunate to have Professor W. J. Murray Douglas as his thesis
advisor for both MEng and PhD research. His mentoring and the full independence he
allowed helped Dr. Arun Mujumdar nurture resourcefulness, initiative and ability to selflearn - qualities that came in handy throughout his industrial and academic life.
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Immediately after completing his PhD research in 1969, Dr. Mujumdar accepted a job with
Carrier Technical Centre in USA as an Aerodynamics Engineer where his self-learning skills
came in handy as almost nothing he learnt as a chemical engineer was directly useful in
fulfilling the job requirements. Later on, this skill helped him develop new research themes
and enter several diverse inter-and multi- disciplinary areas with confidence. It is noteworthy
that in the old days of 60's and 70's when people used mechanical calculators and electronic
typewriters, he had to burn midnight oil in libraries; for him 14-hour days were common for
years on end.
Initially, Prof. Mujumdar's research interests focused on basic issues of heat and mass
transfer which provided solid background for the development of his main research interest,
viz, Drying Theory and Technologies.
After sampling industrial R&D for a couple of years, Dr. Mujumdar returned to Montreal to
conduct research in paper drying at McGill University in conjunction with the Pulp and Paper
Research Institute of Canada (PAPRICAN). His basic research in heat and mass transfer led
to several doctoral and master’s theses in support of an innovative dryer for newsprint.
Canada was world's leading producer of newsprint those days. With up to 40 per cent energy
used in papermaking devoted to drying - which also decided the product quality-research and
development in paper drying was his prime focus for over a decade. As a major producer of
grains and agro-products as well as timber,
Canada had vested interest in developing innovative energy-efficient drying systems which
also enhanced dried product quality. He says drying operations are encountered in almost all
industrial sectors and consume 12-25 per cent of national industrial energy consumption in
the developed world. Almost all products we use involve some form of drying operation at
one or more stages of their production.

IDS (International Drying Symposium)
Dr, Mujumdar states, "I decided to embark in a big way in Drying Research and
Development combining academic research with industrial applications. In the 60's and 70's
the western world had totally neglected this key unit operation most likely due to low energy
costs and a non-competitive global market. The first energy crisis, however, changed the
situation and provided incentive to carry out multidisciplinary research in drying science,
engineering and technology. I was astonished to find out after a laborious manual search of
literature that there was literally no scientific literature in English in drying. This prompted
me to establish a biennial international forum in 1977, leading to the hosting of the first two
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events in this forum at McGill University in 1978 and 1980. The success of this conference
series, now widely known as IDS (International Drying Symposium) series, allowed free
exchange of ideas and knowledge amongst academia and industry in scores of countries.
Thousands of technical papers have been published in IDS Conference proceedings and later
in Drying Technology - a peer-reviewed international journal as well as scores of books
which I edited or coedited. Much to my amazement the IDS series has grown continuously
over the past four decades and has spawned numerous national, regional and continental
conferences around the world that focus on drying science and technology with academic and
industry participation."
"In India, I co-founded with Prof. Bhaskar Thorat of the Institute of Chemical Technology
(formerly UDCT) the annual World Forum on Crystallization, Filtration and Drying
(WFCFD) in recognition of the special needs of the chemical and pharmaceutical industries
in the region."
"I believe my principal contribution in this area has simply been creating awareness in
industry and academia of the importance to both basic and applied research in drying
technology so as to reduce fossil fuel consumption leading to lower carbon footprint, better
product and reduced costs to the consumer. Food preservation via drying makes a huge
contribution towards alleviating food shortage by enhancing shelf life and reducing
transportation costs. Drying is important in ensuring food security for the globe, as it is
involved in production of preservation, storage as well as consumption."
"Generation and dissemination of latest findings in basic and applied research in Drying
Technology through publication of books, journals and also freely downloadable e-books of
high quality has been my Mantra for over four decades. This has resulted in my direct
organizing over 60 international conferences, over 60 Books, 10 e-books and over 550 peerreviewed papers in the scientific and technical literature. My Handbook of Industrial Drying
has gone through 4 editions and continues to serve as a consultant-on the- desk for industry
around the world. Reviewers have often called it the Bible of Drying Technology."
"In order to meet the needs of graduate students from different parts of the world, my
academic research has not been confined only to drying but includes diverse areas involving
what is termed 'transport phenomena' in chemical engineering."

Prof. Mujumdar is A Leading Personality in the World of Drying Technology
He is often referred to as the "Drying Guru". His achievements are impressive and include
numerous contributions in the area of research, cooperation with industry, international
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relations, positions held in several universities around the world, organization of international
conferences, promotion of young researchers and many others. His editorial achievements are
especially worth noting. Prof. Mujumdar has a consulted for over 70 companies in USA,
Japan, Germany, Australia, China and other countries. He has supervised over 70 PhDs and is
a mentor of young researchers in many countries. His great contribution was to familiarize
English speaking scientists involved in drying technology with research results obtained in
Russia, Germany, Japan, Poland, China and other countries and vice versa.
Amongst his several titles Professor Mujumdar prefers to be called a "Mentor'. He says, "The
role of a mentor is very crucial in teaching and research. Creative thinking is important for all
breakthroughs and innovations. The training of researcher should not be bound only to the
specific topic of research. Depth must go hand in hand with breadth of knowledge.
Knowledge of hard subject must be coupled with knowledge of "soft" subjects like
humanities, arts, and communication skills etc. and in view of globalization good knowledge
of world geography, history and economics is vital as well."
His research, experimental and modelling works cover almost all physical forms of wet
materials dried in at least 20 various systems. Many of these works had innovative nature and
were later carried on and developed by other researchers. He is indeed a thinking machine,
which creates new ideas and perspectives on research almost all the time. One of his former
graduate students, who had a privilege of spending many lunch hours with Prof. Mujumdar,
noted that he had got most ideas for his research during informal lunches. One of his most
innovative ideas on impingement heating/drying of droplets on a hot plate indeed came about
during his cooking experiment on a weekend at home trying to make the Indian pancake
called "dosa" (which he claims has been another challenging and delicious area of research
for him!). This led to a Polish patent on spray drying of suspensions by impingement on hot
metal surfaces!
Prof. Mujumdar believes strongly in the need for continual interaction between academia and
industry. Professor Mujumdar's key achievement is his contribution to the promotion and
development of drying technology as a multi- and interdisciplinary field of study on a global
scale. He initiated the biennial International Drying Symposium (IDS) which has been the
main forum for the exchange of ideas, experience and innovations in drying technology since
1978. As the permanent Chairman of Scientific Committees of the Symposia, Prof.
Mujumdar contributed to the continually increasing importance of the meetings. An equally
important achievement was the launching of Drying Technology – an International Journal in
1982. Prof. Mujumdar, as Editor-in-Chief of this journal since 1988, has contributed to its
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world recognition and renowned position on the Philadelphia list. His activity enabled
consolidation of global specialists in drying technology from over 50 countries. Numerous
regional conferences on drying are being held in various parts of the world. Prof. Mujumdar
is usually a co-organizer of such meetings, ensuring their continuity.
Prof. Mujumdar has been a visiting professor in universities in USA, Japan India, Brazil,
China, Finland, Argentina, Hong Kong and Malaysia and he conducted seminars in numerous
universities in Europe, Asia, North and South Americas and the Pacific Rim. Due to the
unique role of Prof. A. S. Mujumdar and his contributions, drying technology gained an
important position, which differed significantly from the one it had 40 years ago.
In general, Prof. A.S. Mujumdar's activities in respect of his editorial work, education of
young staff, research and innovative contributions, his extensive consultations with industry,
plenary lectures, scientific relations with major drying research centers in the world and many
other pioneer actions promoting the drying process have put him in the drying community as
a leader and visionary incessantly for over three decades. His involvement, valuable and
talent resulted in the development of a drying unit operation as a modern interdisciplinary
discipline having its own R&D prospects. The drying technology, which exists for many
years, never before has been of such importance and significance in the concordant
assessment of academia and industry people as well as sponsors of research projects. We owe
this to Prof Mujumdar.
The role Professor Mujumdar played in the development of drying will be best supported by
a quotation from the address by Professor Jamal Yagoobi of Worcester Polytechnic in
Worcester, Massachusetts, on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of Prof. Mujumdar:
"Honestly, I cannot think of any other individual whose contribution to the field of drying
could come close to Professor Mujumdar's". Prof. Mujumdar is the top contributor to drying
literature in the world.
All the achievements of Prof. Mujumdar have been hard-fought and resulted from his
commitment. One more person is worth mentioning here, which is in the shadow of his
activity: Mrs. Purnima Mujumdar, who has been of great assistance in his life and work. Her
contribution was recognized formally with award of a certificate at ADC2007 in Hong Kong.

Philosophy He Believes
When asked about his Philosophical beliefs, Prof Mujumdar says, "I do not have any lofty
philosophical ideas. My mission is to be always helpful, productive and ethical in some way
in every aspect of life, personal dealings as well as professional. I believe that ethics takes
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precedence over every other aspect of life. For a professional, ethical behavior becomes even
more critical as consequences of unethical behavior can be dangerous or even catastrophic.
He goes on to reveal his conviction that helped him all through life, "Knowledge is like
entropy; it keeps increasing. It is a pity the same cannot be said about wisdom. My quest is
for wisdom. Wisdom has to be attained, knowledge can be acquired."

Work Experience
As an academic teacher he was promoted consecutively to the following positions:
1965 - 1969 Teaching / Research Assistant, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
1969 - 1971 Aerodynamics Research Engineer, Carrier Corporation Technical Centre,
Syracuse, NY, USA.
1972 - 1975 Research Associate, McGill University.
1975 - 1978 Assistant Professor, Chem. Engg. McGill University.
1978 - 1986 Associate Professor
1986 - 2000 Professor, Chemical Engineering.
2000 - 2006 Professor of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore.
2007 - 2013 Director, Minerals, Metals and Materials Technology Centre (M3TC) and
Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
2013 (August-December): Distinguished Engineering Fellow, HKUST, Hong Kong
2014 – Present Adjunct Professor, McGill Present University, Montreal and Western
University, London, Canada. Also, Honorary Professor at six universities in China, India,
Australia, Thailand.

Industrial Experience
1975 - 1988 Consulting contracts with industry in Canada, USA
1989 - 2000 President and Principal Consultant, Exergex Corporation, Brossard, Quebec.
Consulted for 75 + companies in Canada, USA, India, China, Finland.

Global Experience
Organized over 45 international conferences in 20 countries.
Lectured in 40 + countries.
Visiting Professor in Japan, Brazil, China, India, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong,
Argentina, etc.
University level Advisory Committees of Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
(2013-2017) and KMUTT, Bangkok, Thailand) 2014.

Editorial Experience
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He is an author and co-author of over 550 peer-reviewed publications in scientific journals,
200+ chapters in books and over 400 conference publications. He also delivered 70 plenary
lectures during international conferences held on 4 continents in 20 + countries.
Books published internationally in several languages including French, Farsi, Bhasha
Indonesia, Chinese etc.
The editor and co-author of numerous monographs which are the source of modern
knowledge on drying and related fields.

Words of Advice to Mentees
-

Perspiration must support inspiration to succeed. No substitute exists for hard work.

-

To be productive in research, avoid nonproductive activities. Incur breadth of knowledge
along with depth in your areas of interest.

-

Think global, act local. In this age of globalization, it is important to be able to work with
multidisciplinary, multinational teams.

-

Develop aptitude for spiritual activities which will enhance appreciation of professional
ethics and charitable giving and service.

-

Develop ability to self-learn a life-long learning. Over 50% of current jobs will disappear
in a few decades.

-

Be humble, and grateful, charitable, respectful.

Highest Awards
-

He has earned numerous international awards. Government of China Medal for
International Cooperation in Science and Technology, January 2014. Seven awardees
presented by Prime Minister of China with ceremony attended by all 12 Cabinet members
including the President of China

-

Government of China Friendship Medal, August 2014. Award recognizing his
contribution to academia in China since 1984. Established research and development of
Drying Technology in China- now leads the world. (Note: One of the awardees was a US
Nobel Laureate economist).
This award ceremony was presided over by the Prime Minister followed by banquet for
some 4000 guests in the Great People's Hall on Tiananmen Square, Beijing, China.

-

Honorary Professor, Jiangnan University, Wuxi, China. 2004- ) note: JU had named only
3 Honorary Professors- other two were Nobel Laureates in 2014).

-

Friendship awards by Govt of Jiangsu Province, China (GDP half of India's) and Govt of
Tianjin in 2013 and 2014, respectively.
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-

Doctor Honoris Causa, Lodz Technical University, Lodz, Poland. 2008. The nomination
was approved unanimously by three universities viz. Lodz, Warsaw and Poznan) which I
was told almost never happens. The President of EU was given the same honorary degree
in 2009.

-

Doctor Honoris Causa, University of Lyon1, Lyon, France, 2011.

-

Named Honorary Professor by University of Queensland, Australia, 2015.

According to Professor Mujumdar his career path changed from industry to academia as a
number of events and interactions with exceptional personalities he had the good fortune to
interact with early in his career- as a graduate student at McGill, a Research
Engineer with Carrier Technical Center in Syracuse, NY and as a junior academic at McGill.
Principal among them was the then High Commissioner for India in Ottawa, the late General
Chaudhari who assigned the critical and indeed overwhelming task of organizing a reception
for the then President of India the late Dr. Zakir Hussain who was visiting Montreal to
inaugurate Indian Pavilion at Expo'67. Dr Mujumdar was then the President of Indian
Students Association at McGill which represented the Indian community in Montreal. As a
graduate student barely two years in Canada, it was truly a hugely tall order for him. It was a
successful event despite his inexperience. This unique learning experience gave Dr
Mujumdar the courage and confidence to organize major international conferences often
without any external support even when he was a junior academic with no established record.
Incidentally this event also led to Dr Mujumdar holding a unique and indeed unbreakable
record in that he had the unique good fortune of shaking hands with the former President of
India, the late Dr Zakir Hussain, in 1967 and then almost five decades later in 2014 he had
the opportunity to shake hands with the current President of China Xi Jin Ping in the Great
People's Hall in Beijing, when he received China's top award for International Cooperation in
Science and Technology.

Contribution to India
Dr. Arun Mujumdar is in active collaboration with ICT and NIFTEM, New Delhi. In years
2004 and 2008, he helped with organization of two international conferences and the
production of a 3-volume set of books by faculty members at NIFTEM. He responds with pro
bono advice to numerous queries from industry, academia and businesses in India about
drying technologies as well as his publications. With ICT faculty and postgraduate students,
he has published over 30 papers and many book chapters. Dr. Mujumdar co-founded with
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Prof. Bhaskar N. Thorat the annual World Forum on Crystallization, Filtration and Drying
(WFCFD) in recognition of the special needs of the chemical and pharmaceutical industries
in the region.

Artist
Mujumdar started to use painting landscapes as a way of relaxation- or his own simplistic
way of meditation- when he is engrossed only in the creative process and not mundane work
and other worldly problems that cause stress. The process rather than the product (artwork)
has been important to him. Much to his surprise, the product was 'not-sobad' which reinforced
his interest in this artform. He started with wax crayons that kindergarten children use and
slowly graduated to using color pencils, black ink, water-colors, and recently acrylic paint. In
fact, he brought in his inherent nature of innovation and creativity guided but not dictated by
earlier work, he started to mix the media i.e. black ink with crayons or water colors and even
experimented with Chinese ink drawing. If one may rate the success of his hobby to reduce
stress with is research and other measures of professional output, one can readily notice a rise
in the latter just as he started to "meditate" with the paint brush.

Family
It remains a secret how Prof. Mujumdar can handle so many official tasks while maintaining
a happy family life (in fact, one of the most important research results he has never published
is his principles of time management skill). In addition to the voluntary help and
understanding from his wife Purnima Mujumdar, it is obvious that Prof. Mujumdar must also
be a caring husband. Mrs. Purnima studied at Parle Tilak Vidyalaya and did her graduation in
Economics from Parle College. Mujumdar’s got married at Mumbai on Jan 12, 1972. They
are blessed with two exceptionally successful children, Anita and Amit.

Ideal Couple
First of all, Prof. Mujumdar treats Purnima as a friend and never takes her for granted. On
many occasions, he has noted that without Purnima's assistance, he could not have
accomplished as much and made so many contributions to the drying field. If there is glory in
it, he makes sure that his wife is recognized also. He remembers the special dates (not an easy
task), and lets Purnima know that he cares about her and appreciates her help. His move from
Montreal to Singapore is, we believe, partly to make Purnima happier because she likes the
climate there and its proximity to India. She also enjoys travel in the various Asian countries.
It is interesting to point out that both Mrs. Mujumdar and Prof. Mujumdar like to do their bit
in terms of helping the needy, wherever in the world they maybe. Thus, they sponsored two
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children through World Vision in Guatemala and Ethiopia for over twelve years. Also, they
sponsored scholarships for meritorious students in their schools in India. Very large
quantities of books and journals he edited were also given freely to deserving students and
institutions around the world.
-

Anita Medhekar, B. ENG. (Chemical) McGill University, Montreal. And IP Law,
Harper College, Chicago, IL, USA. Resides in Chicago, USA; Professional Engineer,
Ontario, Canada. Married to Rohit Medhekar, B.Sc. (Mumbai), Ph.D., Biochemistry,
Iowa State University, USA

-

Amit Mujumdar, B. Com. (Finance), McGill, MBA (Finance), Univ. Toronto works in
Investment Banking, San Francisco. Married to Shveta Keny, M.A. (Economics/ Maths),
Univ Southern California, M.B.A. (Finance), Univ. California, Berkeley, California,
USA.

-Suneeta Ganu and Anand Ganu
Granthali Publisher, Mumbai
Aug 01, 2018
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Chapter No. 15

How Industry May Benefit from Interaction with
Academia
Arun S. Mujumdar
In most of my previous editorials, I have addressed the issue of university-industry
interaction to promote technology transfer and adoption of innovative solutions from
academia. The key message was for academics to proactively seek industry engagement and
try to resolve it as a win-win situation. The differences in time scales of research and
motivation for R & D can be resolved in most cases. The fact is that the expertise and talent
resident in most research-intensive universities can be deployed synergistically to mutual
benefit.
My personal experience as an academic in working with many industry partners has been
favorable. Of course, academics need to understand why industry invests in R & D.
Knowledge generation and dissemination, along with educating researchers, is the goal of
academia. Profit-making is not its goal. Sometimes this can conflict with industry interests.
Hence, not all kinds of industrial R&D problems are suited for collaboration with academia.
Typically, longer-term problems, which industry may have adequate manpower or facilities
for, can be good candidates for cooperation.
I believe that industry can benefit greatly by seeking out expertise from the right academic,
preferably in the vicinity for closer and frequent interaction. The talent and specialized
facilities available in academia may not be available in industry if it is something that is not
needed for regular operations. Potential for innovation is also high when researchers from
outside are brought in. Since the professional accomplishments and expertise of academics
are an open book that anyone anywhere can readily access, industry personnel can identify
individuals to seek collaboration with very easily. The opposite is not true for good reason.
Hence, I suggest that industry try to be more proactive in this regard. Often, academic
laboratories have analytical instrumentation, computing, and modeling expertise that
industrial laboratories may not have in-house. University–industry interaction has the
potential to intensify innovation. For example, such joint R & D effort can look into new
designs for high-thermal efficiency, miniaturization of drying equipment, frugal engineering
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concepts, better control of dryers, safer operation, reduction of carbon footprint, etc.
Mathematical modeling can reduce the risk and cost of examining truly innovative design
concepts and thereby intensifying innovation. Such models can also be used to arrive at more
reliable scale-up procedures from pilot or laboratory-scale data. Thus, there are many
opportunities for industry to effectively engage academics to mutual benefit. It has to be a
win-win scenario for both parties for success. Obviously, industry must get appropriate return
on its investment in R & D. With intensifying global competition in technologies in all fields,
the importance of R&D and innovation to industry cannot be overemphasized.
Attending conferences and looking up publications in areas of interest should allow industry
to select persons and institutions to work with. Of course, both parties need to look at cost
benefit ratios for each. Issues of IP need to be addressed in advance. Perhaps, academia
overestimates the return via patents and licensing of technology developed or co-developed
by its faculty.
I strongly believe that as industry is the primary potential beneficiary of academic research in
drying technology, it is important that management of both vendors and users of drying
equipment participate in relevant research in academia. Aside from drying solutions,
academia also provides trained manpower to industry. It is only logical that industry should
encourage both activities by taking a tangible stake in this effort via an effective collaborative
activity. It is true that not all academics nor all industry personnel have the mindsets needed
for such cooperative activity. However, from my experience in drying and other areas, I do
believe that there are excellent opportunities for collaboration to mutual advantage.

June 27, 2013
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Chapter No. 16

Role of Insight, Oversight, and Foresight in
Successful R&D
Arun S. Mujumdar
This catchy title of my editorial will no doubt raise the expectations of readers. It is indeed a
theme fit for a scholarly book to do true justice to it. My objective here, however, is very
simple. It is just to bring up some issues in R&D space that policymakers, administrators,
supervisors, mentors, and researchers in any area should consider seriously at all times. The
mission of any R&D should be to innovate. R&D does not imply innovation, which has been
demonstrated adequately by many studies reported in recent years. Instead, innovation must
be embedded into R&D. In fact, the new term “RID” shows that the “I” must link research
and development teams in an R&D organization. Special effort is needed to accomplish this.
Otherwise, we may have “R” and then “D,” which are unrelated and yield little if any
innovation. All the “sights” mentioned above are dynamic in nature, so they should be
revisited at frequent but different intervals. It is not obvious that this actually occurs in
practice. Probably it does in many cases, but from my observation this occurs typically when
a project is initiated and not during the various phases of R&D where mid-course corrections
may be needed if only these “sights” are revisited. In my own case, I must confess I have not
been as vigilant in this respect as I should have been to raise my own R&D productivity
level using my own biased but not too lenient yardstick (or bar) to measure success. Had I
used hindsight more effectively, 20:20 is just normal vision and it is not good enough to
excel; I would have tried to seek greater insight into the research areas and whether they are
consistent with my objectives, passion, and expertise to allow excellence in time available
for completion of the projects. Weaknesses in any of these important aspects of any R&D
can lead to less than the stellar performance that we all seek.
Lack of insight into whatever we do can cause severe and unexpected difficulties in reaching
one’s goals. Following someone else’s insight, even if it is one’s mentor’s, can lead to
unanticipated impediments in accomplishing excellence. One cannot follow someone else’s
passion and objectives with the same dedication as one’s own. Of course, a young researcher
often has to make his advisor’s objectives his own, which can take some time and effort.
This is possible when both parties have common goals and the latter can develop important
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research capability, thanks to interactions with his/her mentor. This cannot be rushed. This is
also not easy to achieve in practice.
Once the insight is clear, it needs to be nurtured and regularly evaluated and modified as
needed. It is a time-varying function when it comes to research and is affected by internal as
well as external factors, some of which are beyond the control of both the mentee and the
mentor, and even the institution in many instances. The mentor and the institutions need to
provide oversight on all research under their wings as ultimately, they must bear
responsibility for the execution of the project, which must produce useful contribution to
knowledge, while the mentee is also converted into a better researcher. Production of an
accomplished researcher should be a clear, prime outcome of academic research, unlike
industrial R&D. Production of quality research papers should be a valuable by-product that
follows naturally out of successful mentoring of researchers. This research should also have
an innovative element, especially in engineering disciplines, so that it can provide guidance
to developers of new products and processes.
Finally, research is all about vision and hence the ability to “see” future trends and ability to
address problems in one’s discipline that will appear on the horizon before the layman can
see them; foresight will separate the chaff from the wheat, as the adage goes. This requires
breadth as well as depth of knowledge in one’s research area as well as allied areas, which
may overlap in future. This requires regular and frequent survey of the literature and
exchange of ideas with colleagues all over the globe, not just in one’s institution. One must
develop the uncanny ability to critically evaluate what is published and not accept whatever
one reads at face value. Critical thinking is a prerequisite to innovation, in my opinion.
Foresight will also determine how long one can remain “excellent,” or even relevant, in
one’s chosen field and continue to make impactful contribution to knowledge. As emerging
nations are making noticeable effort in R&D, the playing field is becoming crowded and, to
be noticed in a huge crowd, the bar of excellence will continue to rise. What was an
acceptable level of accomplishment a decade ago is now not good enough? Foresight must
be guided by this one singular message.
What I have stated in this editorial piece is generic; it is applicable to all fields. Thus, this
applies to R&D in drying just as well as it does to other disciplines. I am sure each reader
will interpret the ideas here in her/his own way. I hope it will trigger new ideas in planning
and carrying out R&D in academia as well as industry.
Jan 24, 2014
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Chapter No. 17

The Making of the Handbook of Industrial
Drying
Arun S. Mujumdar
As I give finishing touches to the enhanced fourth edition of the Handbook of Industrial
Drying and prepare it for transmittal to the publisher (CRC Press, USA), I shall try to jot
down a few words about my experience with this project that has its roots in a letter of
invitation I received from the Chairman of the Board of Marcel Dekker, New York, USA,
the original publisher of this journal as well as the first two editions of the Handbook in 1987
and 1995. It has been an ongoing effort lasting over three decades since preparations;
thinking/planning about the next edition was already going on even as the current edition
was in the proof stage. A shortage of suitable authors was a major challenge in the first
decade, as the readers can readily appreciate.
As an undergraduate student at UDCT, the University of Bombay (now the Institute of
Chemical Technology) and later as a graduate student as well as a young faculty member at
McGill, I was always fascinated and awestruck by Perry’s Chemical Engineering Handbook.
I used it extensively to supplement various excellent textbooks (fortunately, the Lecture Note
concept and culture had not contaminated the academic learning process those days!). I
could not even imagine how a person could devote so much energy, effort, diligence, and
perseverance while carrying on a successful and busy professional career. I admired the
extraordinary sense of professional service of the editors. The authors and referees must also
make an exceptionally valuable contribution by sharing their knowledge, even wisdom, as
they were all recognized and experienced experts in their respective fields. The impact of
their service to both academia and industry is truly extraordinary and the whole globe
benefits from it, although few acknowledge it explicitly just as we never credit Newton,
Ohm, Hooke, or Navier and Stokes for our continuous dependence on what they did. Like
seminal textbooks, handbooks do not receive due credit for the ideas and information that
researchers use, often without even knowing the origin of their basic idea for research or
R&D. This is one of the weaknesses of our system of using impact factors and citations as a
measure of the impact of published work in various formats. Textbooks and handbooks have
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a huge true impact on the profession, far exceeding any papers one may produce. In my own
case, I feel that the Handbook effort has had a much bigger true impact than all of the 500þ
journal papers I have authored or coauthored. This is a theme for another editorial.
Long before I took over the Handbook project I had written to Mechanical Engineering, an
ASME professional magazine of immense value to mechanical engineers in industry,
questioning the contention of a Fellow of the ASME that academics make no useful
contribution to the profession. In fact, I asked him what books he refers to in his professional
work, including design, and who wrote and edited them. Without exception, at least in the
1970s, all books that engineers in practice referred to were written by academics. I was so
exasperated by the comment that I questioned in my Letter to the Editor: What is an ASME
Fellow? Fortunately, or unfortunately, I was elected Fellow of the ASME in 1986 and then
made a Life Fellow about 5 years ago. My contention still stands that industry benefits a lot
from academics, although the converse is rarely true. It is also an unfortunate fact that in
recent decades academics have shunned industry-relevant work since the bibliometric
metrics of citations and impact factors began to drive the promotion and tenure process all
over the globe. There are still a handful of senior academics who are making true technoeconomic contributions to industry. What is needed is a measure of true impact and not easyto-count numbers to determine the value of our research contributions.
This Handbook has variously been called the Bible of Industrial Drying, Drying Consultant
on the Desk, etc. Contrary to popular belief, this is not really the first handbook on the
subject. The first one I know of was presented to me by Professor Laszlo of Budapest
Technical University in 1982. It was a rather bulky book in Hungarian. I was impressed by
this and thought maybe a book along the same line was needed in English as well. It was a
pleasant surprise when Dr. Maurits Dekker, known as Chairman Mau in those days, wrote
me a nice letter asking whether I would edit a Handbook of Drying. I added the adjective
“Industrial” later as I could see no possibility of editing a broader handbook covering only
the basics. There was a great paucity of potential authors. I took on the challenge hesitatingly
due to my lack of experience and lack of experts in the English-speaking world who
specialized in drying. It was also during days of no fax machines, no e-mail, no Internet, etc.
All correspondence was done using typewriters and snail mail, unimaginable to today’s
engineers and researchers, who cannot even wait a few minutes to find papers or get
responses to their questions. One had to make Xerox copies, make handwritten corrections,
copy again, type a letter, place copies in large manila envelopes, and then go to post office to
air mail the materials. One had to wait from one to three months for a response and often
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repeat the process for each chapter. Selection of authors similarly was a massive effort
because most came from overseas. One easily compiled heaps of paper several meters deep.
Lack of PCs and good word processors made my memory the only valuable tool I used
consistently. In fact, I depend on my memory more than the computing devices to process
the journal papers, theses, reviews, as well as the fourth enhanced edition of the Handbook.
How I managed to do the editing in view of the severe limitations is even more interesting
for those used to driving to work and back and who do not believe in reducing their personal
carbon footprint by using public transport. Although carbon footprint was of no concern in
the 1980s, suffice it to say that I did over 90% of my editing processing during my bus rides
from home to McGill campus in downtown Montreal and back, about 90 minutes of
productive time each working day for over three years. My teaching, research, and even
administrative duties exceeded the average almost continuously and yet I still managed to
edit the Handbook as well as four other books and write scores of papers at the same time.
Additionally, I managed IDS and even organized the first two IDSs in Montreal. My
working day used to be 10–12 hours each day, much less than 12–14 hours I managed for
over a decade while at NUS; this is reflected in the tripling of my research output rate during
my stay in Singapore. Just inspiration is not enough; it needs to be supplemented by
perspiration and motivation. Dedication to professional service and an earnest desire to make
a difference to the profession are key to the outcomes I could manage. I hope this will
motivate younger readers of this journal to make a difference in any field they choose to
work in.
In a follow-up editorial I shall write about the second and later editions. Suffice it to say that
though modern telecommunication technology helped significantly, it must be recognized
that the ability of our brains to process and digest information and convert it into knowledge,
conversion to wisdom is a far cry that most never attain, is the rate-controlling step. The
instantaneous transfer of information can bog down our brains due to overload. Of course,
much nonproductive effort is now eliminated so the physical processing is both faster and
better in many ways. This will be explained in some detail later.
Finally, I want to thank the publisher, authors, referees, my research students and associates,
my family members, especially my better half, Purnima, who enthusiastically did more than
half of the incredibly extensive correspondence for me, which made the first edition
possible.
April 16, 2014
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Chapter No. 18

Vision 2020 for Global Drying R&D
Arun S. Mujumdar

This journal has had a successful run in excess of three decades. Of course, like all new
initiatives with no historical database to plan the future, we have had to go through some
rough patches and unusually hard work, which was totally unexpected but required to keep
the publication schedule uninterrupted. In the first decade, it was not uncommon practice for
me to invite papers for publication from a number of well-regarded authors from many
countries whose native language was different from English. Despite their best effort, many
such papers required not only technical review but also line-by-line corrections and then
retyping on electric typewriters, since the journal was printed from camera-ready
manuscripts for some 15 years after its inception. Without the benefit of e-mail and efficient
word processors, managing the editorial process was an extremely difficult and timeconsuming task that is unthinkable today even for me. However, I thought it was well worth
the effort and I made time for it by sacrificing leisure time, weekends, and even vacations.
Today, I still need to do the same but the output has more than doubled with the same
commitment of time.
I believe that we now need to do some soul-searching and try to steer the journal, and
indirectly drying R&D activities around the world, to a new path of innovation and
sustainability. Both of these words are overused and under-appreciated these days. Yet they
are very important. Over the past three decades, we have succeeded in building up a solid
foundation as far as the basic knowledge about drying is concerned. There are still big cracks
in our knowledge base in that we still do not have a fully predictive mathematical description
of drying processes that can handle all types of materials in hundreds of dryer types. This
may never be fully feasible, but perhaps we do not need to get there by 2020. We must take
definitive steps in that direction, however. Now we need to utilize this knowledge to arrive at
good design and analysis tools that reduce the degree of empiricism needed today, which
limits innovation. We cannot depart far from existing designs, as we do not have prior
experience with them. The risk associated with innovative ideas is high. No wonder we see
little change in dryer designs, even after decades of R&D. The cost of innovation can only
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be reduced if we have reliable mathematical models that can leverage on advances in
computing hardware and software. We need to be able to model both transport phenomena
and material properties during drying. Even if we can do this for select classes of feedstocks
(e.g., slurries or wet particulates) in select dryer types (e.g., spray or rotary dryers), this
would be a big jump over our current abilities in this area.
New drying technologies that have been known for a while but not utilized extensively yet
include superheated steam drying, pulse combustion drying, and hybrid drying utilizing
different heat transfer modes and/or different dryer types. This is because more R&D is
needed to reduce the risk involved. In the 1970s and 1980s, five different, alternative ideas
for drying newsprint and tissue paper were researched and even developed up to the pilot
stage. However, they finally all failed to become disruptive. Only incremental changes
emerged to existing paper dryers. It is not easy to supplant current technologies that have
been built painstakingly over decades of incremental innovation. Radical innovation is risky
and not typically accepted when the associated capital costs are high. Academics like radical
concepts, which make interesting journal papers; industry prefers incremental innovations
that involve less or no risk.
I think we need to do a SWOT analysis every five years or so, as the economic scene around
the globe is dynamic and subject to change. What was a threat some years ago (e.g.,
nanotechnology), which took away R&D resources from many traditional areas, is now an
opportunity, since many nano-products are derived from wet processing and need drying.
Reducing energy consumption in drying was a strength two decades ago, but it may not be
one in the coming years if energy costs do not rise as fast as they were projected to rise some
years ago. Use of alternative energy for drying was an opportunity some years ago, but now
it is threatened by lowering of energy costs due to the development of ‘‘fracking’’
technology. What happens in a sister domain anywhere in the world now has impact on
drying technologies of the future.
The cost of R&D needs to be lowered without lowering its quality. I had suggested in an
earlier editorial that web-based networking and pooling the resources of diverse groups
around the world is one way to innovate, even in times of limited resources. Open innovation
policies are already practiced by many large companies; these need to be followed by
smaller companies as well. Interaction with local or even transborder academic institutions
can help generate new IP and trained manpower that can stimulate innovation. The goal of
innovation is to reduce life-cycle costs and make the drying systems sustainable and costeffective.
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In the interest of brevity, I shall close my ‘‘Vision 2020 for Global Drying R&D.’’ I hope
some readers will carry the ball further and accomplish some of the objectives stated here.
We would like to report on such initiatives. So, do write to me about your ideas and how you
are proceeding with your Vision 2020. Remember that 20/20 vision is only normal vision,
contrary to popular belief. In fact, we need much better than 20/20 vision to look into the
distant future. We need a think tank devoted to drying R&D. Perhaps a Drying Summit
should be held at one of the IDS meetings to obtain the views of the world’s major drying
pundits, and these could be widely publicized and debated.

June 06, 2014
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Chapter No. 19

Role of Global Networking in Research
Collaboration
Arun S. Mujumdar

Globalization is the mantra of practically all aspects of the modern world. This is true of
business, industry, and higher education, which are directly linked to science and
technology. A quick scan through the authorship of articles we publish in this journal as well
as other journals shows the extent of international collaboration empowered by the Internet.
Networking with a researcher half way around the globe is no more difficult than
collaborating with a colleague in an adjoining laboratory.
Global-scale networking offers numerous advantages in R&D, which did not exist just a
couple of decades ago. It provides access to talent and financial resources, which may not be
available locally to one or both parties. There is obvious synergy in working jointly with
like-minded researchers. It is conducive to innovation as well, since researchers in different
cultures think differently and hence are likely to arrive at innovative ideas and solutions.
Collaborating with researchers from other fields has also become more common. Today it is
not unusual to see collaborative works authored by mechanical engineers and medical
doctors located in different parts of the world in the field of biomedical engineering research.
Collaboration between food engineers and molecular biologists on process-stimulated genes
responsible for increased production of bioactive compounds in processing foods may also
become routine in the near future. Multi- and interdisciplinary research is facilitated by
networking.
I have had the privilege of working with international partners in several countries, e.g.,
Japan, Finland, Hungary, Poland, China, Brazil, Germany, etc., even before the Internet era.
This was accomplished by personal visits, meetings at IDS symposia, and the use of snail
mail. Yet, as the parties involved were keen to proactively collaborate, we always arrived at
our goals. In some cases, this collaboration led to student exchanges.
The process of collaboration intensified with the arrival of the Internet. I now have ongoing
collaboration with half a dozen institutions in different parts of the world. It is now possible
for me to mentor researchers and junior academics even when they are on a different
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continent. I am able to co-advice doctoral research students in different universities. It is a
great pleasure to be helpful and to be able to widely share my knowledge. In a knowledgebased economy, sharing one’s expertise and experience pro bono is a deeply satisfying
experience to me.
My research cooperation with several universities in China began in 1984 and continues
unabated even today. A very large number of theses, publications, and even industry relevant
outcomes have resulted from this networking. Several companies in China and a major
multinational company provided tangible support at Jiangnan University, Wuxi, Jiangsu
Province, China. This industry–academia interaction has indeed been a highlight of the
collaboration.
The outcome of my long-term cooperation resulted in recognition of the highest level in
China. In addition to two highest level awards conferred by the Province of Jiangsu and the
City of Tianjin, I had the district honor of being awarded the National Award for
International Cooperation in Science and Technology in January 2014 and the esteemed
Friendship Award in September 2014.
While my cooperative effort continued for over three decades, clearly there was no
expectation of such a highest-level recognition. The effort would have continued regardless
of such awards. On the other hand, perhaps, such recognition can have a positive impact on
encouraging such a joint effort. The rapid development of science and technology has in
significant measure been supported by international cooperation. The Government of China
effectively recognizes the importance of the effort. Unfortunately, most other countries that
can and do benefit from global networking do not have any formal way of recognizing the
contributions made by nationals of other countries. Perhaps they should take a cue from
China’s longstanding initiative.
In view of the ease with which we can communicate regardless of our global position, I hope
that the process of networking will accelerate in coming years. Senior researchers will
provide valuable mentorship and share their expertise as a professional service. Although the
impact of such effort is immeasurable, it is valuable and indeed priceless.

Feb 25, 2015
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Chapter No. 20

Text of lecture by Professor Arun S. Mujumdar

A Global Academic Journey - A Personal
Perspective
at
Jiangnan University, Wuxi, China

I am very happy to be here amongst you today and meet the new and fresh faces of
tomorrow's future. I am truly grateful to your President for the very kind invitation to
address this youthful gathering of very bright and accomplished minds to share some of my
experiences and provide a few words of wisdom that may be helpful.
The world today you are growing up in is so different from the world I was growing up in
India in 1950's and 60's. Today with the electronic media access and TV and Baidu, Alibaba
and Google, the world is at our fingertips. Sitting in our home we know so much about other
countries and their people and culture and politics and sports!
When I was growing up it was only through books that we read about the outside world. Still
they were exciting times. India had become independent for just about a decade. It was also
the Sputnik Age- I recall it was October 4th 1957, when all the high school kids after a game
of cricket gazed at the sky at twilight to watch the tiny shining speck moving slowly across
the horizon. As you may know, Sputnik was the first satellite launched successfully by the
former Soviet Union that circled the globe at 6900 km per hour in a low orbit. The Sputnik
Shock changed the way science and technology was done in the USA. To me, it reinforced
my desire to study science and engineering and follow the footsteps of my father as well as
my grandfather. Interestingly my daughter also followed the same career path but on her
own free will.
I grew up in a small town in India and went to a modest school there. After completing my
high school, I moved to the big city of Mumbai and graduated with Distinction from
University of Bombay in Chemical Engineering. India has a huge population just like China
and getting admission in a good university especially in engineering discipline is very
competitive even today. I had to work very hard to get into the university I wanted. Since
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childhood it was my goal to be an engineer and go abroad for higher education. Fortunately,
my hard work paid off and I got scholarship from McGill University in Montreal, Canada to
do the Master's and Ph.D. degrees.
I still remember the day I left India in September 1965, alone, only with $8 in my pocket
(that was the amount allowed to carry with you abroad). It was right during a war time when
all airlines except Air India had cancelled flights. It was an unexpected adventure for a
young boy of 20 who had no idea of what was waiting for him at the other side of the globe.
In hindsight how I wish the internet was invented in the 60's!
McGill University was truly a Global Village with graduate students as well as the staff from
numerous countries around the world. It was an extremely fascinating, enlightening and
inspiring experience to meet and learn from and about my peers. I learnt a lot about the
world just by making friends with fellow students. Teaching methods of faculty at McGill
were very different from what I was used to. With extra hard work I could surmount the
initial hurdles and difficulties of a "Culture Shock".
I had to get acquainted to new food as well. I was only used to eating spicy Indian food and
now I tried food from other countries and slowly learnt to get used to it and finally started
enjoying it. In fact, I was raised as a vegetarian in India but I had to change to a nonvegetarian diet in a hurry to survive!
Same thing with the weather. I had never seen snow in my life and the first snow was the
breath of fresh air to me. I turned into a little kid when I touched snow with my own hands
and snowball fights with my friends were so much fun even at the age of 20.
What I learnt from my journey so far is life is really beautiful if you make it so. It is really
up to you, to mould your own life. You need to adapt to your surroundings and make the
most of it.
As teenagers, I don't know how many of you have specific goals set for your life. There are
so many choices open these days. Don't worry if you have not yet decided what you want to
be in the future. Keep your mind and eyes open to your surroundings. Curiosity is the mother
of invention. Be curious about things. Find out how things work. Many times, we walk the
same road every day but never notice the surroundings. We must smell the flowers in the
spring and breathe in and enjoy the fresh cold air of the winter too. Nature is full of
mysteries to be solved. All discoveries and inventions happened took place only because one
person got curious about the mystery. Try to solve problems. Don't get discouraged if you
are not successful at first try. Thomas Edison said that our greatest weakness lies in giving
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up. The most certain way to succeed is always try just one more time. Always remember that
the secret of getting ahead is getting started. Always do your best. What you plant now will
blossom in due time.
I would suggest that when you select courses, select the ones which suit your ability,
aptitude and passion. Nelson Mandela insisted on everyone being educated. He said that
"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world" and it is
true. Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself. Develop a passion for
learning. You will never cease to grow.
I enjoyed developing innovative ideas in my theses and research career. It gives me
enormous pleasure if any of my ideas turn out to be useful for the problem solving of other
colleagues of mine and for industrial problems. I like to disseminate freely the knowledge I
have generated in my lifetime. In a way this is my service to the society. For example,
recently my group has produced about a dozen free e-books that are downloaded by students
and faculty from around the world.
Though I give lectures around the world, I am always a student at heart - forever a learner.
Life teaches us at every step. We have to have an open mind to take note of these lessons.
We all want to succeed in life. Never get discouraged by initial failures you may face. The
beginning of all achievements is passion to excel. Your desire for success should be greater
than your fear of failure. Remember when one door closes, another opens. Always be ready
to bounce back if you hit bottom. In order to succeed, we must first believe in our abilities.
Make your own path. Love what you choose to do. During your drive towards success
always remember to be a person of value. Study with dedication and passion. I always
enjoyed what I did and so I was willing to devote whatever effort was necessary to complete
the task at hand. Always strive for excellence.
Self-learning is the key I used during my life. I had to define and propose my own thesis
projects. I had to develop oral and written communication skills in English. English is not
my mother tongue. I had to work very hard to be proficient in this foreign language. Where
there is a will, there is a way. Luckily, I had an excellent mentor in my thesis advisor Prof.
Murray Douglas at McGill. As you advance in your academic career you will meet teachers
who will be your mentors to guide you.
Reading biographies of accomplished leaders, artists, scientists, industrialists, etc always
motivated me. I would advise you all to make this a habit. You can learn so much from their
success stories. You can also avoid the pitfalls they may have faced.
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University life is always competitive. Living and working ethically has been the motto of my
life. I am always motivated by the desire to achieve, not by the desire to overtake others. Do
work hard and act ethically in your life. Learn from your peers. Share your knowledge which is unique in that it grows by dissemination.
It is important to remember that success is not a zero-sum-game. This means that your gain
does not have to come at the expense of someone else. Do share the fruits of your success.
Express gratitude intangibly as well as tangibly to those who helped you directly or
indirectly in achieving your success. I am always grateful to all my teachers, students as well
as collaborators from around the world and of course my family. Supporting your alma
mater after you graduate and are gainfully employed in one way you can tangibly express
your gratitude to the institution that helped you succeed.
Achieving your goals is important, but what is more important is what you become after
achieving your goals. Be a good human being. Apply your resources to help the needy
people of the world. I admire the Bill Gates of this world. After achieving the pinnacle of
success Bill Gates has devoted his life now to bettering of the world. Look at the big picture.
Try to help the under-privileged in the world regardless of where they are. Ultimately this is
what will give you mental peace and happiness. This is also a key aspect of globalization.
Now let me say something about one of my research areas which has been with me for well
over four decades. Drying Technology was a field that was nearly non-existent when I
started my engineering research career, but I saw that drying is an important aspect of our
daily life. On a small scale it is not necessary to know much about it. However, on industrial
scale it is another matter. The drying operation is used extensively in food processing, in
textiles, in pharmaceuticals, paper making, agriculture, mineral processing - you name it. It
fascinated me. It is a highly energy-intensive operation. It is multidisciplinary. It involves
science and art. It was also inefficient for lack of in-depth knowledge. I organized the First
International Drying Symposium in 1978 and it generated great interest in industry and
universities. It was a major success. It then became a series. As of this year we have held
over 50 global scale conferences on this subject. Without getting technical, I am pleased to
note that this effort has resulted in massive energy savings in industrial drying around the
world. It also has had a positive impact on climate change due to reduced emission of
greenhouse gases. Much is still unknown about drying. Advances in other fields will help us
gain deeper knowledge into drying of various materials with their unique properties.
I have had the good fortune of visiting China frequently since 1984. I have visited the great
cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Xian, Tianjin, Wuxi, Hongzhou, Shenyang, Teiling, Guilin, etc. I
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am awe-struck by the rapid pace of development in every city and institution. I also admire
the wide variety of art and crafts and culture of your country.
It is known that extra-curricular activity stimulates the right side of the brain. In applying
science and technology we use the left side - the analytical and logical side - of the brain. It
is a proven fact that utilizing both sides of the brain can lead to higher levels of creativity
and innovation. It also helps reduce lower the stress level, calm the mind and enhance
intellectual performance. I encourage you to give some time to develop any kind of art and
take active part in sports. Recently I have taken up water colour painting as a hobby to
reduce my stress level and I think it is working. I believe it has improved my thought process
and productivity as a result! It is essential for us all to consider both mental and physical
health.
As you know we live in a knowledge economy. Technological knowledge is advancing at a
fast pace. Many of you will be working in jobs that do not even exist today. It is therefore
very important that you keep yourself abreast of technological developments around the
world. Improve your depth of knowledge in areas of your study but do not neglect to also
broaden the scope of your knowledge.
Man is a social animal and we are communicating constantly. Professionally we also need to
use oral and communication media to get our points across to the world. I urge my mentees
to pay special attention to enhancing these skills. In my case I have been able to write and
publish extensively after developing the necessary communication skills. This is how
knowledge is disseminated globally and it has impact in areas that you may never know
about. These skills will be need regardless of the job you will eventually do.
I have always worked internationally in my research because it was necessary to do so. Now,
one needs to be able to work in multi-national, multi-cultural and multi-lingual teams to
accomplish major projects in any area. I developed most of my research ideas independently.
Implementing them successfully required building of international multicultural teams. I
have had collaborative research with teams in several countries such as China, India, Brazil,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Iran, Thailand, etc. My first China connection was in 1984 with
Tianjin University of Science and Technology (it was then called Tianjin Institute of Light
Industry and in fact belonged to the same Ministry that JU belonged to). This collaboration
continues even today after three decades. I am currently an honorary professor at TUST.
My collaboration with Professor Zhang Min of Jiangnan University has been particularly
extensive and highly productive as recognized by the National Award for Science and
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Technology cooperation (2013) and the China Friendship Award (2014). Professor Zhang
Min and I have jointly advised many postgraduate students and published extensively. This
has been possible only because of the high caliber research students and staff of Jiangnan
University and the leadership of Professor Zhang Min.
Now let me give you a brief outline of my professional career! After graduating with the
doctoral degree from McGill University in Canada, I worked in industry in Canada and the
USA for 5 years and then joined academic life as a faculty member in Chemical Engineering
at my Alma Mater. After 25 years as a professor at McGill, I moved to Mech. Eng Dept of
the National University of Singapore in 2000. My research has always been interdisciplinary and based on science and its applications. Switch from chemical to mechanical
engineering did not pose any difficulty.
While at NUS in Singapore, I established and managed a Technology Centre to help industry
in mining, metallurgical and materials processing areas. I had the good fortune of mentoring
over 150 masters, PhD, postdoctoral researchers as well as junior faculty members from
many countries.
I believe over my professional life, I learnt more from my students and collaborators than
what I many have taught them. This is the nature of academic life in my opinion. I enjoy
being on the learning curve all the time. I have worked and made some contribution to
knowledge in many engineering disciplines although I started off as a chemical engineer.
Working in a multicultural team can promote innovation and so-called out-of-the-box
thinking as well.
Having good mentors and peers has been a major asset in my professional development.
Being associated with highly ranked global universities has provided me with many
advantages that I am grateful for. However, success is only 10% inspiration; 90% of it is
derived from perspiration viz. hard work on your part. There is no substitute to persistent
effort even if you fail many times. You learn more from failures than from successes. Never
give up. Take manageable risks. As the old adage goes: No pain, no gain! I have encountered
many failures in my career and many hurdles that I had to surmount. Only successes are
publicized so we often think the path to success is "smooth sailing". Remember that roses
bear thorns too!
Note that a harbour is a safe place for ships but that is not what ships are built for. One needs
to sail in turbulent waters now and then to reach one's destination. The journey is as
important as the destination. Sometimes one needs to change the path or even the destination
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as one goes along. This is not unusual but to set course one needs to have a destination in
mind. Do not set the bar for your achievements too low so it is not a challenge; nor so high
that it seems unattainable from get-go.
In closing I wish you success in building up of your educational foundation. Embarking on
university education, I wish you success in all your endeavors so you can make a valuable
contribution to China as well as the Globe and help make it a better place to live. Now that
China is a major power in the Globe and is taking on responsibilities to assist the developing
and underdeveloped world, I am sure you will be a part of this global effort and will be on
your own global journey as well. Spread your wings and soar high! Be happy!

May, 2016
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Chapter No. 21

Role of Peer-Review System in Quality
Assurance of Archival Publications
Hong-Wei Xiao
College of Engineering, China Agricultural University,
Beijing, China
Efficient, effective, and unbiased peer reviewers are critical to the process of dissemination
of knowledge in all fields, but especially in science, engineering, and technology. With the
truly explosive growth of archival literature, it is increasingly difficult to find dedicated
reviewers who are experts in diverse fields to provide critical, unbiased feedback to assist
editors to objectively determine the suitability of manuscripts for publication. This is an
extremely important role that peer reviewers and editors must play, since once in the public
domain for global access in perpetuity, such literature can have both positive and negative
impacts on further research in the subject area. It is to the credit of the review process that
not too many papers are retracted or later found to be faulty. The prevalent “publish or
perish” syndrome found in most academic institutions around the world has exasperated the
problem of finding objective reviewers to vet the exponentially rising number of manuscripts
submitted to various journals.
Conducting critical and objective reviews of manuscripts is an onerous and thankless job that
often authors do not comprehend and appreciate unless they have themselves served as peer
reviewers. Anonymous peer reviewers are the “gatekeepers” of the quality, value, and
potential impact of the publications. Feedback from conscientious reviewers often leads to
minor to very significant enhancement of accepted papers. At the same time, authors of
rejected manuscripts learn from the “free consulting service” provided by expert referees and
editors and enhance their research skills, capabilities, directions as well as writing skills.
Personally, I am grateful for any “negative” feedback I receive, as it helps me improve my
research capability. Research students can benefit immensely from positive as well as
negative feedback.
It is noteworthy that the peer-review process used in archival publications does not have a
long history. In fact, Nature started the process only about 40 years ago. There are many
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documented cases indicating how important the review process is, especially if the authors
are fortunate enough to have their papers referred by the right reviewers. Following are some
“celebrated” cases that demonstrate the important, even seminal, role of peer reviewers.
The observation of gravitational waves by the laser interferometer gravitational wave
observatory (LIGO) is the biggest discovery in science this year. A hundred years ago,
Albert Einstein predicted the existence of gravitational waves according to his theory of
general relativity. Note that gravitational waves are extremely weak and rare, occurring only
once every 10,000 years per galaxy, so their detection is an immense challenge.[1] Albert
Einstein himself indeed made a mistake on the question of whether the gravitational waves
exist.
In 1936, Einstein and his collaborator Nathan Rosen submitted an article entitled “Do
Gravitational Waves Exist?” (Their answer, surprisingly, was “No.”) to the Physical Review.
John T. Tate, Sr., then Editor of the journal, sent it for external peer review. It is important to
note that scientists had been publishing their findings without external referees for centuries.
The great innovations of the scientific revolutions, such as Copernicus’s heliocentric theory,
Galileo’s contributions, Newton’s laws of motion, and Darwin’s concepts on the origin of
species, were published as books that were not peer reviewed. In the 1930s, peer review by
anonymous outside experts was not a standard requirement for publication. Einstein’s three
remarkable articles published in Annalen der Physik in his 1905 miracle year, which
explained the photoelectric effect, Brownian motion, and the special relativity, were
accepted without external peer review. For this reason, Einstein was very upset when he
learned that his paper had received a critical review, in which the anonymous reviewer
pointed out a legitimate flaw in his work. He wrote to the editor and withdrew the paper.[2]
Fortunately, Einstein met a very responsible peer reviewer, Howard Percy Robertson, who
delicately approached Einstein and convinced him of the error when Robertson learned that
his anonymous criticisms were ignored.[2] Einstein revised the manuscript and published it in
another journal, the Journal of the Franklin Institute, using a different title “On Gravitational
Waves.” So, we can find *that the conclusion of the final published paper is just on the
opposite “gravitational waves were possible.” And so, the peer review had saved science and
helped Einstein save face. This story highlights the role of referees and the peer-review
system in quality assurance of archival publications.
The word “referee” was first invented in 1817 by George Greenough, a geologist.[3] The
fundamental task of peer-review assessment is to detect and describe flaws. It has two
components: the assessments by external reviewers and the decisions and actions taken by
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the editor, which are partially affected by comments from the referees.[4] When referees
assess a manuscript, they often consider the importance of the question, the quality of the
research, the contribution of the finding to its field, the utility and interest for readers, the
quality of the presentation, the priority relative to other articles, and available space, etc.
Peer review is widely cited as central to academic evaluation and is of enormous importance
for the careers of scientists and the content of published literature.[5] It contributes
immensely to science through filtering out of inferior manuscripts and enhancing eventually
published articles. Although the core innovations and research content of a scientific
manuscript are rarely altered substantially through peer review, the peer-review system can
enhance scientific articles from the feedback or reviewers’ comments of reviewers and
editors.
However, the role of the peer-review system has been questioned and even considered an
obstacle to scientific progress. The referee systems can impede creative science and become
an obstacle to scientific progress, which has resulted in many innovative articles being
rejected and by thus decreasing the public visibility and recognition of science.[3] Extreme
examples are those rejected by journal editors or referees that reported a discovery or
contribution that would eventually be awarded the Nobel Prize.
Kary Mullis was awarded the 1993 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his invention of the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method, in which a small amount of DNA can be copied in
large quantities over a short time. However, the PCR technology, currently the most
frequently used method for analyzing DNA, was initially not taken seriously and even
suffered scorn.[6] The first report by Mullis concerning the revolutionary technique was
rejected by both Nature and Science, as the referees thought it would be more appropriated
for a second-tier journal. This work was finally published in Methods in Enzymology.
This is not a single event. In fact, many Nobel Prize works were rejected when they were
first submitted. These notorious rejection examples include George A. Akerlof’s ground
breaking work “The Market for ‘Lemons’”; Rosalyn Yalow’s work on radioimmunoassay
technique; John Robin Warren and Barry Marshall’s discovery of the bacterium Helicobacter
pylori; and Andre Konstantin Geim and Konstantin Novoselov’s discovery of graphene.
Creativity is the engine of scientific discovery. Journals look forward to innovative research
but ironically gatekeepers often reject them. One reason may be that many groundbreaking
discoveries are premature and do not fit the existing scientific knowledge. The referees are
likely to be risk-averse gatekeepers, who prefer the paradigmatic research to the cutting-edge
ones, as they are more familiar with the existing knowledge systems and theory frames.[7]
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So it is not difficult to understand why novel theories or discoveries collided with the
dominant paradigms in science. New ideas are not easy to accept, sometimes even by the
brightest and most open of people. Just as Max Planck pointed out, “A new scientific truth
does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather
because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with
it.”[8]
Another reason may be the biases of the reviewers, which hinder researchers’ ability to work
on innovative ideas. Reviewers often criticize methods and data attached to theories they
dislike and laud methods and data attached to theories they prefer. Therefore, many
important discoveries have been neglected, rejected, or ignored.
However, overall, the peer-review process generally makes good decisions and enhances the
quality of scientific manuscripts. The rejections of some groundbreaking research resulting
from prejudices, misunderstanding, and bias of peer review in specific cases cannot be
extrapolated to the entire peer-review system.
As a human system, the peer-review system is not perfect, since everyone involved in this
long and arduous process can bring prejudices, misunderstandings, and gaps in knowledge,
which may sometimes reject groundbreaking science. However, the value and effectiveness
of this scientific gatekeeping system should not be underestimated. Given the heavy
manuscript flow, a rigorous peer-review system is the only guarantee that the papers
published are solid and well worth reading. Just as Peter Gilroy, Editor of the Journal of
Education for Teaching pointed out, “… without a panel of referees prepared to share their
professional expertise in helping colleagues to improve their work there would be no
journal.” [9]
I dedicate this Guest Editorial to the passionate, conscientious, and lovely unbiased global
reviewers of Drying Technology.
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Chapter No. 22

Role of Expert Reviews in Guiding Future Drying
R&D
Hong-Wei Xiao
College of Engineering
China Agricultural University, P.R. China

Arun S. Mujumdar
Department of Bioresource Engineering
McGill University, Canada

With the accelerating growth of technical and scientific literature on drying, it is increasingly
difficult for both academic and practicing researchers and innovators to stay abreast of
knowledge available in the public domain. Drying Technology attempts to provide
assistance to our global readership in this matter by providing capsule, yet comprehensive
and critical, assessments by experienced expert researchers of recent developments in areas
of broad interest. Several such reviews were published after peer review in 2016. Here we
attempt to summarize what these reviews contain to facilitate access to information of
particular interest to both seasoned and novice researchers in drying and allied fields.
Rattanadecho and Makul[1] present a truly comprehensive, complete, and evaluative review
of recent advances in microwave-assisted drying from both analytical and experimental
viewpoints. The review covers a wide ground, starting with the kinetic mechanisms,
including dielectric aspects of materials being dried; methods for measurement of dielectric
properties are concisely discussed. All aspects of microwave systems, their components, and
functions, as well as the diverse types of applications, e.g., traveling-wave applicator, nearfield applicator, resonant applicators, single-mode resonant applicator, and multimode
resonant applicator, are discussed. Both laboratory-scale and industrial- scale microwave
systems as applied to drying are considered in detail. Critical discussion of the various
modeling approaches along with their advantages and limitations is then given. Overall, this
is an excellent overview of the current state-of-the-art of microwave drying, including
suggestions for future R&D, so that the advantages of microwave drying can be fully
exploited.
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Perazzini et al.

[2]

give a comprehensive review of the most utilized drying methods

(including bio drying; thermal drying, e.g., traditional hot air drying and hot-oil fry drying;
dewatering, e.g., use of centrifuges, vacuum filters, belt filter presses) for the treatment of
solid wastes; energy consumption and drying performance of these methods are also
discussed. In addition, essential aspects of solid waste drying and the most relevant recent
studies in the literature are outlined. The review summarizes the characteristics of a number
of dryer types, which could be suitable for waste drying; these include fixed beds, rotary and
moving beds, and spouted beds, as well as pneumatic and fluidized bed dryers. For details on
diverse dryers, both conventional and innovative, the reader can consult the Handbook of
Industrial Drying.[3] Since drying of solid wastes is often a legislative requirement to
preserve the environment and the product has a low value, it is very important to design the
dryers so as to minimize the overall capital and operating costs.
Duan et al.[4] summarize the latest and most notable advancements in freeze drying,
particularly MFD and AFD. The review starts with an overview of the principal aspects of
freeze drying, including its characteristics and main parameters that influence the quality and
cost of the drying process. It then reviews the application of FD and its effect on such food
quality attributes as rehydration properties, color, shrinkage, bioactive components, and
aroma. After that, the energy and efficiency of traditional FD are analyzed and emphasized,
as they are the main restrictions for industrial FD applications. Current research status of
MFD and AFD are then presented. Finally, intensification methods for enhancing the drying
process are identified and future perspectives are proposed.
Liapis et al.

[5]

provide a concise but yet critical summary of the benefits of multiscale

modeling procedures based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of heat and mass
transfer in porous media. The authors consider two distinct types of porous media. Type I is
solid, rigid materials that do not change their morphology during the transfer processes
(although the initial values of pore size distribution and pore connectivity may change due to
physical and chemical processes that they undergo). Type II, porous media, are soft matter
and hence may alter more significantly during processing. The authors provide a detailed
listing of information needed to model in three dimensions the drying of both Type I and
Type II porous media at the molecular level. The objective of such detailed modeling is to
precisely determine the amount of thermal energy that should be locally supplied to
evaporate the moisture without causing damage to the product. Application of such modeling
requires information on physical characteristics of the porous media, which could obtain via
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such imaging techniques as SEM, TEM, X-ray microtomography, and MRI. These images
are then analyzed by microscopic pore network theory using Monte Carlo modeling.
Deshmukh et al. [6] give a review that provides concise yet in-depth coverage of the basic
principles and application of solvent evaporation followed by lyophilization and spray
drying to prepare biodegradable and biocompatible controlled release micro- and
nanoparticles. Instead of following a purely empirical approach, the authors provide a
technological framework to the development of techniques to produce nanoparticles of
desired specifications. As pointed out by the authors, solvent evaporation and spray drying
are the most commonly used techniques for the preparation of biodegradable
microencapsules. The choice of emulsion techniques depends on the hydrophilicity and
hydrophobicity of the target drug, e.g., oil-in-water, water in-oil-in-water, solid-in-oil-inwater, oil-in-oil-in water, and oil-in-oil. These techniques are summarized along with their
characteristics. The authors also provide a summary of a number of R&D results on both
solvent extraction and spray drying and their influences on the diverse quality parameters of
interest.
Schuck et al. [7] make a compelling case for dried dairy products in view of the very large
global market. Considering the continuing growth of the world population coupled with
energy and environmental factors and the rising standard of living, the need for dairy
products will increase at a significant state. Improved spray drying technologies will make
production of dried dairy products more cost-effective and higher quality. It is interesting to
note that results of existing studies on spray drying of dairy products deal with classical
dairy products and cannot be simply applied to new dairy products. Hence it is necessary to
study product–process interaction in spray drying and reevaluate optimal conditions for the
stages of drying as well as rehydration of the powders. In this review, the authors consider
all key aspects of processing and functionality of instant milk formulae (IMF) in detail.
Defraeye et al. [8] provide a concise yet comprehensive review of interfacial drying and the
interactions at product–barrier–environment interfaces, including evaporation from
microscopic pores, droplets, or microperforated membranes; drying of soft cellular tissue
and gels; and manufacturing of thin biopolymer layers, such as edible films and coatings.
Future challenges and research opportunities for interfacial drying are identified and
discussed; these include multiscale approaches, which are required for computational
engineering, biochemical, and biological processes in biomaterials, and should be
incorporated along with the conjugate exchange processes across the interface.
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We look forward to feedback from readers on the selection of review articles and
suggestions for topics and authors for future issues. Our goal is to make the journal more
impactful for both academics and industrial practitioners, as well as to provide guidance to
innovators.
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Chapter No. 23

Academia-Industry Collaboration in Drying
Research
Arun S. Mujumdar
Drying science and technology R&D has been charging ahead at an accelerated pace over
the last three decades, driven by energy, environmental concerns as well as sustainability
issues. This is reflected by the rising manuscript flow this journal has been experiencing as
well as the number of successful international conferences devoted to thermal drying in
various parts of the world. It is noteworthy that about one-fifth of recent archival literature
on drying and related themes is attributed to international cooperation. Despite the recent dip
in energy costs, drying research remains an area of significant interest. The recent trend
toward multidisciplinary research and international authorship of publications has also
incentivized research in thermal dehydration.
It is interesting to note that despite the numerous innovative ideas, which have appeared over
the past four decades since the start of the IDS conference series, their adoption in industrial
practice remains at a low level. It is well known that industry and businesses in general are
more likely to take up incremental evolutionary ideas rather than radical revolutionary ideas
for several reasons. One major deterrent is the potential risk, especially in the absence of
highly reliable scale-up from laboratory-scale results or even pilot-scale results. The multi
and interdisciplinary fields of drying are highly nonlinear processes, which make reliable
modeling of the transport phenomena and materials science aspects especially difficult to
model for scale-up. Advances in modeling, possibly applying techniques of artificial
intelligence, will help reduce the risk involved in adopting innovative designs. I believe that
in not too distant future, we will have more smart dryers, which take advantage of advances
in sensing technology as well as control systems and big data.
Since academia do not design or operate dryers of large scale, nor is funding for such
activity available, it is necessary for industry to join hands tangibly with interested academia
to develop novel design concepts from laboratory to pilot to full scale. The time scale for
academic research often is much larger than the time scale of development and design for
industry. The need to publish results derived from academic research is often an obstacle in
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university–industry interaction due to issues related to intellectual property rights. I believe
nevertheless that these are manageable problems.
From personal experience, I do think there is still strong resistance from industry to inject
financial support for academic projects for some or all of the difficulties noted above.
However, progress in developing innovative sustainable solutions to industrial drying
problems can only come from coupling industry and academia on not only a national level
but an international level. Energy efficiency and the need to mitigate impact on the
environment are truly global issues that transcend national boundaries. Combining scarce
financial resources with diverse talent in a global network should be a cost-effective solution
to arrive at innovative designs of drying systems applicable around the world. For
sustainability inclusion of renewable energy (solar, wind, geothermal, biofuels, etc.) into
drying system, design will be essential.
I hope that international conference series such as IDS, Euro Drying, ADC provide valuable
global platforms to launch new cooperative R&D networks and thus effectively constitute an
opportunity for industry to crowdsource for new ideas to collaborate on. I look forward to
seeing greater participation by industry in upcoming conferences devoted to drying
technology.

Sept 27, 2017
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Chapter No. 24

Role of Academia in Industrial Developments
Arun S. Mujumdar
The word ‘academic’ often has a pejorative implication. The contribution of generations of
academics in the development and dissemination of scientific, engineering and technical
knowledge cannot be overemphasized. Most of the industrial technologies owe their origins
to contributions by academia. It should be noted that even the industry practitioners owe
their education and training to academics. Most designers routinely refer to data, design
methodologies and fundamental knowledge (e.g., thermodynamics, heat/mass transfer,
advanced analytical, and computational tools) generated and freely disseminated by
academics working in a non-profit environment after careful peer review – also carried out
voluntarily.
It is unfortunate that industry as well as various government and granting agencies do not
give appropriate credit to the not-for-profit academic institutions and faculty members for
their important impact on for-profit industrial technologies. The principal beneficiaries of the
academic outcomes are industry and businesses, which take up ideas and knowledge
germinated in educational institutions and research laboratories, develop them further and
bring them to the market. Ultimately, the global society benefits from this joint effort of the
non-profit institutions and for-profit businesses. Unfortunately, this synergy is often not
recognized and appreciated in a tangible manner by the society in general. To promote
academia-industry interaction in a mutually beneficial manner, it is important that
governments, businesses, industry, and their relevant agencies provide for adequate support
of educational and research institutions. In return, academia and research institutions must
seek excellence and aim to make definitive contribution to the society.
To sum, industry, and granting agencies need to recognize the important role of academics
and academia. It is naturally appropriate to expect that industry interacts tangibly with
academia to extend the frontiers of current technologies. Rather than waiting for a random
discovery or invention by an academic that could benefit some industrial product or process,
albeit without cost, it is better that industry provides some direction and funding to
accelerate development of knowledge that can benefit it sooner than later.
April 09, 2018
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Chapter No. 25

Thirty Years of Editorship of Drying Technology
Arun S. Mujumdar
From a professional viewpoint, 2018 is a remarkably memorable year for me. It heralds
successful continuous run of four decades of the truly global-scale biennial conference series
viz. the International Drying Symposium (IDS), now well known to the academic and
industrial community active in drying R&D. Little did I envisage IDS to live so long.
Indeed, contrary to my wildest optimistic expectations, the series has not only prospered but
indeed expanded globally into numerous sister conferences on drying and was responsible
for the start-up of a fledgling journal in 1982 entitled Drying Technology – An International
Journal, which was published by Marcel Dekker, NY, USA.
When IDS was established at McGill University, Montreal, Canada, my goal was simply to
provide a platform for industry and academia to get together for a free exchange of scientific
and technical knowledge to advance drying technologies in several industrial sectors. Lack
of in-depth knowledge about this key unit operation found in most industrial sectors was a
shock to me as a junior academic tasked with the development and teaching of a graduate
level course at McGill in 1976. A strenuous manual literature search in the library was
discouraging because much of the relevant literature was not available in English. I set
myself a rather difficult task in those days of getting drying experts from academia and
industry from as many countries as possible together on McGill’s campus. I was pleasantly
surprised by the enthusiastic support of the idea, which led to participants from Eastern
Europe, including the former USSR, Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and so
on; and Western Europe, including the UK, France, Germany, and Scandinavian countries;
plus, Australia and New Zealand, along with the US and Canada. Single participants
represented India, Brazil, Mexico, and some other countries as well. China was
conspicuously absent, although now China is by far the key contributor to the drying
literature.
Interestingly, over half the number of participants came from industry. Encouraged by the
success of the first event, I decided we need such meetings on a regular basis. So, the sequel
was held again at McGill in 1980. Thereafter, a number of countries showed keen interest in
hosting the series. Thus, the symposia moved around the globe with great outcomes. The
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event in Valencia, Spain, is the 21st Symposium in the IDS series. I am overwhelmed and
deeply humbled by the response of the global community to the series.
I am grateful to all participants in the series and especially the program chairs of the various
meetings and their organizing committees for their passionate effort. Although there is no
connection between IDS and this journal, Drying Technology was born out of the success of
the first two IDSs, which attracted the attention of the late Chairman Mau-Dr. Maurits
Dekker, Chairman of the Board of Marcel Dekker. The journal was launched in 1982 at the
suggestion of Dr. Dekker and the late Prof. Carl W. Hall of the US National Science
Foundation (NSF) was named the founding editor-in-chief. I have been associated with the
editorial effort for this journal right from Day 1. A number of then-innovative ideas were
developed successfully in the early formative years of the journal. It took about a decade of
hard work to put the journal on a firm foundation.
When Prof. Hall retired from NSF, I took over the editorship in 1988. It has been a
challenging but pleasant and eventful, as well as memorable, journey. It is professionally
rewarding to provide a peer-reviewed archival outlet for researchers from around the world.
This journal has encouraged and catalyzed basic and applied research in drying, which is
necessarily multi- and inter-disciplinary. It combines transport phenomena with materials
science, covering hundreds of materials. Most importantly, this journal, like the IDS events,
facilitated international networking, creativity, and innovation by pooling talent and scarce
financial resources. I recall having used the word “globalization” in many early editorials,
prefaces to proceedings of IDS, as well as my plenary and keynote talks, long before it
became a buzzword. The success of IDS is due to globalization, period! No one country or
group of countries ever had the critical mass needed to run such a major event successfully.
We will soon publish a detailed account of both the IDS series and this journal. It will show
the modern history of Drying R&D. I am truly delighted that this journal has attracted global
attention from several disciplines and industries and has contributed tangibly to enhancement
of innovative drying technologies.
As always, I am grateful for the encouragement and support of my colleagues, graduate
students, and researchers who proactively helped with the numerous tasks involved in
managing a large-scale event, as well as in smoothly running a peer-reviewed journal
servicing both academia and industry. We are of course highly appreciative of the thousands
of authors and hundreds of dedicated reviewers who are the gatekeepers of quality of what
we publish. I must refrain from listing all individuals I am indebted to for lack of space in
this editorial and for fear of missing some key names as well. I do believe this journal has
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accomplished a lot but a lot more remains to be accomplished as a number of important
issues remain to be resolved. I am confident we will continue to serve the academic and
industrial communities active in drying for decades to come.

Sept 28, 2018
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Chapter No. 26

IDS in 1992 and 2020
Arun S. Mujumdar
For global drying R&D, it is fair to say that 1978 was an important year of historical
significance. Establishment of the biennial International Drying Symposium (IDS) was a
watershed event, which triggered interest in recognizing the critical role of drying in most
industrial sectors. As an energy-intensive operation with large carbon footprint and decisive
effect on product quality, it is not surprising that both academic and industrial communities
started paying serious attention to developing a knowledge base and even know-how to
enhance the performance of scores of dryer types found in drying thousands of wet
materials. The IDS series, along with a number of sister conference series around the world,
has contributed to innovation in drying technology. Indeed, this journal also has its origin in
the success of the initial three conferences viz. IDS 1978 in Montreal, IDS 1980 in Montreal
and IDS 1982 in Birmingham, UK.
Recently I had the occasion to study carefully the technical program of IDS 1992, which I
organized in Montreal. Naturally, I am tempted to compare various aspects of IDS 1992 with
IDS meetings held in recent years. A thorough comparative evaluation is clearly impossible
in a brief Editorial, so I will only focus on some key significant changes. As the only
individual who has attended every IDS held since 1978, it is perhaps useful for our readers to
receive my views on IDS – now and then. While the objectives and format of IDS have
remained essentially unchanged, the truly familial and friendly atmosphere that prevails at
IDS meetings is the highlight of this symposium series. Typically, only about 20-30 percent
of the attendees are repeat participants from preceding meetings. Thus, there is healthy
regular renewal of both presenters and participants. Indeed, most of the early regular
participants from the initial ten meetings are now retired; we are grateful for their
contributions without which the series may not have retained its vitality and value. I do not
know of any conference series that has had a successful run for over four decades. The truly
global nature of IDS has been the key to success since contributions from numerous
countries have varied dramatically over the decades. Major participating countries from the
first decade now make minimal contribution. China, on the other had was not a notable
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contributor just two decades ago while is not by far the most significant contributor. This
globally-averaged the IDS series has displayed resilience and monotonous growth.
An important difference in the early technical programs and the one now is that the number
of participants as well as countries they represent are both higher. This is not surprising since
the number of countries around the globe has nearly doubled over the past three decades.
Second, participation by industry has declined with occasional increases in some IDSs. Also,
early meetings had sought and obtained co-sponsorship from numerous interdisciplinary
professional as well as industry societies. Since 1986, IDS developed a major awards
program, which attracted industry support. Despite lack of telecommunication facilities and
dependence on snail mail, IDS did attract global attention. Also, early IDSs managed to
publish hardcover proceedings, which were widely available and indeed served as the only
unified vehicle for dissemination of research publications around the world. Selected
refereed papers also appeared in this journal.
With reference specifically to IDS 1992, it is interesting to note a drastic reduction now in
global R&D in the forest products sector. While multiple technical sessions were organized
at IDS 1992 on drying of pulp, paper and wood, very few papers appeared in these areas in
recent IDSs. On the other hand, IDS continue to encourage industry-academia interaction
with increasing success. Also, initial focus on energy efficiency has shifted towards product
quality and innovation. Industry focus has continually shifted towards foodstuffs.
It is interesting to note that IDS1992 introduced a number of themes, which continue to
attract attention of participants even now. These include: pulse combustion drying,
impinging stream drying, intermittent drying of batch dryers, image analysis to study
microstructure of drying objects, use of artificial neural networks to model nonlinear
dryers/drying processes, atmospheric and low-pressure superheated steam drying,
microwave and RF drying. Interestingly, the concept of microwave vacuum drying was first
presented by the US aerospace company McDonnell Douglas at IDS 1978. Much work has
been done in development of this concept but it has not reached mainstream yet. Superheated
steam spray drying idea was also introduced by late Dr. W. H. Gauvin at IDS 1978. It is now
being evaluated for commercialization. These are topics I mentioned as potentially important
innovative themes for future research in my plenary lectures. It is noteworthy that these
topics are covered even in the latest IDS program. The fact that the novel themes in drying
research presented at IDS 1992 continue to evolve three decades later is testament to the
long gestation times needed to bring novel ideas to commercial reality. As I have noted
repeatedly over the past three decades, the long half-life of drying technologies is one of the
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reasons for the slow pace of introduction of innovation in practice. At least five innovative
drying technologies for paper were researched extensively during 1970-1980 and later
abandoned in favor of incremental innovation of conventional dryers. This explains why
many of the early ideas are still being investigated and some have potential for
commercialization. Lack of proactive industry participation also slows down technology
transfer from academic innovators to industry. Much of the literature on innovative dryers
originates from academia. Close contact and collaboration with dryer vendors and users is
essential to scaling up novel dryers so they can be introduced successfully in industry.
International networking also helps dissemination of new ideas and allows link to be
established between researchers with common interests.
Finally, I am pleased that the ongoing success of IDS highlights the continuing importance
of thermal drying to industry. The need to dry thousands of materials to varying
specifications in hundreds of dryer types makes the overall research and design problem
extremely broad. Use of advanced analytical and computational tools will help us advance
our knowledge base more rapidly than we could in the past. I believe we still face numerous
challenging problems in drying science and technology that will make for stimulating
programs at future IDS conferences.

Aug 05, 2019
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Chapter No. 27

Importance of Drying in Support of Human
Welfare
Hong-Wei Xiao
College of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,
Shihezi University, Shihezi, China;
College of Engineering,
China Agricultural University, Beijing, China

Arun S. Mujumdar
Department of Bioresource Engineering,
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Feeding the increasing global population is a grand challenge. There is 80% probability that
world population will increase from current 7.2 billion people to between 9.6 billion and
12.3 billion in 2100.[1] In addition, with rising income and urbanization, the foodconsumption patterns around the world are shifting to resource-intensive, animal-based
foods.[2] It is estimated that by 2050, more than twice as many people will live in cities as
did so in 2000 and 40% more land is needed by 2030 to feed the increasingly affluent urban
population.[3]
Food security is also threatened by climate change, water crisis, soil pollution and
degradation, agricultural land occupation by industrialization and urbanization, among other
factors. It is predicted that the increasing temperature and declining precipitation over
tropical, subtropical and semi-arid regions are likely to reduce yields for corn, wheat, rice
and other primary crops in the near future; climate change, particularly, the extreme weather,
would clearly have a substantial impact on global food security.[4]
To ensure food security, major changes are needed to transform current practices of food
production, storage, distribution and consumption.[5] As an essential processing operation for
safe storage of agricultural products and food, drying plays a critically important role in
enhancing global food security. By removing the moisture to a safe level, drying can prevent
the growth and reproduction of microbial proliferation, mitigate moisture-mediated
deteriorative biochemical reactions, reduce the costs of packaging, transportation, storage
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and processing, so as to reduce postharvest losses, extend shelf life and increase added
value.[6] It is noteworthy that by carrying out drying sustainably under optimal operating
conditions in well-designed dryers with smaller energy and physical footprints, it is feasible
to enhance food quality cost-effectively. This requires inter- and multidisciplinary research
and development effort around the globe. Innovation and cost reduction can be obtained by
international cooperation and networking. Reliable mathematical modeling allows one to
design and scape up new dryer types for enhanced efficiency and lower life cycle costs.
Inadequate and improper drying leads to serious losses. China’s annual grain losses caused
by insufficient drying and microbial spoilage are as high as 21 million tons, accounting for
4.2% of the total grain output of the country. This is more than 4 times the amount of new
grain each year; this seriously affects food security in China.[7] Similar results can be noted
in other parts of the globe. Furthermore, inadequate drying can trigger serious food safety
issues, which can threaten people’s heath and national security. According to the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO) statistics, about 25% of the world’s agricultural products
are contaminated by mycotoxins due to inadequate or improper storage conditions and 2% of
agricultural products lose their nutritional and economic value due to pollution; this causes
hundreds of billions of dollars in economic losses.[8]
The most frequent problem that occurs in food products are due to development of
aflatoxins, which possess high toxicity and carcinogenicity as well as resistance to
degradation under normal food processing conditions. Aflatoxin is a serious threat to human
and animal health; aflatoxin B1 is classified as Group 1 carcinogens by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC).[9] It is estimated that up to 28% of liver cancers
worldwide are due to aflatoxin pollution,[10] which is most likely to occur on insufficiently
dried foods such as peanut, maize, spices and herbs.[11]
Drying plays an important role in sustainable global development. As one of the most
energy-intensive industrial operations, drying consumes 7-15% of the total industrial energy
consumption in most countries.[12] Considering the huge total energy consumption of drying
and the low energy utilization efficiency of the current dryer of only 25-50%, efficient
drying can and should play an important role in achieving low carbon and sustainable
development as well as curbing climate change. In fact, even small improvements in energy
efficiency of drying can lead to huge energy savings through process optimization,
employing multi-stage drying, intermittent drying as well as using energy saving
technologies via the use of renewable energy sources on a larger scale.
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As one of the oldest methods for preserving food and the most frequently employed
industrial operation, drying has been considered as a mature and well-developed technology.
For a long time, the investment in drying research has been far lower than it should be,
considering the contribution of drying research to national food security, human health and
global sustainable development. Although this Editorial is confined to drying of foods,
drying is a commonly encountered unit operation in most industrial sectors ranging from
pulp and paper, pharmaceuticals, ceramics to wood processing. A large number of very
talented and dedicated young scientists in drying research have often encountered difficulties
in securing research grants as granting agencies and referees are often not aware of the
significance of this operation to national economy and well-being. R& D investment in this
area can give rich dividends, which often are nevertheless difficult to quantify.
So, we hereby call for increased and sustained support for drying research and development,
especially for the young scholars, in the interest of world food security, human health and
global sustainability. Government funds are typically limited and need to be allocated
according to scientific significance or need not be prejudiced by what is fashionable or
promoted as hot areas. Industry and academia need to explore strategies for nurturing drying
research that results in economic benefit to the society. The drying research scientific
community must realize that just publishing their research in an academic journal is not
adequate. They should open their arms to the wider community of policy-makers,
industrialists and the public, so as to enhance their understanding of the important role
drying plays for ensuring food security, human health and sustainable development. It is
worth noting that drying R&D in other industrial sectors also has a very important role in
enhancing the standard and quality of life.
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Chapter No. 28

Kudos from China
Arun S. Mujumdar
This is a brief summary of my collaborative research and teaching activities that started in
1984 while I was on the chemical Engineering faculty of McGill University and continue
unabated for over 35 years. My first visit if 4 weeks started with a 7-day short course on
Drying Technology: Science & Technology which I gave at Tianjin Institute of Technologynow renamed Tianjin University of Science and Technology. The invitation came formally
from the Ministry of Light Industry, Beijing. I was pleasantly surprised by the extraordinary
warm reception I was accorded thanks to a VIP visa which treated me as a State Visitor.
Over 150 participants from academia and industry from various parts of China participated.
My Lecture Notes were translated into Chinese within a couple of weeks and made available
to all. My lectures were interpreted into Chinese- my first exposure to this format of
lecturing.
During this visit I visited several universities and companies and dryer fabricators. My visit
in 1987 also included many lectures at several universities. Interestingly, the first copy of my
Handbook of Industrial Drying (1st edition) arrived while I was in Tianjin. I presented that
copy to the President of the University. My collaborators there wanted to translate the
handbook into Chinese as they not have a similar book in Chinese at the time. I am pleased
that they took up my suggestion for them to produce their own handbook with local authors
and j became a consulting editor. A few years later the Chinese Handbook of Drying was
published. Indeed, it became popular and later new enhanced editions were published.
I have had the opportunity to visit China several times over the decades. The remarkable
progress China has made is truly admirable. I was fortunate to actually witness it. I have had
the honor to be named Honorary Professor at several universities in China. I also received
major awards bestowed by Governors of Jiangsu Province and Tianjin. The Government of
China awarded me their esteemed Friendship Award in 2014. Also, early in 2014 I was one
of seven overseas awardees for Outstanding Contribution to Science and Technology
Development. I was named a Foreign Expert for three years in 2014-2016. Most recently I
am selected for a new highly competitive award of Eminent Professorship at Jiangnan
University. This entails extensive research collaboration over a five-year period. Indeed,
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since 2001 my collaboration with Jiangnan University has produced over 20 PhDs and some
140 referees’ papers as well as a book in Chinese on Hybrid Drying.
I have mentored a number of excellent doctoral students and postdoctoral fellows from
China at McGill University as well as the National University of Singapore. I continue to
mentor researchers in China as well as several other countries as a retired academic residing
in Canada. It has been a highly rewarding experience professionally. It has also been an
exceptionally learning experience for me.
In this age of globalization, I believe it is important to work collaboratively across
geopolitical boundaries to excel in research and innovation.
In 2019 I had the unique honor of being selected for a new program under which I will have
the opportunity to visit Jiangnan University, Wuxi, as a Distinguished Professor in School of
Food Science and Technology for a period of five years. During the visit I was named
Honorary Adjunct Professor at Jiangsu University. Furthermore, I attended the 70th
anniversary celebrations in Beijing in October 2019. This included attendance at the military
parade and fireworks at Tianaman Square in Beijing.
I look forward to a highly productive research collaboration in coming years as well.

November 2019
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Chapter No. 29

Post-Retirement Activities of Prof. Mujumdar
Shivanand S. Shirkole
Department of Food Process Engineering
National Institute of Technology Rourkela – 769008, INDIA
Interestingly, the period after Professor Mujumdar’s formal retirement in mid-2013 has in
some ways has been at least as busy and often more productive than that during his full-time
employment. After NUS he was Visiting Professor at Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology and KMUTT, Bangkok.
Upon return to Canada in April 2014, he continued his research affiliation with McGill
University with formal honorary adjunct appoint in two departments viz. Bioresource
Engineering and Mining Engineering & Material Science. In addition, he was named
honorary adjunct research professor in Chemical & Biochemical Engineering at Western
University, London, Ontario. Earlier he was named Honorary Distinguished Professor at
Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, India and KMUTT, Bangkok, Thailand. Since
2004, Professor Mujumdar has been an Honorary Professor in School of Food Science and
Technology of Jiangnan University, Wuxi, China. In 2019, he was selected for China’s new
program of Overseas Famous Professorship for a five-year period. In 2019, he was named
Honorary Adjunct Professor of Food Science at Jiangsu University near Wuxi. His research
collaboration extends beyond these formal arrangements to other universities as well in
various countries including Brazil. Such extensive network involves significant level of
continuous contact for productive research outcomes. It has also led to exceptionally high
research output in terms of journal papers, conference papers, edited books as well as book
chapters.
Professor Mujumdar has limited scope of his research activities in some aspects due to lack
of research funding support as well as technical assistance since he must personally cover all
related expenses and conduct all aspects of communication entirely by himself. Still the
overall annual research output has matched and often exceeded his output while in full time
employment with NUS. For various diverse reasons his research output was at a significantly
higher level while at NUS relative to that at McGill University. This despite the fact he
reserves significant amount of time for spiritual and general reading and for his family
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members-particularly his grandchildren in Chicago and San Francisco. His general interest
includes readings on innovation, research and development, economics, history etc.
It is noteworthy that Prof. Mujumdar continues to actively associate himself with the
organization of international conferences devoted to drying R& D e. g. IDS, ADC, WFCFD
etc. He also assists and guides several conferences held in different parts of the world. He is
happy to mentor numerous young researchers and faculty members in universities around the
world.
Since his retirement he as coedited on average one book each year. As series editor for CRC,
he has developed themes and authors/editors of some 15 books on drying science and
technology in last three years. He hopes to edit fifth edition of the globally acclaimed
Handbook of Industrial Drying for CRC Press in next 2-3 years.
With his duties as Editor-in-Chief of Drying Technology since 1988, Professor Mujumdar
needs to devote minimum of several hours a day during practically all 365 days of the year
to ensure all his projects are successfully completed on schedule. Despite heavy
commitments he continues to review papers for not only the Drying Technology journal but
also for some 20 key journals- down from over 75 journals in his full-time work days. He is
constantly on the learning curve; whenever he finds time, he reads latest technical papers and
reviews on numerous topics of current interest. Lifelong learning has always been his goal
right from his graduate student days.
Although often his peers think of him as someone committed to only drying research the fact
is that about half of his research output covers a host of non-drying research themes. At the
fundamental level most of his research deals with transport of heat, mass and momentum
coupled with material science and electro technologies. In last five years a major fraction of
his research deals with food drying and processing with emphasis on innovation.
Of course, it is not all work for him; his hobbies include watercolors, travel, photography
etc. He also spends time reading Vedantic literature and Indian history.
Activities he discontinued include those he enjoyed doing throughout his academic career
viz. teaching of courses and industrial consulting both of which place time constraints on his
schedule which - in his opinion- defeat the purpose of retirement. Thus, his retirement is
really only from constraints of externally imposed time constraints. His current focus is on
research and mentoring as well as dissemination of archival literature.
We hope that this brief outline of Prof. Mujumdar’s post-retirement schedule and outcomes
will be helpful for those who are approaching this phase of their professional life whether in
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academia or not. It is clearly his personal philosophy to share as broadly as possible his
accumulated knowledge and experience with peers and younger engineers and researchers.
He believes strongly in professional service without expectation of any personal material
reward. His mentoring of students and faculty who are not known to him as well as the
product free e-books project emerged from this sense of service- just what Bhagwat Gita
propounds.

December, 2019
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Chapter No. 30

Dialog on Post-Retirement Plans and Activities
S. V. Jangam
M3TC. National University of Singapore, 9 Engineering Drive 1,
Singapore 117576
Prof. Mujumdar retired from full time academic retirement in March 2014. However, his rate
of flow of publications as peer-reviewed papers, books and book chapters as well as
activities pertaining to journal editing, reviewing journal and book manuscripts, organizing
international conferences has continued unabated in past five years. In fact, his publication
output has been several times that of full-time faculty in most research-intensive universities
around the world. What is most remarkable is that this has been achieved without consuming
financial resources in the form of research grants. He personally absorbed the costs of doing
research and publications.
The following question and answer format will make it easier for readers to benefit from
decades of global experience from which they can learn when faced with issues he faced in
his career. In particular the need of an effective mentor and a set of virtual mentors
throughout one’s career is especially important according to Prof. Mujumdar.
Q1. What are your Thoughts on retirement of academics who are very active in
research, mentoring and professional service?
From personal experience I can say that it is very hard to totally withdraw from academic
activities you are actively immersed in within a short time. In my case I tried to reduce
academic activity slowly by taking on more spiritual and even physical activity. For
example, I spend some time in the gym regularly and participate actively in spiritual
activities at Ramakrishna Mission in Toronto and also reading some spiritual books such as
Gita and commentaries on Upanishads.
Q2. Personal plans while preparing for formal retirement?
I believe some planning must begin a few years ahead of formal retirement. In my case my
publication record remained at the same level for three years and after that it is ramping
down but very slowly. I continue to mentor young Faculty and graduate students in several
universities. I have continent service activities of international conference organization,
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journal editing, reviewing manuscripts, editing book series, thesis examination etc. It gives
mental satisfaction and peace of mind too.
Q3. How do you maintain productivity in retirement?
I have a truly global network of researchers which I formed in a semi-formal setting some 15
years ago. I continue my active interactions with the team and this often leads to joint
projects and publications.
Q4. Any advantages of retired life?
There are many. Mainly it gives flexibility to pursue what one cannot accomplish in full time
jobs. For example, one has time to read general literature and travel or follow up a hobby
which needs free time.
Q5. Limitations of retirement especially for those who have been very active
academically?
I think limitations depend on what one wants to do. Without financial support or human
resources, it is not possible to initiate new research areas.
Q6. Can you give a summary of what has been achieved after formal retirement?
This is difficult as in fact I have been fortunate in having a number of group members who
are active and supportive of my effort leading to a rather high level of research productivity
as well as service- in some instances exceeding what could do in full time employment. My
website has related information. Based on ResearchGate and Mendeley (Elsevier) statistics
the citation rate and interest level in my publications has remained at a high level. So, it
appears worth continuing my effort. My website has details on my activities.
Q7. Why the move from established career at globally recognized McGill to then
relatively unknown in 2000 NUS? Why start from scratch and disrupt academic and
family roots?
Good question and most frequently asked. I think it is because my desire to explore new
areas and take risk. Being in one location for a long time puts one in one’s comfort zone. It is
a huge challenge requiring high level of risk tolerance to leave comfort zone and enter the
unknown. I switched from an old established university to one which was new and still
emerging, switched department requiring change of research and teaching areas after
establishing them for three decades. The most critical was giving up essentially life long
tenure for short term renewal position due to local policies. Furthermore, one needs to get
used to new ways of doing things, new academic and social culture and numerous long-haul
flights to be with family even for short periods of time. This can be a daunting matter which
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admittedly I did not consider as I did not even think about these consequences. Overall a
good move but it required some sacrifices and a significant extra effort.
Q8. Overall, was it a good decision that met with your expectations?
Yes. I feel I could surmount the hurdles and make very significant gains in research
productivity starting from scratch in many areas.
Q9. What factors should western academia consider when considering a move like
your? Risks and potential benefits?
It is important to know the academic culture especially if one is from a western university
and moving to an eastern one. Employment benefits including tenure requirements and
retirement dates differ widely- from a good pension to nothing. Benefits especially postretirement. One does not think about it until retirement and this can be a risky matter. Family
life can be disruptive and cause unexpected problems and costs as well.
Q10. Can to say something about the role of spirituality in your retirement?
For me it has been a valuable means of ramping down stress. Although I do all service pro
bono there is still mental stress associated with it. For example, when I review or revise
manuscripts or examine theses, I always to extensive literature search and read hundreds of
papers every year.
I have no support in my activities which I must carry out by myself and cover related
expenses on my own. Still I find it worthwhile to do professional service that benefits many
around the world- including businesses and industry. The free e-book project I started 15
years ago at NUS has led to over a dozen books. I find this as a spiritual exercise giving a lot
of mental satisfaction.
Q11. What about your pursuit of hobby- particularly watercolor painting?
Indeed, I started this hobby about 15 years ago as a stress relief activity. It gives me great
pleasure when accidentally some pieces turn out reasonably well. The important thing is it is
a creative activity that reduces stress level and gives a break from stress involved in any
work by diverting the mind. Strangely enough I find less time to do watercolors in
retirement. Hope it will get better.

December, 2019
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Appendix-I

About Professor Mujumdar’s Books in Chinese
Professor Mujumdar has been associated with drying R and D in China since his first visit in
184 when he gave a seven-day workshop on Drying Principles and Practice in Tianjin. Over
100 participants from industry and academia attended this major event which probably led to
a jump in drying technology development in China.
Interestingly, China developed drying technologies indigenously as a matter if policy and
without dependence on foreign technologies. To this end dryer vendors and users develop
led close links with local universities- practice that continues even today. They hold regular
conferences devoted to drying that train new entrants and help promote innovation.
Another important step in the progress China has made in drying is their effort to
disseminate knowledge in this area via trade magazines and books in Chinese. Prof.
Mujumdar provides guidance in compilation of a handbook of drying entitled Modern
Drying Technology. He was Advisory Editor for this book that took several years to
compile. A second edition appeared about a decade ago.
Also, Professor Mujumdar’s Guide to Industrial Drying: Principles, Equipment and New
Developments (Exergex 2000) has been translated and published in China. This book has
also been translated into Bhaskar Indonesia, French, Farsi, Hungarian etc. and reprinted for
free distribution in India, Nigeria, Cameroon etc. In addition, the book entitled Advanced
Drying Technology coauthored by Dr T. Kudra and Prof. Mujumdar is also published in
Chinese.
In 2019, on the occasion of the 70th anniversary of establishment of the modern Chinese
nation, a book coauthored with Prof. Min Zhang of Jiangnan University, was given a special
award by the largest publisher of China. This book available only in Chinese deals with
Hybrid Drying technologies developed in China and used by industry.
Here we have included a collage of the covers of books that have appeared in other than
English. This also reflects the global reach of the effort in drying r and d initiated by Prof.
Mujumdar.
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Appendix-II

List of All CRC Book Series: Advances in Drying
Science and Technology
1. Freeze Drying of Pharmaceutical Products (1st Edition) by Davide Fissore, Roberto
Pisano, Antonello Barresi, November 12, 2019.
2. Heat and Mass Transfer in Drying of Porous Media (1st Edition) by Peng Xu, Agus P.
Sasmito, Arun S. Mujumdar, August 05, 2019.
3. Drying and Roasting of Cocoa and Coffee (1st Edition) by Ching Lik Hii, Flávio Meira
Borém, July 12, 2019.
4. Advanced Drying Technologies for Foods (1st Edition) by Arun S Mujumdar, Hong-Wei
Xiao, June 28, 2019.
5. Drying of Biomass, Biosolids, and Coal: For Efficient Energy Supply and Environmental
Benefits (1st Edition) by Shusheng Pang, Sankar Bhattacharya, Junjie Yan, March 08,
2019.
6. Intelligent Control in Drying (1st Edition) by Alex Martynenko, Andreas Bück, October
02, 2018.
7. Industrial Heat Pump-Assisted Wood Drying (1st Edition) by Vasile Minea, August 15,
2018.
8. Thermal and Nonthermal Encapsulation Methods (1st Edition) by Magdalini Krokida,
September 20, 2017.
9. Intermittent and Nonstationary Drying Technologies: Principles and Applications (1st
Edition) by Azharul Karim, Chung-Lim Law, September 11, 2017.
10. Handbook of Drying of Vegetables and Vegetable Products (1st Edition) by Min Zhang,
Bhesh Bhandari, Zhongxiang Fang, June 08, 2017.
11. Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulation of Spray Dryers: An Engineer’s Guide (1st
Edition) by Meng Wai Woo, November 02, 2016.
12. Advances in Heat Pump-Assisted Drying Technology (1st Edition) by Vasile Minea, July
01, 2016.
13. Handbook of Industrial Drying (4th Edition) by Arun S. Mujumdar, July 11, 2014.
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Appendix-III

List of Scopus Indexed Publications by Professor
Mujumdar
(From 1969 to Dec, 2019)
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Zhang, X. L.; Zhong, C. S.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Yang, X. H.; Deng, L. Z.; Wang, J.;
Xiao, H. W., Cold plasma pretreatment enhances drying kinetics and quality attributes
of chili pepper (Capsicum annuum L.). Journal of Food Engineering, 2019, 241, 51-57,
DOI: 10.1016/j.jfoodeng.2018.08.002.
Yu, X. L.; Ju, H. Y.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zheng, Z. A.; Wang, J.; Deng, L. Z.; Gao, Z. J.;
Xiao, H. W., Experimental and simulation studies of heat transfer in high-humidity hot
air impingement blanching (HHAIB) of carrot. Food and Bioproducts Processing,
2019, 114, 196-204, DOI: 10.1016/j.fbp.2019.01.001.
Xue, L.; Wang, S.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Wang, J.; Yu, X.; Gao, Z., Heating Control
Technology of Vacuum Pulse Drying Based on Drying Uniformity. Nongye Jixie
Xuebao/Transactions of the Chinese Society for Agricultural Machinery, 2019, 50,
317-325, DOI: 10.6041/j.issn.1000-1298.2019.04.036.
Xiao, H. W. Mujumdar, A. S., Importance of drying in support of human welfare.
Drying Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2019.1686476.
Wu, X. F.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Yang, C. H., Effect of ultrasound-assisted
osmotic dehydration pretreatment on the infrared drying of Pakchoi Stems. Drying
Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080 07373937.2019.1608232.
Waghulde, M.; Rajput, R.; Mujumdar, A.; Naik, J., Production and evaluation of
vildagliptin-loaded poly(dl-lactide) and poly(dl-lactide-glycolide) micro-/nanoparticles:
Response surface methodology approach. Drying Technology, 2019, 37, 1265-1276,
DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2018.1495231.
Waghulde, M.; Mujumdar, A.; Naik, J., Preparation and characterization of miglitolloaded Poly (d, l-lactide-co-glycolide) microparticles using high pressure
homogenization-solvent evaporation method. International Journal of Polymeric
Materials and Polymeric Biomaterials, 2019, 68, 198-207, DOI: 10.1080
00914037.2018.1434652.
Wagh, P.; Mujumdar, A.; Naik, J. B., Preparation and characterization of ketorolac
tromethamine-loaded ethyl cellulose micro-/nanospheres using different techniques.
Particulate
Science
and
Technology,
2019,
37,
347-357,
DOI:
10.1080/02726351.2017.1383330.
Verma, U.; Mujumdar, A.; Naik, J., Preparation of Efavirenz resinate by spray drying
using response surface methodology and its physicochemical characterization for taste
masking. Drying Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2019.1590845.
Sun, Y.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A., Berry Drying: Mechanism, Pretreatment, Drying
Technology, Nutrient Preservation, and Mathematical Models. Food Engineering
Reviews, 2019, 11, 61-77, DOI: 10.1007 s12393-019-9188-3.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

Sun, Q.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Yang, P., Combined LF-NMR and Artificial
Intelligence for Continuous Real-Time Monitoring of Carrot in Microwave Vacuum
Drying. Food and Bioprocess Technology, 2019, 12, 551-562, DOI: 10.1007/s11947018-2231-1.
Sun, Q.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S., Recent developments of artificial intelligence in
drying of fresh food: A review. Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition, 2019,
59, 2258-2275, DOI: 10.1080 10408398.2018.1446900.
Song, X. D.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Law, C. L.; Fang, X. M.; Peng, W. J.; Deng, L. Z.;
Wang, J.; Xiao, H. W., Effect of drying air temperature on drying kinetics, color,
carotenoid content, antioxidant capacity and oxidation of fat for lotus pollen. Drying
Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2019.1616752.
Shirkole, S. S.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Sutar, P. P., Studies on thermal stability of highpower short time microwave dried paprika (Capsicum annuum L.) considering the
interaction of water molecules with sorption sites. Drying Technology, 2019, DOI:
10.1080/07373937.2019.1693399.
Roknul Azam, S. M.; Zhang, M.; Law, C. L.; Mujumdar, A. S., Effects of drying
methods on quality attributes of peach (Prunus persica) leather. Drying Technology,
2019, 37, 341-351, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2018.1454942.
Mujumdar, A. S., Perspectives on role of IDS series on global R&amp;D in drying.
Drying Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2019.1560963.
Mujumdar, A. S., Tribute to late professor Czesław Strumiłło: Dedicated educator,
outstanding researcher, conscientious mentor, and exceptional human being. Drying
Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080 07373937.2019.1637349.
Mujumdar, A. S., Editorial. Drying Technology, 2019, 37, 269, DOI:
10.1080/07373937.2018.1464341.
Mujumdar, A. S., Role of academia in industrial developments. Drying Technology,
2019, 37, 679, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2018.1453442.
Mujumdar, A. S., IDS in 1992 and 2020. Drying Technology, 2019, 37, 1743-1744,
DOI: 10.1080 07373937.2019.1650451.
Li, K.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Chitrakar, B., Recent developments in physical
field-based drying techniques for fruits and vegetables. Drying Technology, 2019, 37,
1954-1973, DOI: 10.1080 07373937.2018.1546733.
Li, J.; An, H.; Sasmito, A. P.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Ling, X., Performance evaluation of
mass transport enhancement in novel dual-channel design of micro-reactors. Heat and
Mass Transfer/Waerme- und Stoffuebertragung, 2019, DOI: 10.1007/s00231-01902727-6.
Khairnar, G.; Mokale, V.; Mujumdar, A.; Naik, J., Development of nanoparticulate
sustained release oral drug delivery system for the antihyperglycemic with
antihypertensive drug. Materials Technology, 2019, 34, 880-888, DOI:
10.1080/10667857.2019.1639019.
Khaing Hnin, K.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhu, Y., Emerging food drying
technologies with energy-saving characteristics: A review. Drying Technology, 2019,
37, 1465-1480, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2018.1510417.
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33.

34.
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36.

Kar, S.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Sutar, P. P., Aspergillus niger inactivation in microwave
rotary drum drying of whole garlic bulbs and effect on quality of dried garlic powder.
Drying Technology, 2019, 37, 1528-1540, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2018.1517777.
Ju, H. Y.; Zhao, S. H.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhao, H. Y.; Duan, X.; Zheng, Z. A.; Gao, Z.
J.; Xiao, H. W., Step-down relative humidity convective air-drying strategy to enhance
drying kinetics, efficiency, and quality of American ginseng root (Panax
quinquefolium). Drying Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080 07373937.2019.1597373.
H. Bagheri, M.; Esmailpour, K.; Hoseinalipour, S. M.; Mujumdar, A. S., Numerical
study and POD snapshot analysis of flow characteristics for pulsating turbulent
opposing jets. International Journal of Numerical Methods for Heat and Fluid Flow,
2019, 29, 2009-2031, DOI: 10.1108/HFF-07-2018-0382.
Guo, C.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhang, M., New Development in Radio Frequency Heating
for Fresh Food Processing: a Review. Food Engineering Reviews, 2019, 11, 29-43,
DOI: 10.1007/s12393-018-9184-z.
Fan, K.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S., Recent developments in high efficient freezedrying of fruits and vegetables assisted by microwave: A review. Critical Reviews in
Food
Science
and
Nutrition,
2019,
59,
1357-1366,
DOI:
10.1080/10408398.2017.1420624.
Devi, S.; Zhang, M.; Ju, R.; Mujumdar, A. S., Co-influence of ultrasound and
microwave in vacuum frying on the frying kinetics and nutrient retention properties of
mushroom chips. Drying Technology, 2019, DOI: 10.1080/07373937.2019.1604542.
Deng, L. Z.; Pan, Z.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhao, J. H.; Zheng, Z. A.; Gao, Z. J.; Xiao, H.
W., High-humidity hot air impingement blanching (HHAIB) enhances drying quality
of apricots by inactivating the enzymes, reducing drying time and altering cellular
structure. Food Control, 2019, 96, 104-111, DOI: 10.1016 j.foodcont.2018.09.008.
Deng, L. Z.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhang, Q.; Yang, X. H.; Wang, J.; Zheng, Z. A.; Gao,
Z. J.; Xiao, H. W., Chemical and physical pretreatments of fruits and vegetables:
Effects on drying characteristics and quality attributes–a comprehensive review.
Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition, 2019, 59, 1408-1432, DOI: 10.1080
10408398.2017.1409192.
Deng, L. Z.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Yang, W. X.; Zhang, Q.; Zheng, Z. A.; Wu, M.; Xiao,
H. W., Hot air impingement drying kinetics and quality attributes of orange peel.
Journal of Food Processing and Preservation, 2019, DOI: 10.1111/jfpp.14294.
Deng, L. Z.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Pan, Z.; Vidyarthi, S. K.; Xu, J.; Zielinska, M.; Xiao, H.
W., Emerging chemical and physical disinfection technologies of fruits and vegetables:
a comprehensive review. Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition, 2019, DOI:
10.1080/10408398.2019.1649633.
Cao, X.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhong, Q., Evaluation of quality properties and
water mobility in vacuum microwave-dried carrot slices using pulse-spouted bed with
hot
air.
Drying
Technology,
2019,
37,
1087-1096,
DOI:
10.1080/07373937.2018.1484758.
Cao, X.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Wang, Z., Effect of microwave freeze-drying on
microbial inactivation, antioxidant substance and flavor quality of Ashitaba leaves
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(Angelica keiskei Koidzumi). Drying Technology, 2019, 37, 793-800, DOI:
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Cao, X.; Zhang, M.; Chitrakar, B.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhong, Q.; Wang, Z.; Wang, L.,
Radiofrequency heating for powder pasteurization of barley grass: antioxidant
substances, sensory quality, microbial load and energy consumption. Journal of the
Science of Food and Agriculture, 2019, 99, 4460-4467, DOI: 10.1002/jsfa.9683.
Yang, X. H.; Deng, L. Z.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Xiao, H. W.; Zhang, Q.; Kan, Z.,
Evolution and modeling of colour changes of red pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) during
hot air drying. Journal of Food Engineering, 2018, 231, 101-108, DOI:
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Yang, F.; Zhang, M.; Mujumdar, A. S.; Zhong, Q.; Wang, Z., Enhancing drying
efficiency and product quality using advanced pretreatments and analytical tools—An
overview.
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Technology,
2018,
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